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ABSTRACT

The specific volurnes and pressures ín the saturated states

of the pure 1íquids acetone, benzene, chloroforrn, and carbon tetra-

chloride, and the saturation pressure of 7 mixtures of the binary

system acetone-benzerie were determined from a temperature of 100oc

and a pressure of about 2 atmosphere up to the highest temperature

and pressure at rvhich liquid and vapor coexíst. The vapor-liquid

equilíbria of the binary mixtures were independently measured by a

static method up to the crítical region" The crÍtical temperatures

of the pure compounds as well as those of mixtures rÂrere determined

by the disappearance-of-the-meniscus method. CritÍca1 densíties of

the pure compounds were obtained by the application of the laru of

rectilinear diameter, and the critj-ca1 pressures by extrapofatíon of

the 1og P vs 1/T lj-ne to the critical temperature.

P-T-x relations at the liquid-vapor phase boundaries of the

binary system, as obtained by the determination of the bubble-point-

pressure vs temperature curves of a series of mixtures of known com-

positíon, did not indícate any existence of an azeotrope in the range

of temperature and pressure studied in Lhis research. The binary data

obtained riüere treated thermodynamically Lo yield the liquíd phase

actívity coeffícients. The partial molal volumes i-n the 1íquid mixture

required for the Poynting correction (effect of pressure on líquid phase

propertíes) for liquid-phase activity coefficients were also obtained.

The fugacity coeffícient of a component in the vapor mixture was obtained

by a rnodified Redlich-Kwong equation as suggested by Chueh and Prausnitz

1V



(Ind. Eng.Chen. Vol. 60, No. 3, pp.34-5?_ (1968)). Fotlowing their

modification of the van Laar equaËion, several bínary liquid phase

parameters such as binary interaction constant, Henryts constant and

dilation constant, as required for the solution model for excess Gibbs

energy, \i/ere calculated lvith the aid of an rByI 360/65 electronÍc

computer.



GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

ArBrCrDrE - constants j-n vapor pressure equations, liquid density
equation, also binary parameters defined in equations
58, 65, 66,

arb - constants in van der l¡Taalse equatíon (1) and Redlich-
Kwong equation (25).

c__, c_ - specific heat at constant volume and constant pressure.v- p '
f., - fugacity of component i.
-ofi * reference fugacity of component í.

GE * excess Gibbs free energy.

- enthalpy in Table II.

HZ(f) - Henryos constant for solute 2 in solvent 1 as defined
in equation 43"

- isothermal compressibilíty.

- characteristíc constant for i-j interaction.
- number of moles of component i"
- number of components.

- total pressure.

- critical pressure.

- constant reference pressure.

- saturation vapor pressure.

- constant reference pressure of zero pressure.

- effective mo1al volume defined by equations 60 and 61.

- gas constant"

- enLropy.

- temperature "

- critical temperature.

- pseudocritical temperature of a mixture.

- correcLed pseudocritical temperature of a mixture.

- true experimental critical temperature of a mÍxture.
- Ëemperature of disappearance of meniscus.

- reduced Ëemperature.
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T* - characteristíc constant of a bj-nary system, used in
correlating dilatÍon constants.

v - molal volume of the 1íquid phase or vapor phase.

V. - critical volume.

vcM - pseudocritical volume of a mixture"
vfu - corrected pseudocritical volume of a mixture.
vcT - true critical volume of a mixture.
rR - reduced volume.

Lvl - partial molal volume of component i in the liquid míxture
vn ,v^ - orthobaric volumes.LB
V - total volume.

x - mole fraction in the líquid-phase.
y - mole fractíon in the vapor phase.

Z - compressibilíty factor.
Zc - crítical compressibílíty factor.

Subscripts.

c - critical.

g - gas.

i - component i.
ii (j ) - í-í interaction ín the environment of j 

"

ij - i-j interactíon.
9" - líquid.
If - mixture.
R reduced property.

Superscripts.

- excess property.

- ideal property.

- liquid phase.

(P0) - at constant reference pressure of zero.
(Pr) - at constant reference pressure.

- at saturation.
- reference state.

- infínite diluËion.
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Greek Letters "

oe ß, y, 6 - critical exponents defined in Table I.

oI2 - interaction constant of molecules I and 2.

oZZ(t) - self-interaction constant of molecules 2 in the

environment of molecules 1.

Yí - activity coef fici-ent of component .i.

nZ(f) - dilation constant of solute 2 ín solvent 1.

n* - characterístic constant of a solute, used in correlating

dilation constants.
0 - surface fraction defined by equation gg"

r_J

p

- correlatíng parameter for critícal volume Ín equatíon 90.

- density"

ttj - correlating parameter for critical temperature in

equation 89.
0i - fugacíty coefficient of component i in vapor phase

defíned by equaLion 21.

- volume fractíon defíned in equatÍon 55 
"

- acentric factor as defined in page 46 "

Qa, f2b - dimensionless constanËs in Redlích-Kwong equatíon (25) 
"
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CHAPTER I.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades many theoretical, computatÍonal,

and experímental developments have been made in the study of the

properties of gases and 1íquids. rt is unfortunate that both theory

and practice in the study of 1Íquid mixtures have been separated

from the study of pure liquíds.

The basíc problem Ín the thermodynamics of liquid míxtures

has been to relate the properti-es of a mÍxture to those of its

components with a minimum amount of experimenËa1 ínformation on the

mixture ítself. The final goal is to predict the properties of the

mixture using only pure-component data. Irrhile thís goal has not

been reached even for the símplest mixtures, much progress has been

made in recent years, and for a few types of mixtures it is now

possíble to make good estímates of mixture properties using approx-

ímaËe theories of solutions.

The dependence on the theory of pure fluids has been a feature

of most theories of mixtures in the last decade. The practical

demands of these theories can only be met by a very detailed knowledge

of the equilibrium properties of the pure liquíds.

The usefulness of experimental data on the thermodynamic

properties of binary systems Ëo test Ëheories or to formulate

theories which attempt to predíct binary míxture propertíes from

pure-component data is obvious. Another obvious use is the evalua-

tion of parameters characterizíng interactions beti¿een unlike species,

useful not only in the correlation of daËa for bínary mixËures but



also in the predíctíon of properties for multicomponenË systems.

Phase-equilíbrium daLa at high pressures, specially in the

critical region, are of considerable ínterest. Such data are in-

variably sparse, mainly because of the difficulty of taking ínËo

account vapor-phase non-idealities. Present experirnental knowledge

of equilíbrium properties of the crítícal regíon is in a rapidly

moving state, and the same is true of approximate statistical mechanícal

theoríes of the critical region. Any attempt to settle the shape of

Ëhe coexistence curve experimentally is beset by severe experimental

problems and will be commented on ín almost all sections of this rvork.

A simplifíed theory of critical behavior in the líquid-gas transition

may be obtained from the van der trrlaals equation of state. The gas-

liquid critical point is the most famiTíar " but a variety of others

exist. A feature of this field is that both experÍmental data and

theoretical insight indicate that critical phenomena in systems as

apparently unrelated as gases, binary alloys, and ferromagnets can

all be studied frorn the same point of view. Thus, the dísparate

fields of physical chemistry, solid-state physics, chemical engineering,

and low-temperature physics converge when dealing with crítícal

anomalies.

THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION

I. CRITICAL PHENOMENA

I (a) . The Critical Point

The crítica1 phenomenon was first discovered by de 1a Tour (1)



in 1822 when he observed that upon heating a líquid in a stationary

sealed tube, at a certain temperature the meniscus betrueen the líquid

and vapor phases dísappeared wíthout ebullition, yield.ing iuhat

appeared by ordinary líght to be one homogeneous phase. upon cooling

the tube, the meniscus again appeared but the ternperature of re-

appearance did not coíncide exactly with the temperature of dis-

aPPearance 
"

Konig (2) stated rhar Schmidr (3) in 1823 predicred rhe

critícal point on Ëhe basis that the latent heat of vaporization

would become zero 
"

The dísappearance of rhe meníscus was used by Andrews (4 to z)

as the críterion for the critÍcal temperature. prior to this tíme,

many investigators had tried unsuccessfully to líquefy gases by the

application of pressure and had come to the erroneous conclusion that

there exisËed certain "permanentt' gases which could. not be liquefied.

From Andrewsr studies on the gaseous and liquid states of

carbon dioxÍde under various condj-tíons of temperature and pressure,

he concluded that each gas has a temperature above which it cannot

be liquefied regardless of the applied pressure; but below this

temperature, the vapor is condensable by pressure.

Thus, in terms of Andrewse classícal experiments, the critical

temperature may be defíned as the temperature at ruhich the meniscus

disappears, or as the mínÍmum temperature above rqhich a gas cannot,

as evidenced by the appeararrce of a menÍscusrbe líquefíed. The

pressure (vapor pressure) required to líquefy a gas at this critíca1

Ëemperature is called the critical pressure. The volume of a unit
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mass of the substance at the crítical temperature and pressure is

cal1ed the critical volume.

rn 1873, varr der I^Iaals (B) made an ímportant contribution

to the knoruledge of 1íquíds and vapors, particularly near the critical

point. He was able to give, on grounds at least partly theoretical,

the first moderately satisfactory equatíon which gave a comprehensive

descríption of the behavior of tiquids and vapors under varyíng

pressures and temperatures. 0n the basis of this equation Ít follorvs

that there is but one temperature at which the pressure and the

volume of the gas equal those of the liquid. successful and lvidely

accepted, the van der l{aalsî equation has been the starting point for

most subsequent studÍes dealing with equatíons of state.

0n the basis of Andrews' work and van der l,{aalsr equation,

it was, therefore, thought that the critical state r^/as a unique poÍnt

at which the meniscus dividing the vapor and liquid disappeared and

the two phases became a single, homogeneous phase. Their work seemed

not only to establísh the identity of phases at the critical point but

Ëo yield the additional fact that liquid could not exist above the

critical temperature. These two facts may be said to represent what

has come to be knovm as the classical theory of the crítical state.

I(b). The Crítical Regíon

The classical theory requires a unique critÍcal point

associated r,rith the disappearance of the meniscus and the formation

of a completely homogeneous phase. Bvidence ruhich conflj.cted with

the van der waals continuity theory was obtained, however, about



the turn of the century by several investigators.

The concept of a crÍtical regíon ín contrast to a critical

point has often been discussed, especially in order to explaÍn varíous

anomalous critical phenomena r¿hich apparently t{ere in conflict wÍLh

the van der T.,r7aals equation. Kuenen (9) has revíer+ed the older

literature, especiall)' the effects of gravity ancl of ímpurities on

the crítical phenomena. Objections to, and the limitations of, the

van der trrÏaals-Andrei,¡s theory have been summarízed by Bruhat (10),

Clark (1f), Traube (12) and Brescia (13).

The only attempt to deduce a critical regíon from the ideas

of van der irlaals is by Bakker (L4) . He poínted out there may be a

range in temperature v¡here the thíckness of the capillary layer is

of the same order as ,'!t - ,t!t. rn this region one wou]d not9"9
see a meniscus, although the two phases are sti1l present" This has

also been suggested by Mayer and Harrison (15). A review of Mayer*s

arguments, which are partía11y formal and partÍally physical, and are

based on the fugacity and virial expansions, is given ín a monograph

by Mayer and Mayer (16). Mayerts conclusion is that there may be a

temperature T,n ( T" where the meniscus would disappear, although

there are sti1l horizontal parts in the ísotherms for temperatures

between T¡, and T". T" ís the true critícal temperature according Ëo

him" In the temperature range T* to T.r the Ísotherms enter the Ëwo-

phase region wíth a horízontal tangent. Because of the resulting

shape of the coexistence curve near the critícal point, this region

ís often referred Ëo as Mayerts derby hat (!-igure 1) "



FIGURE 1. Plot of Pressure against Volume at Different Temperatures

near the Critical Temperature (Mayerts "Derby" Hat).
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Maass and coworkers (r7,rB,L9,z0) found viscosi-ty and density

hysteresis effects in the region of the critical temperature. It has

also been postulated by these ínvestigators that the coexistence curve

has a fínite horizontal flat segment at T, and that a "steam-dome"

region ís superimposed on the coexístence curve above this flat segment.

rn the very careful sËudy of weínberger and schneider (2L),

using very pure xenon, they extended the density measurements down

to Ëemperatures differi'g from T" by only 1 part in 30,000 (i.e.,

At/r" - 0.oo31i) and down ro corresponding density differences of

G - o")/20" = 0.04. (The temperature r,/as controlred to within

Ì0.001oc.) They establíshed the shape of the coexistence curve in

bombs of two different lengths, 19 cm. and 1.2 cm. rt rvas found that
gravitational effects could account for a large part of the flat-

topped segment of the coexistence curve. Experiments near the crÍtical

regíon are very díffÍcult to perform; a long time is needed to

establish equÍlibrium and hysteresis phenomena are dÍfficult to avoid:

Ëhe sysËem is very susceptÍ-ble to minute amounts of impurities and,

due to the large compressíbility, highly sensítive to gravitational

f ields. rndeed as shown by triieínberger and schneider (2r) ít ís

ímportant to take special precautions to reduce the effects of gravity

Íf the true shape of the coexístence curve is to be measured close to T".

From the experimental point of view the existence of a critical

region is sti11 controversial. In recent years, considerable attentj-on

has been draro¡n to the phenomena which occur very near crítical points.

several recent conferences (22r23) have presented a wealth of new

experímental data and theoreËical ideas in this area. These conferences



have established the fact that there are quite marked similarities

between apparently very different phase transítions.

At the present time, most (though not all) workers in the

field believe that the coexistence curve is rounded. In what fo11ows,

the present knowledge of what ís actually observecl ín the neighborhood

of the crítical temperature is described. Roivlinson (24) has gíven a

very thorough discussion of the classical thermodynamics of the co-

exisËence curve and the critical region, and has also appraised much

of the better data on equilibrium properties (of liquids and liquicl

mixtures). Rice (25,26) has several times revier^¡ed the field of

critical phenomena.

I (c) . Classícal .Liguid-Vapor Transit_ions

Various early attempts r,¡ere made to understand the occurrence

of phase transítions and the anomalies in the vicinity of critical

points. rn 1873, van der trrlaals (8) observed that the Boyle-charles

law relatíng pressure P, volume V, and temperature T of a gas by

PV = RT is correct only i,¿hen the volume of , ancl the interaction

between, molecules can be neglected. rn the liquid state, hovrever,

the volume occupied by the molecules is of the order of the macroscopic

volume and the heat released duríng condensation is evidence of the

attractive energy beti¿een particles. Van der Inlaalse equation of state

is gÍven by

(P + a/vz) (v-b) = Rr (1)

Van der lüaals' larv gives a qualitative descrÍption of the thermodynamic

behavior of gases in the critical regíon, and notably of the large



FIGURE 2. The Orthobaric Densj-ties of a Typical Pure Substance.
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compressíbilities observed near the critical point.

this approach implies that:

In particular,

(a) at Ëhe critical temperature, the density minus the

critical densíty is given by

p - pc¿(P - P")1/3

where P - P^ is the devíation of the pressure from iLs criticalc

value

(b) on the coexistence curve (Figure 2), the densities of

gas and liquid are given by

o")-(t"-r)% (3)

0 = 0", the isothermal compressÍbi1íty

(lJ
gas

(2)

(4)

(s)

uliq. - frc

(c) whenT>T and

K, diverges as

-1K, = p (âp

(d) there ís a símilar

I(T*(r"-r)
on the coexistence curve.

, an)r - 
(T -

divergence for

-1

-ir)
c

T < T where
c

The quadratic coexistence curve, the third degree crítical

isotherm, and the linearly diverging compressíbí1ity are not just

consequences of the particular form of van der l,rraals equation. rt

can be shown that this behavi-or is a consequence of a very general

assumption*-that the free energy behaves analytícally around the

critical poÍnt. This mearì.s that the f ree energy is assumed to have a

Taylor series expansion in density and temperature. All classical

theoríes of critical phase ËransiEions have thís property as do most

of the equations of state ín the chemical and engineering literature.
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This concept of analyticity plays a decisíve role in the theory of

critical phenomena.

rt is now known that van der waalst theory cannot be expected

to hold in the vicinity of the critical point. The assumption that

the potential energy ís proportional to the density is a good one,

if the ínteractions between molecules vary slow1y \,¡ith dísËance and

are long-range (i.e., ínteractions are between molecules whose distances

are much larger than those between nearest neighbors, cf. page 13), since

in that case each molecule feels the influence of all others in the same

\day. Kac, Uhlenbeck and Hemmer (27) recently showed that van der Inlaalsl

equation holds rigorously in the limit of long-range forces ín a one-

dimensional gas" The nature of the critical transÍtion, moreover, is

índependent of the dímensionalíty of the system for a van der l^iaals

gas, because each molecule is in the range of all others.

Inij-th more or less the same reasonings and assumptions as van

der trlaals, i{eíss, and Bragg and In/illiams f ormulated their inner f ield

theoríes on phase transitions of ferromagnets and order-disorder

transitions of bínary alloys. since both physical concepts and mathe-

matícal sLructure of the inner field theorÍes of van der i^iaals, trrleiss,

and Bragg and lrríllíams are so closely similar, it is not surpïising that

their predictions for critical behavior are strictly analogous. rn

emphasízing the great similarity of the three classical theoríes it

must be remembered that they are all based on the assumption that the

attractive forces between the molecules which produce the cooperative

effects have a very long range, although the derívations are often

quite dífferent. All ínner-field theories predict a quadratic co-

existence curvera jump díscontinuity in c.r, a thírd degree critícal

isotherm, and a linearly díverging compressibí1ity, or suscepËibi1ity.
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The prediction of the classical theories turns out to be Íncorrect for

most experimental systems, but the concept of analogy is retained.

For theoretical discussions and ín the analysís of experimental

data ít is useful to describe the behavior of properties close to the

crj-Ëj-cal point in terms of power 1aws. The definitions of the most

important critícal point exponents for gases may be given as follows:

TABLE T

Properties Liquid-gas transition

Coexístence curve

Specific heat along critícal
isochore.

Compressibility along critical
isochore.

Crítíca1 isotherm"

lr -l-
r l-cl

I

T

CI

I

lo
I

c

'"1

p-

lßcl

*,

lp
t
I

_Y

o"l 
u

The critical behavior of each property is thus characterized by a

value of the corresponding exponent. The various exponents, however,

are not independent" 0n the basis of thermodynamic consideratíons one

can conclude that they should satisfy certain inequalities. The best

known inequalities given by Fisher (28) are:

cú-u 2ß +

o* ß(1 +

Both in classical theories and in modern theoríes

are satísfied as equalities (rvith = replacing >z) .

"y >2
6)

(6)

(7)

, these inequalities
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I(d). Recent Developments in Critical phenomena

A problem of central interest in the study of critícal phenomena,

bothexperímentally and theoretically, ís the determinatíon of the

asymptotÍc 1av¿s governing the approach to a crítical point. some of

these, notably the "one-third" por^rer law for the vanishíng of the

density discontinuity p, - pG between coexístíng liquÍd and gas as

a functíon of T - T have a faírly long hístory; others, such as thec

logarithmic divergence of the specífíc heat C of helium at the lambdap

point and the near-logarithmic dívergence of C., for argon at its critÍcal

point, are more recent discoveries. Theories competent to make

significant predictions about crítical-point behavior have, however,

developed maín1y in the past decade or tr¿o.

The ínadequacies of the classical Lheories are nor,/ evident,

particularly by comparison wíth the exact results for plane rsing

models (lattice gas). The summaries of the results of the Isíng model

theories as well as the theoretical and experimental values of the

critical poí-nt exponents are given in recent reviews by FÍsher (28 r29) ,

Heller (30), Kadanoff(31), Sengers and Levelt-sengers (32), and in the

recent analysis by Green, VÍcentiní-Míssoní and Levelt-sengers (33).

In the absence of detailed knor¿ledge about the intermolecular forces,

it was generally believed that the attractive forces in classícal

theories had a very long range. But the later development shorued more

and more clearly that the cooperative forces r^7ere not of a very long

range, that each atom was influenced by at best a few shells of

neighboring atoms. This was realized in the late truentíes as a result

of the quantum mechanical revolution, rvhen London elucidated the nature
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of the van der I'Jaals attractive forces and Heísenberg of the trIeíss

inner field. Tn 1925, rsíng proposed a simple model. lie assumed the

magnetic spins to be localized on the lattice sítes of a reqular

array and capable of only ttuo orientations in opposite directions.

Tf located on adjacent sítes, para11el spins attracted each other

and antiparallel spÍ-ns repelled each other. All interactions beyond

those bet\^/een nearest neighbors ü7ere neglected. The intuÍtíve and

approximate approach of the inner field theories vras, furthermore,

replaced by the methods of statistical mechaníis, in which averages

were taken over all possible mícroscopíc arrangements.

The concept of analogy among different critical transítions

v/as conserved in an elegant {^ray ín the Ising mode1. When upward-

pointing spins, for ínstance, \,¡ere replaced by molecules and downward-

pointíng spíns by "holes" or empty sítes, the ferromagnetíc Ising

model r,ras transformed into a model for the gas-líq.uíd transítion, the

so-called lattÍce gas. Although this may sound somew-hat artifícial,

the procedure is very fruitful "

Solvíng the Ising problem r¿ithout using the ínner fíeld concept

is a very difficult task, since for any given total energy all possible

arrangements of the spins on the lattíce must be enumerated. The recent

change of vieiv about the nature- of the crítica1 point is due to the

impact of the solution to the tr^ro-dimensional Ising problem by Onsager (34)

His finding has dominated the subject for the last 25 years. The most

striking result of Onsager j-s that there is a crÍtícal point and that

the specific heat ís logaríthmically diverging there in contrast to the

classical result. Fisher and his coworkers (35) have developed
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approximation methods for the three-dimensional model and for the two-

dimensíonal model in the presence of a field. Fisher's model shows the

nonanalytic behavíor at the crítícal point.

A survey of the experimental situation, as it stands today, in

regard to fluids serves to establísh the definitÍons of the various

critical exponents o, ß, y ....., and leads to the phenomenological

development of the close analogíes between dífferent physical systems.

These analogies find a firm theoretícal foundation ín the equívalence

of classical-latticegases and. Ising-model ferromagnets and of quantal-

lattice gases and anísotropic Heísenberg-Ising ferromagnets. Series

expansions have been used to obtain numerical ínformation about critical

points when exact theories have not been known. A general theoretical

understanding of critícal phenomena is obtained from relations and

tlawst derived from the "droplett' pícture of the critícal point and from

various 'homogeneity' and 'scalingr hypotheses. It is ivorthwhile to

assess a number of recently developed theoretical ideas which aím at

throwing light on the values of the critical singularíties. Some of

the suggested approaches have tried to establish that only two independent

critícal exponents are requíred by a physical system, one for the

temperature varíatíon and one for the field (or pressure, etc.)

variatíon. In the light of present knoruledge, none of the varíous

theories is fully convincj-ng but it is hoped that they poi-nt the way

fonuard to a deeper understanding of the numerical results so far found

experimentally and theoretically. FLerz (:0¡ and de tsoer (37) have

presented ideas to describe a theory of the crítÍca1 region tased on the

droplet (or physical-cluster) pícture of condensation for the fluid
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case (L +v). Fisher and coworkers (38,39) have poÍnted out that they

can be extended to describe the critical point of liquids. Rice(25)

had earlier considered the process of condensatÍon of a vapor from the

poÍnt of view of associating molecules (clusters).

The basic idea of the "droplet* picture ís that in a gas of

partícles Ínteractíng wÍth repulsíve cores and short-range attractive

forces, the typical configuration at 1ow densities and. temperatures

will consist of essentially isolated clusters of one, two, three or

more particles. A suffÍciently large cluster is just a smal1 droplet

of the liquid phase at the same temperature. These droplets will be in

dynamic equilíbríum and the relative proportions of differently sized

droplets wí11 change with temperature and pressure" Condensation in

this picture corresponds to the grovrth of a macroscopíc droplet of the

liquid. Fj-sher (29) has formulated these ideas mathematically and has

also translated the arguments for the fluid case into magnetic terms

(28). He has díscussed a mi-croscopic picture of the critical point

which, perhaps, gives some insight into the magnitudes and ínter-

relations of the critical exponents (29). A more phenomenological

macroscoPic approach may be follorøed to show the exponent relations

gíven by equatíons (6) and (7).

Recenrly, itIÍdom (40), Kadanoff (31,41) and Griff írhs (42)

have put forward ideas about the nature of the equation of staËe in the

critical region" It is known that the equilibrium thermod.ynamic properties

of a pure single-componenE fluid are completely determined by a knowledge

of the Helmholtz free energy per unit volume as a function of density

and temperature (42¡ . For fluids, hlídom (40) has íntroduced a functj-on
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of tÍ,/o variables, one a measure of the densÍ-ty of the system and the

other a measure of the temperature. The classícal theory is characterized

by this function being a constant. By contrast, a real f1uíd of finite

dimensionality is characLerízed by this function being a homogeneous

functíon of its variables, wíth a posítive degree of homogeneity. It

is just this assumption of l,Jidom which leads to the nonclassical com-

pressibilíty and specific heat. Experimental work of íncreasíng

precÍsion--includíng, but not límited to, heat-capacity measurements--

suggests that anomalies near the critical point not present in the

classical treatment may be the rule rather than the exception ín pure

materials.

This so-ca11ed scaling-law equation of state exhibits non-

classical critical anomalies wíth proper choice of the suggested

function. Green et al (33) have shown that a scalÍng-law equation

of state ís also valid in the crítical region of gases above and

below T., and have proposed a rre\.^/ way of derÍving critíca1 exponents

from experimental data. Thus, íË Ís evident that the scaling-larv

can describe the Pt/T behavior of a variety of gases Ín a large region

around the crítical poinË.

Great emphasis must be given to the experimental situation in

order Lo understand the nature of critÍca1 phenomena as it is kno¡n¡n

today. One can be confídent that the deviations now observed betrveen

theory and experiment are consequences of over-sinplífícations of the

models (rather than defíciencíes of calculation). The wídespread

appreciatíon of the difiiculties inherent in making truly reliable

measurements in the critical regíon has really been quite recent" New
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techníques such as the dielectric constant and refractÍve index methods

have already yielded some remarkable results concerning the behavíor of

the equation of state of f1uíds.

Some of the general difficulties inherent in the measurements

near the critícal poínt have already been discussed. In some of the

experíments involving the critical points ín fluids, the data do noL seem

to settle down to theír asymptotÍc critical behavíor untíl , = (f-fc)
Tc

gets smaller than LO-z. A temperature control system must be able to

maintain and reproduce temperatures to perhaps one part in 104 of T. in

order to provÍde meaningful data over a two-decade range ín e within

this critical region. Since this control is most easily achieved near

room temperature, the most complete data are obtained for the classical

gases Xe and CO, (Tc = 2Bg"6oK and 304.QoK respectively).

Given a good temperature control sysËem, the extremely large

compressibilities must be contended with when critical conditíons are

approached. Due to the weight of the fluid, crítÍcal pressure is

reaLízed only over a very narro\À/ vertical height range ín a sample

bomb (in theory, of course, only at a single horizontal plane), and

what is measured in a PVT measurement is the average condition of the

fluid. This may be quite different from the critical condition unless

special precautions are taken, and can lead to a flat top in the co-

existence cllrve (43) (liquid-gas density difference as a function of

temperature). One of the most elegant methods of dealing with Ëhis was

devised by Lorentzen (44) as explaíned below. The remarkable sharpness

of the critical point was also demonstrated by the results of a par-

ticularly careful seríes of measurements due to hím (43,44). A glass
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tube fi11ed with very pure C0, was placed in a thermostat capable of

holdÍng the temperature constant to within a fractíon of a míllidegree

for several days. The tube and its contents formed a cylindrical lens,

the focal length of which depended on the fluid densÍty. This lens was

used to form an image of a pair of vertical s1its. The separatíon

between the tr¡o slit ímages provided a measure of the fluid density as

a function of height in the tube. By calculating the variation of

pressure \^/ith height due to gravity, the shape of the (P,p) isotherms

could be obtained. All critical exponents except o, (the specific

heat exponent) can be determined directly from an experiment of thÍs

type.

A further complication arises from the large heat capacity of

a fluid near crítical condítions (45 
"46,47) 

. Equilibratíon times

become very long near the crítícal point as a result of this and other reasons,

necessítating ruaits of perhaps days before it is reasonably certain

equilibrium condÍtions have been attained. tr^Ientorf (48) has asserted

that pressure equilibration in the critical region is achíeved wÍthin

30 mín., but that constancy of f1uíd structure as judged from photographs

may require as much as 5 hours.

The most accurately determined parameter for the classical gases

is exponent S of the coexistence curve. By the early 1900's it was

knov¡n that gas-liquid coexistence curves \^/ere roughly of the thÍrd

degree, in contrast to the parabola predicted by van der i^Iaalse equatÍon.

All later experimenËs have essenËia11y confirmed this. The best value

of the exponent ß is 0.35 for a large variety of gases including even

3He and au" 12t,22,43) "
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In bÍnary liquid mixtures (Lr * L2), the precise measurements

of Rice and his coworkers (49) índicate g Ís close to 0.33. Recently

there have been some speculations, based on theoretical considerations

by Fisher (39), that the density should be linear to (T^ - t¡5/t0'c
1la

rather than (T" - T)'''. Rice (49) has tríed replotting hís resulrs

on this basis, but, it appears, these functional forms are so closely

símí1ar that, even with the degree of precision he has obtained

(temperature control was t0.00005oC), it is impossible to distinguísh

between them.

It now seems quite well establÍshed experimentally that for

simple fluids, such as the noble gases, the coexistence curve does not

have a significantly "f1at topr'. Rice (50) and Zimm (51) suggesËed

this in 1950 at a symposium on critical phenomena. Rice and his

coworkers (52,53,54) in later publications reíterated his even earlíer

claim (25) of the existence of a flat top without realizing that the

temperature control in these measurements \das not accurate enough to

decide the question. His more recent work with Thompson (49) was

undertaken to clarify the behavior of a system first ínvestigated by

Zimm (51) who did not find any evídence of a flat top " In this careful

study Rice (49) concluded thaË there vras no flat portion of the co-

existence curve unless it was wiËhin 0.00010 of T". Thus, there is

no limit to the accuracy of temperature control to iuhích the measurements

should be made.

Critical opalescence of certain systems has been studied by

Chu (22,55) by means of visÍble light scattering" His recent results

have been díscussed ín terms of Debye theory of critical opalescence (S0¡
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and the solubí1íty parameter theory of Híldebrand and Scatchard. The

findings substantiate the proposal of scott (57) on the breakdor¿n of

the geometric mean 1ar,¡ for fluorocarbon-hydrocarbon systems.

In many respects the behavíor of binary fluid mixtures

(Lt Ê Lz) such as those investigated by Rice and others which undergo

phase separation is closely ¿¡¿logous to the condensation of simple

f1uíds (t + v) and most of the preceding remarks about the nature of

the coexÍstence curve can be translated directly ínto such terms (24,26).

llhí1e ít is always possible that measuremenLs taken much closer still

to the critical point míght yeL yíeld a different value of g (exponent

of the coexistence curve) it seems reasonable to conclude that the

classical theory does not correspond to reality. The fact that

measurements of the phase boundaries of binary fluíd mixtures near

boËh their upper and lower critical points are also fitted well by

the same cube-root lars that applíes to simple gases suggests that the

behavior close to a critical point is insensitive to the detaíled

nature of the intermolecular forces.

I(e). Thermodvnamics of the Crirical poinr

The classícal theory of fluíds does not account for the approach

of logaríthmic heat capacity to infÍnity along the critíca1 ísochore (58)

as T approaches T". Furtherrclassícal theory leads to the prediction

that the liquid-vapor coexístence curve is quadratic r¡hen pressure is

expanded about the crítical point in a Taylor series in density and

Ëemperature. This conflíct with the known experimental evidence suggests

that a Taylor expansion as usually carried out is noË valj_d.
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In order to account for a cubic coexistence curve Rice (26),

trlidom and Rice (59), and Davis and Rice (60¡ recognized the singular
r3o

nature of the critical point and suggested that (++).=0 and rhat
r4p 

dP- "
({;a- )^ is díscontinuous. Dunlap and Furrow (6f) have also suggesteddp' c

Èhis " I.,Jidom (40) has given specíal consíderation to the region very

close to the critical point and has proposed a theory consistent wíth

the singular behavior of C' along the critical isochore. Davis and

Rice (60) have assumed that ordínary Taylor expansíons maybe carried

out províded they are made at some increment away from a singular point

or point of discontinuity. They have given thermodynamíc derívations

for a cubíc coexistence curve in liquid-vapor systems. They found two

separate Taylor series in pressure are necessary to describe the

behavior in the gas and liquÍd single-phase regíons of a one-component

f1uid. Two expressíons for the saturation vapor pressure at a certaín

temperature (up to some arbitrarily sma1l increment ar+ay from the

coexistence curve) are provided ín their thermodynamic treatment, after

specífying the densities to be those at the coexistence curve, i.€.,

the saturation densítíes. They avoided the data or observations very

near the critical point (since it ís difficult to obtain relíable data)

and discussed methods based on thermodynamics to obtaín critical

constants Q", T", and P". An extensive survey is also gíven by

Rowlinson (24).

In 18733 van der LIaals (B) firsË defíned the term "reduced

condition" and presented the "theorem of corresponding states" that all

pure gases manifest the same compressibiliLy factors when measured at

the same reduced conditions of pressure and temperature. This concept
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Tras extended to liquíds by Young (62) in 1899. Since then many

genexaLized methods for estimating thermodynamic properties of pure

fluids based upon the theorem of correspondíng states have been

presented. By reason of their very generality, encompassing as they

do all substances, the general-'ized charts cannot begin to be as

precise as the measurement of the properties of individual substances.

Since a very detailed knoivledge of the equilíbrium propertíes of the

pure liquíds is demanded by most theories of mj-xtures, wherever possible

such experimental aeasurements should be made instead of depending on

the generalized charts.

There ís a scarcity of data for vapor pressures above the norrnal

boiling points of substances whích are liquíds at room temperature, and

the exact course of the vapor pressure curve betr¿een the boiling and

critical points Ís not usually well lcnown.

Although several papers by Young (63,64,65> dealt with measurements

of orthobaric volumes of liquids, the amount of ruork on this subject

published sínce then has been disappoíntíng1y srnall. The measurement

of the gas and liquid densities may be made by finding the volume of a

knorvn mass of gas at íts bubble-point (the orthobaric liquíd-density)

and dew-poínt (the orthobaric gas-density). These measurements are

difficult near the critical poínt, and therefore. most workers have

preferred to measure the relative proportions of gas ancl liquid at t\^/o

overall-densities lying betrveen those of the coexisting phases. The

orthobaric densities can then be found by solving a pair of simultaneous

equations. Details have been presented in the experimental section of

Ëh1s thesis.
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IË is customary to express the pVT propeïtjss of fluids by

empirical- equatíons <Íesigned to fit the experí¡rrental data. Tire complexíty

of such equatÍons and the number of ernpiri-cal constants requÍred are

dependent on the accuracy of experímental neasurenents e the. precision

required, and the experimental range of varíab1es.

such equations represent a conveníent condensation of

experimental data and are valuable not only for cal culating values

of pressure, temperature, volume, and density but also for deriving

thermodynamic propertíes therefrom.

II THERI4ODY}]AMIC PR.OPERTIES FROM P-V_T DATA

For the determiníatíon of the thermod.ynamic properties of pure

fluids, both liquid and gaseouso the most coÍìmon experimental measure-

ments are of P-v-T data for the single phases and of vapor pressures

to relate the properti-es of vapor and liquid phases in equílibrium.

The properties of pure homogeneous fluids may be consídered

functions of temperature and pressure only " The influence of tempera-

ture on thermodynamic properti.es is not usually considered, for thís
cannot be determined from compressibility data alone" Horvever, p-v-T

data are used to determine the influence ofpressure only, so the

property changes with pressure of a pure material can be studied along

an isotherm.

The thermodynamic properties calculated from pvr data are

obtained in the form of deviations of these properties from ídeal

behavior (idea1 gas 1arø). Thethermodynamic properties ofa substance

ín the ideal gas state may be calculaËed. from heat capacíty data using
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the methods of statistical mechanics. The devíations from ideal

behavior of the thermodynamic propertíes are determined in dimensíon-

less form as shown in the following table:

Table II

hme ns r onf e e s Fo rrn ol__lLgl4q qy-4_a.i c Fun c t i on s

FunctÍon

Volume

Internal Energy

Enthalpy

Entropy

Gibbs free energy

Helmholtz free energy

Dimensign]-ess Form

p (v -vid) /nr
o

(¡ - sid) /nr

(H - nid) /nr

(s - síd) /n
o

(c - cid) /nr

(¿. - eid) /nr

The general equations relating thermodynamic funcËions in

Table II to pressure by use of compressibílity factors (defined by the

equation z = Pv/RT) can easí1y be writËen. For gases at constant

temperature, the fugacity coefficient (defined ¡v O = l; equarion (21)p'
in "Vapor-liquid equilíbria" Sectíon) may be obtained from the experimental

compressibí1ity data after integratíng the following equation (66)
7 _1

d 1n ô = -----=- dP,P (8)

rntegration at constant T from the zero-pressure state to a state at

finite pressure P gives p

ln 0 - r., 6'* = f G;J ¿P (9)

JP'
The asterísk indicates the limiting value as P approaches zero, r^¡here

all gases are assumed to obey the ideal-gas law. Therefore, *+i = 1, and

(10)

Values of. Z as a functíon of P at a gíven temperature T can be calculated

from PVT data. To determíne the values of the integral, the isothermal

lnó= çP(z-r)oo
oJP



values of (Z

a polynomial

- I) lP are

jn Pr using

first calculated

a least squares

These values are

procedure, and the

¿o

fitted to

resulting

the differerìce between

the actual gas and is

and Lemperature (66)

(11)

expressíon is integrated analytícal1y to provide va'lues of ¡P 
(z - t) r.va_Lue.s "r 

J 
---J--or

at various pressures 
"

The enthalpy deviation, i.e. Hfd - H is
o

the enthalpy of an ideal-gas and the enthalpy of

related to the compressibility factor, pressure

by

__id

+ = -r^J @#Þ*
o

To evaluate the integral, compressibility factors are plotted vs.

pressure on a large scale graph. \Text a cross plot of the compressi-

bility factors vs. temperature for constant values of pressure is made.

These compressibilí-ty isobars are then fitted as pol5z¡smials in T usíng

a least squares procedure, and the resultine expressÍons are differentÍa-

ted analytically to give values of # at varíous pressures. For each

isotherm, the values of (ðz/àT)p/F are fitted ro polynomíals ín p by

a least squares procedure, and the resultíng expression ís integrated

analytically Ëo provide values of fP 
(aZ/aT)P dp at various pressures.

oJP
Having obtained, the values of 1n Q and (uid - ti) as iunctions of

pressure aË varíous constant temperatures, the other functions can be

calculated from rvell-knovrn thermodynamic relationshíps

SÍnce by definition G = H -TS, then also Gid Hid - TSíd.

By difference one gets for a given temperature and pressure

Gid-c=Hid-H-r(sid-s)

cid-G=ÂH-T^s

(L2)

(13)
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hlhere AS is the entropy deviaËion, defined

the enthalpy deviation. Integration of dG

temperature from Ëhe real-gas state to the

Gid-G=RTln

Therefore, equation (13) becomes

in a fashion analogous to

= RT d ]n f at constant

ideal-gas state gives

-RT ln S

(14)

(rs )

val-ues of the entropy

temperatures from the

P
f

-RT ln S AH - TAS

R1nþ

By equatÍon (15) it is now possíble to calculate

deviatíon as a function of pressure for various

previ-ously determined values of 1n f and AH.

AHorAS=T+

The thermodynamic properties of a substance in the id.eal-gas

state may be calculaËed from heat capacity data using the methods of

statístical mechanícs " Values of (H - H:d) and (S - S;d) can rhen

be tabulated or plotted as functions of r and P. The selection of a

numerical value for Hid 
"td ror s]d is arbitrary. once serected,oo

these values are constante and do not affecË property changes of the

material.

All the thermodynamic funcËÍons in Table II can now be

evaluated. The following table shows the varÍous functíons with

the integrals to be evaluaËed for their calculation:
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Table III

Summary of Thermodvnamic Functions

Volume

Internal Energy

Enthalpy

Entropy

Gíbbs free energy

I{elmholtz free energy

Fugaci ty Coeffícíent

z-7
, I' P laz ¡ a't¡y-'L i ,_- dp _ (z_L)

o"/ !
P

-,i Gz/ð'r)p
4?

oJP
PP

_r I raztar)p¿p_ fcz-rlu,
t-l

oJ'oJP
P

t rz;t
I '-*'dP]Di'
r

í" (z-r) .^i ËdP - (z-r)
i

ow
P

exp. l' 4Ð ut
lL
¡

oú

The methods described are used for gases from the zero-

pressure state up to the pressure at which condensation begins, i.e.,

the dew point. For a pure vapor the deiv point occurs at the vapor

pressure. inlhen this pressure is reached along an isotherm, the property

being represented generally changes abruptly from that observed for

the vapor phase to that observed for the liquid phase after condensation

at constant temperature and pressure. For example, the specifíc volume

of saturated liquid Vg is verv different from that for saturated vapor

(gas) Vr; there is a discrete enthalpy change from H¿ to Hgr and a

discrete entropy change frorn S¿ to Sg. The exception is the Gibbs
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function. It ís alruays gíven by G = g(T,P) for systeÍlls at equilíbrium,

and it Ís known from experience that when a pure material evaporates

or condeDses aL constant temperatufe, the pressure also remains constant.

Thus for such a process dG = 0, as theory requíres for any equílibrium.

The enthalpy of vaporization of a pure materíal may be

calculated from the ruell-known Clapeyron equation, r,rhich can be written

dP AHvap "

dr = *yval (16 )

where dP/dT is the slope of the vapor pressure curve at the particular

temperature beíng consídered,

. __vaDAH'-' = Ho - H.Q,,

the latent heat of vaporizati-on, and

^vvaP=vg-vg,
tlre volume change of vaporizati-on.

(77)

(18)

Although all one component systems having vapor in equílibrium

with liquid obey this equation exactly, the rigorous exact differential

form is difficult to apply unless PVT data and the rate of change of vapor

pressure with respect to temperature are available. Other latent heat

prediction methods are based on the theory of corresponding states,

TroutonYs ru1e, mo1a1 volumes, critical properties, equatíons of state,

and comparísons r,¡ith a reference compound.

Since F and T are constant during the vaporization process,

equatíon (13) becomes AHvap = TASvaP. Hence the entropy of

vaporization is given by
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o . ^õvapgv"

Thus once the vapor-pressure curve

and vapor volumes are measured for

entropy values of liquid and vapor

(le).

AHVAP /T (le )

is established and saturated liquid

a pure materÍal, the enthalpy and

are corrrrected by equations (16) and

For the líquid phase equations (10), (11), and (15) are srill

valid and could be applied to the calculation of liquíd properties,

but they are not commonly used. This procedure rnrould make the

Clapeyron equation for pure materials unnecessary.

Knowing the enthalpíes, entropies, volumes and fugaciÈy coeffícíents of

a pure compound in the gas phase, those of the saturated vapor may be

obtaíned by extrapolating each isotherm to the corresponding vapor

pressure. The quantities for the saturated liquid are obtained by

subtracting the latent heat of vaporizaLíon or the entropy of vaporíz-

ation from the enthalpy or entropy of the saturated vapor.

Thus, these general equations a1low calculation of the thermo-

dynamic properties of pure fluids in the gaseous and liquid regions

from PVT data, vapor pressure data, and certain equatÍons of statistical

mechanics using ideal-gas heat capacities and spectroscopic data. Other

methods of calculatÍon from the same data are certainly possible, but

none is more dírect. From such calculations, tables of thermodynamic

data are readily constructed, although other measurements are sometimes

used to test the accuracy of results.

III. VAPOR - LIQUID EQUIL]BRIA

It has been customary for many years to subiect vapor-liquid
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equilibrium data at 1ow pressures to thermodynamíc analysis but thís

custom has rarely been extended to vapor-liq.uid ðata aL hígh pressures.

Although the chemícal literature is fairly rich in experimental stud.ies

of the phase behavior of binary mixtures at high pressures e very lítt1e

atËention has been gÍven to the problem of horu the experimental results

may be meaningfully treated r¿ith the aid of suitable thermodynamic

functions " That a start has been made in thís dírection is clear from

several publications by Frausnj-tz et al. quoted ín the course of this

discussion. Thermodynamic analysis for reduction of high-pressure

vapor-liquid equilÍbrium data is essential to enable one to predict

phase-behavior under condítions dífferent from those at ruhich the data

were obtained. It also provides empirical techniques for estimatíng

high-pressure vapor-liquid equilíbria ín multí-component mixtures from

a mínimum of experímental data (using only the results of binary data

reduction) 
"

III A. General Equilibrium Equation

All the equilibrÍum properties of each species in multícomponent

phase equilíbria are described by the chemical potential which r,¡as

introduced by J. I^1. Gíbbs (67) " For rhe equilibrium of a parricular

species between any trùo phases at a given temperature the chemical

potential of that species must be the same ín both phases. A more

rneaningful quantity called the fugacity is often convenient to use.

rt was íntroduced by G. N. Lewis (68), and can be thought of as a

thermodynamic pressure, since in a real mixture it is considered as

the partial pressure r+hich has been corrected for imperfection. The
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fugacity of a pure substance in any condensed phase is defined as

being equal to the fugacíty in the gas phase wíth whích it is ín

equilÍbrium. Evidently rvhen tiuo condensed phases are in equilibríum

with each other the fugacÍties of an arbitrary ith component must be

equal in Ëhe two phases:

rV rL
l_1

ruhere the superscripts V and L stand for vapor and liquid.

(20)

In order to be able to express the fugacÍties in terms of

experimentally observable quantities two auxílíary functions are

introduced. The first of these, the fugacity coefficient Q, relates

the vapor-phase fugacity fY to the vapor-phase rnole-fractíon y.

and to the total pressure P. Thus

.vti
¿\. (2I)Y1 YiP

The activÍty coeffícient y relates the liquid-phase fugacíty f!

to the liquid-phase mole fraction x_. and to a standard-state fugacity

r?l rhus
a

¡a (22)

-oL*iti

Since for phase equílibrium tÏ = tl , from equations (2L) and (22),

the cornbined equation for the calculatÍon of vapor-liquid equilibria

is obtained as

ó.y.P *.r?L'a-a 'a a a

,Lt.
t_

The usual phase-equilibrium problem is Ëo calculate the

(23)
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compositíon of a vapor phase in equilibrium rsith a liquid phase of

given compositi-on or více versa. Compositions \üere introduced into

equati-on (20) by the use of the fugacity coefficient of a constÍtuent

Ín solution" Thís is entirely appropriate, ín prínciple, for high-

pressure equílibría, sínce no assumptions have been made to limit

the pressure to which these relatÍonships app1y" Iior,¿ever, the method

is impractical for the liquid phase and will remaín so until a satÍs-

factory equatÍon of state is d.eveloped for liquid solutÍons. The

concept of activity coefficient was the¡efore íntroduced. for the

liquid phase. The advantage of the activity coefficient is that it

relates the fugacity of a constítuent in solution to the fugacity of

the same constituent in another state (the standard or reference state)

for which fugacity values may be more readily determined. rn fact, for

vapor-liquid equilibria at low pressures, the activity coefficient

rather than the fugacity coefficienL is used generally in the treat-

ment of both phases. Although it is difficult to relax the restrictions

applicable at 1or,/ pressures, the use of activity coefficients is

certainly not Ínherently limited to these pressures alone.

The direct effect of pressure on liquíd properties is usually

neglected at normal pressuïes and the truncated viría1 equation is

usually employed for the vapor phase. At high pressures these sÍmpli-

fying assumptions are not valid to describe the properties of the phasep.

Even the use of the virial expansíon in densities truncated to the third

term may not be adequate. Even if ít is, the third virial coefficients

for solutions are rarely known, and methods of estimation are very crude.

One must also have data on the volumetric propertíes of liquids in order
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to take into accor.lnt correctly the effect of pressure on líquid-

phase properties. Thus volumetric data, eíther dírectly measured or

as given by an adequate equation of state, must be available for both

Ëhe vapor and liquid phases in addítíon to phase-equilibrium data

themselves if one is to reduce the equilibrium data at high pressures

to thermodynamic variables.

A dífficult problem comes from the definition of actÍ-vity

coefficient as given by equatÍon (22). The activity coefficient is

not completely defined unfess the standard-state fugacity t:t is

clearly specífÍed. The selection of the standard state represented

. -oLby fl- is quite arbitrary and it is up to the indivídual to choose it

according to his convenience.. At 1ow pressures the standard state for

constitutent i is taken to be pure i at the same temperature as that

of the solution, at some fixed composition, and at some specified

pressure, usually the pressure of the solution" At high pressurese

for both the iiquid phase and the vapor phase this nor:mally requires

the standard state for one or the other of the constituents to be

fictítious or hypothetíca1. The more volatile constituent exists only

as a vapor at the solution temperature and pressure, and the less

volatíle, only as a liquid. For azeotropic systems both constítuents

may exÍst only as vapors or only as liquids. In any event, fictitious

states must be emplo¡red, and propertíes in such states can be obtained

only by extrapolation. At loi'¡ pressures, the extrapolatíon is short,

and when the simplesL expression of the viría1 equation is used this

is automatic and ís always achieved in a consistent fashíon. It is

seldom possible to fulfill these conditions at hígh pressures, and
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the choice of the variables used in the definition of standard state

(namely some fixed composition and some specifíed oressure) becomes

arbitrary. It is strictly for convenience that certain conventions

have been adopted in the choice of a standard-state fugacity. These

conventions, ín turn, result from two important consÍderations:

(í) the necessíty for an unambiguous thermodynamíc treatment of non-

condensable components in liquid soluËions, and (ii) the relation

between acËivity coefficients given by the Gibbs-Duhem equation.

A serious situation is encountered from the first of these

considerations, that is, when the solution temperature is above the

critical temperature of one of the constituents. One then must

postulate a liquid state for that constituent in a region ruhere the

pure liquid cannot exist, no matter what the pressure is. Therefore,

the normalization of activity coefficients for sucir noncondensable

components must be different from that used for condensable (sub-

crítical) components. The second consideration given above makes ít necessary

to derive methods to take account of the effect of pressure and

composition orr activity coefficients and to use ad.justed activity

coefiicients, which are independent of pressure.

0n the basis of these two considerations, the key equation for

characterizatíon of vapor-lÍquid equilibrium (equatíon 23) at high

pressures was obtained, by using fugacity coeffÍcients (rather than

activity coefficients) only for the vapor phase, and actÍvíty co-

efficients and as-yet-unsettled standard states for the liquid phase.

As a consequence of restricting activity coeffícÍents to liquids, the

variatÍon of the partíal mo1al free energy with pressure is small, but
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in general this is taken into account by an easily computed correction

term (Poynting correction). rn the viciníty of the critical star.e"

however" and also for dissolved gases, the pressure influence is

large and not easily estimated.

For gases, the fugacíty coefficj-ent represents the deviation

f rnm l-ho norf o¡f a-- ^^ .'^1-l ^^ó@ù aÞ !vç¿¿ dÞ the deviation of a mixture from the

perfect solution. As has been pointed out, the r'ugacity coefficient

is, by definition, dependent on the pressure and the vapor compositíon

(and of course on the temperature). Its values are practically aftvays

derived from an equation of state.

Thus in high-pressure systems both phases, vapor and liquid,

exhibit large devíations from ideal behavior. Attention is next turned

to separate discussions of the índividual functions " which describe

these non-idealities.

fII B" The Representation of_Va¿or-phase ¡ueacitv

lfl B" (I) Equation of Srare"

If it cannot be assumed that the vapor is a perfect gaseous

mixture, the fugacity coefficients have to be deríved from a suitable

equation of state. The very fact that more than a hundred equatíons

of state have been proposed suggests caution. ït is necessary to

consider only those requirements, whÍch are necessary practically usÍng

molecular theory as a helpful guíde "

An algebraíc formulation appears to be indispensable.

compressl-bí1íty factors, of course, can neveï be better represented

by an equation ruíth trn¡o individual parameters than b¡r the usual
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generaLized charts. Similarly, an equation r+ith three parameters cannot

give better values of Z Linan the tables of Pítzer and his cor¿orkers (69)

or of Riedel (70). The practical ínterest in an equation of state

however, does not lie Ín the compressibílit'y factors but in the fugacity

coefficients. Here the algebraic equation has the advantage of retainíng

its defíníteness in the necessary steps of integratíon and dífferenti-

ation, whÍch lead to loss of accuracy in numerical operations. Since

individual fugacity coefficients in mixtures are the real objective,

a definite combination rule for the parameters, independenË of specific

data for the mixtures, i-s desirable.

An equation of state, or at least its main term, must imply an

equatÍ-on of the thírd degree ín Z. This conclusion can be drav¡-n from

Wegscheider's discussion (71) of the equarion of T,Iohl (727.

Good performance at hÍgh pressures is closely connected with

the approach of the experimentally well established limiting condition

for the reduced volume V

lim V
TP=-

0.26 (24)

For mÍxtures, Neusserus rarely quoted

of the volumes at high pressure should

interpretation of this condition is the

volume of the molecule. The condition

since the volume in general i-s far from

pressures 
"

condition (73) of additivíty

be satisfied. The obvious

additívity of the proper

is ímportant, particularly

being additive at moderate

Approach of the perfect gas equation at loru pressure and hígh
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temperature is also an obvious condition.

An excellent discussion of the relative merits of dozens of

equations has been recently published by Martín (l+¡. The meríts and

límitations of fourteen of the most common equations of state have

been thoroughly discussed by Shah and Thodos (75) , for the subcrítica1,

critical and hypercrítical regions.

An equation pïoposed nearly 20 years ago by Redlich and Kwong

(76) satisfíes the conditions outlined above. It is very similar to

van der l,Iaals I equaËion but represents the compressibilíty factor of

gases much better. Except for the víciníty of the critical point, it

gÍves results fairly close to the data of the generalLzed charts.

However, since it contains only two Índividual parameters, one cannot

expect too much of it, in view of the well-known inval-ídiËy of the

theorem of corresponding states "

One would hesj-tate, of course, to compare a tvTo-parameler

equation such as Redlich-Kurong's v¡ith the eíght-parameter equatíon

of Benedict, Webb and Rubin (77) or with the nine-parameter Martin-

Hou (78) equation. It goes without saying that the latter equations

are much superíor in the representation of data in a lirníted range.

Van der Waals and others ruho follor,¡ed him, such as Clausius, DÍetereci,

Berthelot, trriohl, as rvell as Redlich and Krvong, endeavored to find

equatíons coveríng the whole range of density from infinitely attenuated

gas to compressed líquid, but were willing to accept f.aitLy large

devíations from the experimental results. It is interesting to note,

however, that Redlich in later papers wiLh other collaborators (79'80)

focused attentlon on hígher precisíon representation and increased the
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number of arbitrary constants ín his equation from 2 to 44. Independent

investÍgatíons on pure substances and mixtures, by several workers

(81,82,83,84,85,86), during the last few years have 1ed to the con-

clusion that the crude t\ro-parameter Redlich-I(r,,rong equation is not

inferior to the eight-parameter B-I¡T-R equatíon, and it is generally

regarded as the best trvo-parameter equation now avaílable (7s¡. The

remarkable success of the tables of Pitzer (69) or Riedel (jo) for

compressibitity factors prompted Redlich et al. (S0) to include Pitzeres
ttacentric factor" as a third parameter, in addition to the crítical

temperature and pressure, in their improved equation. Even further

development suggested by Redlich and coworkers (79) failed ro yield

good results for mixtures " The failure of the equation Ëo give con-

sistently good results for mixtures is probably due Èo the inflexible

combinatíon rules for the composítion dependenceof the equatíon-of-

state constants. chueh and Prausnitz (87) proposed a modífied mixing

rule for the constanË a; this modificaËÍon íncorporated one characterÍstic

binary constanl . A somer'rhat simíIar treatment, restricted to light

hydrocarbon-carbon dÍoxide mixtures, has been suggested by Joffe ai-rd

Zudkevitch (BS¡. 0ther modifications of the Redlich-i(ruong equaËion

have been reported by several authors (83r84r85,86).

As has been mentioned earlier only the víria1 equation has a

sound theoretical foundatÍon for representing the properties of pure and

mixed gases. I,ühen truncated af ter the third terme the virial equation

is useful up to a density nearly corresponding to the critical density.

A method for estimating the third víría1 coeffícient of mixtures has

been given by Prausnitz and cov¡orkers (89,90,9r). For application aË
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higher densities, an empirical equation of state such as the Redlich-

Kwong equatíon (76) is more reliab1e. For vapor-phase fugacity co-

efficients the Redlich-Kwong equation is useful throughout the entire

range of density.

The Redlich-Kiuong equatíon is

r- v-b To.5 v(v +b)
(25)

where

L_t, -

94"!f ' '
Ð-ca

CI6RT.i

D-ca
(27)

The dímensíonless constants Q, and 116 are, respectively, 0.4278 and.

0.0867 if the fírst and second isothermal derivatives of pressure, with

respect to volume, are set equal to zero at the critical poj-nt. In

vapor-liquid equilibría, however, one is ínterested in the volumetric

behavior of saturated vapors over a relatively ivide range of temper-

ature, rather than in the critical region only. Therefore, e" and 06

should be evaluated for each pure component by fitting equation (25)

to the volumetrj-c data of the saturated vapor. The temperature range

to be used is that from the normal boiling point to the critical

temperature. A list of f2, and Q6 for the saturated vapors of some

pure substances has been given by Chueh and Prausnítz (87) 
"

In order to attaín the real objective of an equation of state,

combination rules for the parameters have to be established. In

DNt\t

(26)
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general, linear combinatíon is used for the coefficients a and b

in equatíons (26) and (27) but, a combination of the aËtraction

coefficíents ai may also be provided by means of arbitrary inter-

actj-on coefficients a1¡, which, in general, is chosen by trial so

that avaÍlable data for mixtures are best represented. chueh and

Prausnitz (87) have proposed:

(28)

r,¡here

Qbi RT"i
b_. = (2e)ID- 'cl-

and

N
b= I yibi

i=1

NN

a= \ \"- L L viY;tj
i=r j=l

(30)

(31)

(32)

( 33)

( 34)

¡nrhere

aii -
Pci

(oui + oaj ) R2Tcij r.t
d.. -rJ on

" cíj

P^,, ZciiRTcij
-..J

VcaJ

,rI/3 = rz (,,I/3 J- --1/3.u"ij \t.i -t- t"j )

z^,, = o"2gr - o"o8 ('i +_5)
caJ2'

(aii # J"it"¡¡)

o"rR2T"r2 "5

(3s)
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The binary coristant kij represents the deviation from the geometríc

mean for T"íj. rt is a constant characteristic of the i - j inter-

acËion; to a good approxÍ-mation k1¡ is independent of the temperature,

density, and composítion. rn general, kij must be obtained from some

experimental ínformation about the binary interaction. Good sources of

this information are provided by second virial cross coeffÍcients (92¡

or by saturated liquid volumes of binary systems (90). tsest estimates

of kt, have been reported for some binary systems by Chueh and Prausnitz

(87) 
"

The mixing rule proposed by Chueh and prausnitz (87) for a1,

differs from Redlíches original mixing rule ín t\,¡o respects: (1) intro-

duction of a bínary constant ki¡, and (2) combínation of crítical

volumes and compressíbility factors to obtain a13 according to equatÍon

(32) through (35).As a result of (2), rhe mÍxíng rule proposed by

chueh and Prausnitz does not reduce to Redlichîs original rule even

r'rhen kt, = 0, except when v"1/v"¡ is close to unity; in general Red.lich's

original rule gives a value for a1¡ slightly smaller than that given by

Chueh and Prausrritzt s proposed rule r.^/ith kij = 0.

McGlashan and Potter (93) have used the Lorentz combínatíon

(equation 34) for pseudo-crítical volumes and the geometric mean rule

for pseudo-critical temperatures to obtain remarkable agreement with

their experÍmental interaction virÍal coefficients. Lt has long been

recognized that for mixtures of substances inrÍth r.ridely ciífferent molecu-

1ar sízes Ëhe pseudo-critÍca1 temperature predicted by the geometric
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mean is too large. Several modifications of thís combination rule have

been proposed. Hudson and McCoubrey (94) have derived an equation which

includes first ionization potentials. Fender and Halsey (95) suggested

a harmoníc mean combination" More recently Dantzrer, Knobler and

I,tlindsor (96) used these combinatj-on rules and obtained too weak an

interactj-on, whereas the geometrÍc mean rule provi-ded results which

shoived too strong an interactíon. Therefore, chueh and Prausnitzes

correlation seents to be the best, since it takes account of the

deviation from the geometríc mean rule.

III B. (II) Fueacitv Coeffici-ent

The fugacity of a component í in a gas mÍxture is related to

the total pressure P and its mole fraction y1 Lhrough the fugacity

coefficient óí as shown in equation (27).

The fugacity coefficient is a function of pressure, temperature,

gas composition; it' is related to the volumetric properties of the

mixture by either of the two exact relations (97 ,98) z

RTlngi=
TrPrnS

(37)

RT1nQ1=
r,v, n¡ ?.,*t,

V

where V is the

compressibílity

and

gas

-t
- Ë[on

__i

'K*J('
f
I
i

¡

KI È

-i
17 |

I

d

ño \

T t'ar 1

! \.n"'l
dV-RT1nZ (38)

total molal volume

factor of the gas

of the gas mixture,

mixture at T and P.

and Z is the

Sínce most
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equatíons of state are expricit in pressure, equation (3g) is more

convenient to use.

For a mixture of ideal gases ôi = 1 for all values of i.
For a gas mixture that follor,¡s Amagat?s assumption (Çi = ,,- pure 1
at the same T and p for the entire pressure range r"rom zero to p),

equatÍon (37) gives the Ler,,ris fugacíty rule (99) r¿hich says

0i ó'pure 1
(at same T and P) (3e)

This simplífying assumption, however, may lead to large error,
especially for components present in smal1 concentrations. The Ler+is

fugacity rule becomes exact (at any pressure) only in the limit yi , r.
The fugacitj¡ coefficient of component i ín a gas mixture can

be calculated from eguations (31¡ and (3s; if sufficient volumetric
data are available ior the gas mixture. since such data are not

usually avaílable, especially for multicomponent systems, fugacity
coefficients are most often calculated by an extension of the theorem

of corresponding states or ¡¿ith an equation of state.

The formulation of the correspond.ing states theorem rvas done

by van der itlaals (B) Ín 1873. This princíple r,ras exrended by pitzer

(100) in terms of molecular interactions. Longuet-Híggins (101) ,

scott (702), Brorun (103), prigogÍne et al. (104), and trdo.-jtowicz et

a1' (105) have applied the molecular correspondÍng states equations to
j-deal fluid mixtures. An alternate corresponding states procedure has

recently been presented by Flory and others (106). A review of the

extensions of the theorem of corresponding states is províded by stiel
(107). The method of calculating rhe fugaciry coeffjcients based on
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corresponding states

a1. (109 , 110) .

It ís often

from an equation of

corresponding states

more accurate to calculate

state rather than by usíng

theorem.

fueacíty coefficients

method based on the

has been discussed by Joffe (108) and Leland er

the

the

III B. (III) Fueacity Coefficients from {gvised R.edlích-Kr¿ong Esuation.

To obtain numerícal results, iL ís necessary to substitute a

particular equation of state into equation (:a¡. By substituting

equatíon (25) and the mixing rules, (equatíons (28) through (36)),

into (38), the fugacity coefficient of component lc ín the mixture

becomes t *

br-N
^\*z i V,â:r-+¿1 !ñ

r-lln ó, = ln --J--- +'K V - b

"bk
1. l1 ')RT-'-b'

The mo1al volume, v, is that of the

solving equation 25 (which is cubic

root for v.

mixture: it is obtained by

v) and taking the largest real

- v*b
-Ln V

v*b
v

_ L 1la" RT'"b

*'*"i
6i

r¡ -l- hi
ti

_PvIt nr (40¡

gas

in

The good agreement betv¡een experímental and calculated fugacity

coefficíents at high pressures, as obtained by Chueh and Prausnitz (87) ,

suggesb that the revised Redlich-Kwong equation can be successfulll'

applied to mÍxtures contaíning nonpolar or slightly polar gases.

Sometímes, while calculating the fugacity coefficient of a polar

molecule from correlations based on the extended corresponding states

Ëheory, the value of the acentric factor (111) of the polar component
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ís taken as that of íts homomorph (7L2), The acentríc factor is defíned

as o = - log tU l_ 1.000, thar is rhe value of pO ar TO = 0,7lrB = o.z

is used to define thÍs term" A homomorph of a polar molecule is a

nonpolar molecule havíng approximately the same size anC shape as those

of the polar molecule. For example, the homomorph of acetone is isobutane.

sínce the corresponding staËes theory has not been used in this worku

no use of such a conceot has been made in the calculations of fugacity

coeffícients of mixtures.

III C. Liquid-Phase Acriviry Coe{ficíenre"

III C. (I) Reference States.

The activíty coeffi-cíents of the constituents of a liquíd

solution are functions of composition, temperature, and pressure of the

liquid solutíon and also depend upon the reference state chosen. The

choice of reference state determines the normalizatíon of the activity

coefficient; when the pressure, temperature and composítion which

determine r! in equation (22) are the same as those of the reference

sËater y1 must attain a fixed value. irlhen the normalization of

activÍty coefficients ís spoken ofra specífication of the state ruhereín

the activity coeffjcíent Ís unity is meant. For condensable components

(subcritical), i.ê., for components whose critical temperatures are

above the temperature of the solution, ít is customary to normal íze Lrle

activity coefficient so that

Y1 +las*i-+1 (41)

For such components, then, the fugacity becomes equal to the

mole fraction tj-mes the standard-state fugacity as the compositíon of
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the solution approaches that of the pure liquid. Thus, in this case

the standard-state fugacity for component i is the fugacíty of pure

1íquíd í. In many conmon cases all the components in a liquid míxture

are subcritical and equation (41) is therefore used for all components:

sÍnce all components are, in this case) treated alike, the normalization

of activity coefficients ís said to follow the syrnmetric convention.

If, howevero the liguid solution contains a rrorrcondensable

(supercrítical) componerit, the normarízatÍon shorvn in equatíon (41)

cannot be applied to that component sínce a pure, supercritical liquid

ís a physical impossibilíty. 0f course, it is possible to íntroduce the

concept of a pure, hypothetÍca1 supercritical liquid and to evaluate íts

properties by extrapolation and, provided that the componenet in

questíon is not excessively above its crítical temperature, this

concept is quite useful. These hypothetical liquids are referred to

as condensable components r^¡henever they follow the convention of

equation (41). Hor¿ever, for a highly supercritical component the

concept of a hypoLhetical liquíd is of little use since the extra-

polation of pure liquíd properties in this case is so excessive as to

lose all its physíca1 sígnificance.

For a noncondensable component í (the temperature T of the

solutÍon ís near or above the critical temperature Tg1), tl-rerefore, it

is convenient to use a normalization different from that given by

equation (41); in its place equation (42) ís used

*y. + 1 as x. -> 0'l I
(427

The purpose of the asterisk is to call attention to the difference in

normalizatÍon and is a reminder that the unsymmetric convention has been
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used for normalization of actívity coefficients.

Accordíng to equation (42) the fugacity of component í

becomes equal to the mole fraction times the standard-state fugacity

of i ivhen component i is infinitely dilute. The concentratíon region

where the activity coeffícient of a dilute component is (essentially)

equal to unity is called the ideal dílute solution or Henry's law

region. The characteristic constant for the ideal dílute solutíon is

Henryes constant H which is defined by

-Lt
H = 1imít i

v.+ o xi
--t (43 )

The use of Henryts constant for a standard-state fugacity means

that the standard-state fugacity for a noncondensable component depends

not only on the temperature but also on the nature of the solvent. IË

ís this feature of the unsymmetric convention, equatÍons (42¡ and (43),

t¿hich is Íts greatest disadvantage and it is as a result of this dis-

advantage that special care must be exercised in the use of the un-

symmetríc convention for multicomponent solutions. Since H depends on

the solvent, the most convenient procedure in the case of a mixed

solvent is to defj-ne the standard-state fugacity of a noncondensable

component as Henryes constant for that component in a pure (reference)

solvent whích i-s a constituent of the solvent míxture.

III C. (II) Gibbs-Duhem Equation

The activity coefficients of all the components in a multi-

component solution are not independent but are related by the Gibbs-

Duhem equation ¡¿hich at constant temperature and pressure has the form
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>-x, d ln y1 (44)

Now, for a bínary two-phase system the phase rule states that at

constant temperature it is impossÍb1e to vary the composition without

also varying the pressure. In thermodynarn-ic analysis of low-pressure

vapor-liquid equilibria the sma1l effect of pressure on the activity

coeffícients Ís often neglected entirely or it is taken into account

approximately" At high pressures, the effect of pressure on the actívity

coefficient is large and thus, if the Gibbs-Duhem equation at constant

temperature and pressure is to be used, all isothermal activity co-

efficÍents must be corrected to the same pressure. rf the standard

state Ís defíned at a fixed pressure, this correction is given by the

equation

i

I atnyi \
\-Å,, 

=

_L
v.

1
RT

(4s)

-Twhere vf is the partial mo1al volume of component í in the líquid

phase at composition x and at temperature T.

rn order to satisfy equatíon (44) it is necessary to ad.just the

activity coefficient through equation (45) in such a r^ray that it is a

functíon only of compositíon, for íf this ís done two advantages are

obtained. Fírstly, the Gibbs-Duhem equatíon and its various íntegrated

solutions (the van Laar equation or the Margules equatíon) may be applied

to these Pressure-independent activity coefficients, thus enabling one

to subject them to a test for thermodynamíc consistency and to express

them analytícally by sirnple mathematical functions" secondly, by
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separating from each other the effects of compositíon and pressure

on the activíty coeffícient, interpretation and correlation of the

equilibrium data are very much facilitated. Therefore, it is useful

to define the adjusted (pressure-independent) activity coefficients as

given in the next section.

III C. (III) Ef f ect of ComposÍr-i_cg

For the heavy (condensable or subcriiical) component the

adjusted activity coefficient is
pr

(Pr) c ll *L11 I vi
- -1p=1- exP I * ut

"1 '1 pure ,.)

AS *1

F

In equation (46) all quantities are evaluated at the temperature

T of the solution ivhích is well below the critical temperature T"r.

The fugacity fa ís for component I at the compositÍon xl and at the

total pressure P, but f., ís the fugacity of pure líquid comporient' .L pure

1 at the (arbitrary) reference pressure pt 
".rd lll is the partial molal

volume of component 1 at the composition x1. The adjusted activity
(PT)

coefficient y1'- ' is independent of the total pressure of the solution

for any Ísotherrn; it depends only on the composition and always refers

to the reference pressure Pr, whích is most conveniently set equal to

zero (see subsection III C" (IV)).

From equation (46) it follows that regardless of the choíce of

(4ø1

(47 )

PT

For the light (non-condensable or supercritical) component the

definition of the adjusted, pressure-índependent, acti-vity coefficient is
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-r
{
ì
I

J
P

li

2

(Pr)
ç,2

exp

_L
v2

RT dP (4s ¡
(Pr )

*tEl- -(1)

In equatíon (48) all quantities are evaluated at the temperature

T of the solution ruhich ís near or above the critíca1 temperature T., 
"

The fugacíty f, is for component 2 at tihe compositionx2 and at the

total pressure P lvhíle 
"r,r) 

is the standard state fugacity (Henryrs

1ar,¡ constant) evaluated at the reference pressure Pr. The partial mo1a1

volume of componenl 2 is evaluated at the composition xr. The asterisk

indicates that the activity coeffj-cient for component 2, unlike that for

component 1, does not approach unity as the mole fraction of component 2

approaches one. The adjusted activity coefficient v-^' 
(Pr) is also,2

independent of the total pressure; for any isotherm it depends only on

the compositíon and always refers to the reference pressure pr.

From equation (48) it agai.n follor¿s that

.r:t 
(Pr)

'2

*rd lrrva 
(Pt)

AS ,'1 (x, + 0) (4e)

regardless oi the choice of Pr.

The normalization relations given by equarions (4i) and (49)

are desirable boundary conditions for integration of the Gibbs-Duhem

equation. For a bínarlz system, the isothermal, isobaric Gibbs-Duhem

equation, follorving equation (44) , is given by

*ra rrvi (Pt)
(s0 )

The composition dependence of the activity coefficíents defined by

equations (46) and (48) can be represenËed by an i-ntegrated form of
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equation (50) ruirh the boundary condirions given by equations (41¡

and (49) " These no'rmaLization relations (equations 47 anð, 49) suggesr

that both activity coefficients approach unity as the liquid solutÍon

becomes infinitely dilute wíth respect to the lÍght component. Through

the exponentíal factors in equations (46) and (48) (the poynting correction)

the effect of pressure is separated. from the effect of composition. Sub-

secÈíon rrr c. (vr) deals r¿ith the effect of pressure on the activity

coefficients and a technique for calculating partial molal volumes
T -Tt1 and v2 , required in equations (46) and (48), is presented therein"

rn equatÍon (48) , any ambiguity (see sub-secríon rrr c. (r)

Reference States) ín the standard state fugacity of the supercritical
gas has been avoided by the use of the experímental1y accessible Henryus

cons fant

û (Pr)
tt)

- (1)

roSr
= H \tll

"t'(1)

tt 
--v2

*dP (s1)

a plot of

(vapor) pressure

component 2

P
I

t

^ú
t7

(PS )
where H,, 1'

'(r)
In f ,/x, vs, xZ"

of solvent 1 and

infinitely dilute

equation (51) , i:l is

is the liquid partial

solvent 1.

the saturation

molal volume of

Ís evaluated by extrapolati_ng to *2 = 0

In

-@u2

in

III C. (IV) Choice of Referenc-e pressure

rn equations Ge¡ and (48), the reference pressure pr is
completely arbitrary; this arbitrariness, however, in no ruay influences

the fact that the adjusted activity coefficients defined above musr

satisfy equatÍon (50).



The partÍal molal volumes in the integrals of equations Ga1

and (4s¡ are for the liquid phase and thus , Íor physically meaningful

results, the reference pressure Pr should be such that the liquid phase

can exíst over the entire pressure range p + pr: this means that pr

must be equal to or larger than the highest observed pressure along

the isothem under consíderation.

For practical applicatíons in vapor-1iquíd equilibria, however,

this requirement is not very useful; in performing typical calculations

it is easiest to choose as the reference pressure the system pressure

when x, = 0, i.e., the saturation (vapor) pressure ef of the heaviei:
1

component. This reference pressure is conveníent because it is the

one at which tl-re Henryts 1aw constant is evaluated; it Ís a pressure

which depends only on the properties of the solvent anci not on those

of the solute. unfortunately, however, ef is the minimum rather than.1

the maxímum pressure along a given isotherm and thus the integratíon

path from P to Ps is in a hypothetical region, since the liquid phaseL ' o---- '

of a given composítíon cannot exist at any pïessure less than the total

pressure of the two-phase system. For computation purposes ín engineering

rvork tI-tis ís not a serious defÍciency since the partial molal volume

ís almost never known as a function of pressure and thus, as a matter

of necessíty, the partial molal volumes in the integrals must be con-

sidered as functÍons of composition and temperature on1y.

If , horverrer, comparisons are to be made beti¡een observed activity

coefficients and those predicted by theories of solution, hypothetical

regions must be avoided. For convenience, therefore, pr has been

chosen as zero pressure in thÍs work. Thus, the activity coeffícients
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can be expressed by simple analytical functÍons rvhich are sol-utions

of the Gíbbs-Duhem differential equation (equation 50) subjecr ro rhe

(arbitrary) boundary conditions wh-i ch determine the normalizations of

the varíous activítv coeffícients.

III C. (V) Analytical Representation of ¡\ct,-vity Coeffícients

A general technique for obtaining analytical expressions for

actívity coefficíents of liquid mixtures has been gi-ven by Lrohl (113);

the main idea of thís technique ís to define an excess free energy and

then to expand this excess free energy in a series of algebraic functions

of the mole fractions. The same technique can be used for solutÍons of

gases in liquids but the physical meaníng of the excess free energy is

now quite different since Ëhe standard state for the light component

refers to the infinitely dilute solution rather than to the pure liquid

as in i,Johlrs case. As a result, the nature of the algebraic expansion

for gas-liquid solutions is also different from that for liquid-liquid

solutions.

III (V) (a) Excess Gibbs EnergvC.

The variation of activity coefficients with composition ís

best expressed through the auxilíary function GE, the molar excess

Gibbs energy, defíned by

#- = *rlr,v, (Pt) + x2tnY'^ 
(Pr) (s2)

rn view of the unsymnetrj-c normalizatíon, GE'k vanÍshes at infinite

dilution with respect to component 2 buL not r¿ith respect to component

L; that ís
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6E:'t + o asx, + 0

but Ì (s3)
ftí

c * 0 asxl -> 0

As defined here, the ideal solution (GE'! = 0) is one where, at

constant temperature and pressure, the fugacity of the 1íght component

is given by Henry's larv (v¡íth suitable pressure correction) and that of

the heavy component by Rauolt's larv. In molecular terms this means that
^¡J^G is zero whenever the concentration of componenl 2 in the liquid phase

is sufficíently small to prevent molecules of component 2 from inter-

actÍng i¿ith one another"

Followíng I^Iohl (113), the excess GÍbbs energy can be represented

by summing Ínleractíons of molecules in a poÌrer series:

GE:t
RT (*_-. = -q)) o2 - nigner rerms (54)

.-'1Ç1 t- x29l t, 
Q)

where Õ is the effective volume fraction
*292

v-2 xLqJ_ + *Zqz (ss )

where Ç, is the effective size of the molecule i and where &,sc .- is.'(r)
the self-interaction constant of molecules 2 in the envíronment of

molecules 1. In equatíon (54) only two-body interacLions are considered;

hÍgher terms are neglected to keep the number of adjustable parameters

to a mínimum.

The activity coeffícients can be found from equation (5a) by

usíng the familiar relatíons
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(Pr)
(s6 )

(Pr)
(s7)

r,/here nl ís the

number of moles 
"

of component 1 and n, is the total

III C" (V) (b) A Dilated Van Laar Model for Binary Liguíd Mixtures

In vierv of the definítion of Ídeality gíven earlier, deviations

from ideal behavior are due not to i-nteractions betr,¡een molecules of

component 1 and molecules of component 2 with each other: the ideal

solution is the infinitely dilute mixture where molecules of component

2 are completely surrounded by molecules of component 1. As the mole

fraction of the solute Íncreases, molecules of solute beqin to ínteract

with each other and it is this interaction r¿hich is primarily responsible

for non-ideality. Since interaction coeffÍcients higher than those

between two molecules are set equal to zero in equation (54), sub-

stitution of equations (55) and (56) yields for comporient I the

familiar van Laar equation (for unsymmetric normaTízatíon)

nv,1

n\2

I
RT

1
RT

/ ar'rcEt'\

I " i= 1

\ dnr /^^- 'Lrirïz
/ n-,-\

/ anrcE^\ _ l
)-\ ân, /T,P ,n,

number of moles

with
A=

l)=

For component

less familiar form

p + (a/n) (x1lx2)_j

0.. It
"(7) r

az2 e) q2

2, the activity coefficient

(58). (Pr)
,ny1

tahes the considerably
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(5e )

(If it is assumed that 9t = 9Z then A = B and equarions (58) and (59)

become the tr^¡o-suffíx l'{argules equations) 
"

Prausnitz (114) has shov¡n that eguations (58) and (59), con-

taining two adjustable parameterse are satísfactory for fitting adjusted

activity coefficients for thebutane-carbon dioxide system but, they

have been shov¡n to be unsatisfactory for describing the properties of

some systems i.¡hích are at a temperature much above the critical tempera-

ture of the líght component or near the critícal temperature of the

heavy component (115). In additíon, PrausniLz eL al-" found that the

three-suffix Margules equations ruere also unsatisfactor-v (115).

The probable reason for the failure of the cl_assical van

Laar treatment is due to van Laarts assumptÍon that g1 and g2 are

constants independent of composition, whích is another \,¡ay of saying

thaE the structure of the solution does not change much r,¡ith mole

fraction. The qts are parameters iqhich reflect the cross sectiorrs. or

sizes, or spheres of influence, of the molccr:l¿s: al conditions remote

from critícal, where the 1íqr,riC molal volumes are close to a linear

function of the mole f::action, ít ís reasonable to assume that the

q's are composition independent, but for a líquíd mixture of a non-

condensable component 2 with a subcritical liquíd 1, the mo1a1 volume

of the mixture is a highly nonlinear function of the mole fraction,

especially in the vícínity of the critical composition. The liquid

solution dilates as x2 ríses, and vanLaarts mndel must be modífieci

to take thÍs effect into account.

, * (Pr)
tn\ 

2 ')

{
J1

l---==.-.=.._--Itr@
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For oractíca1 reasons (since experÍmental data are usually not

plentiful) " it is desirable to derive equations for the adjusted

(constant-Ðressure) activíty coefficients which contain no more than

t\,¡o parameters. Because of this límitation, it is also desirable to

assume that v¡hereas qr and q, depend on colilposition, trreir ratio does

not. SÍnce the van Laar treatment is a tr^¡o*body (cuadïatic) theory,

it is assumed l_hat ql and q, are given by a quadratic function of the

effectíve volume fractíon:

q. - l-to- ^21ql - ucl 
L' 

* nr,rr', 
)

ez = vc2 
[t 

. nr,r, rr'1

From equations (60) and (61) , it follor"-s rhat rhe

is given by

(60 ¡

(61)

volume fractíon o
l_

(62)
Y\7r_ c]-

1

f,*rt'"t

Prausnitz et al. (115) have arbitraríLy used the pure-componenr

critícal volumes in equations (60) and (61) as the measure of the

molecular cross sections at ínfinite dilution, vrhen OZ = 0. Some

(lther constant (for example, van der trIaa1 1s b or Lennard-jonesr 03)

could just as easily be used. The dilation constant n? is a
- (1)

measure of hor¡ effecti'r¡ely the light component dilates (swells) the

liquid sohition.

-htren equations (60) and (61) are substituted :'-nto the truncated

equation (54) 
' the adjusted (pressure-inCei-,endent) activity coefficients

are
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1r-ry, 
(Pt) ')

AO
L

@22 2oz) '+ B

oz2 
,rr 

t"t

3lr ecc v^r
'(1) "(L) La

L.-? (63)

4 4- 3,(o - -o ì''2 3'2 ',
(64)

(6s)

(66)

lnrr'k (PÏ)

ruhere

^(#) (*l

Equatjons i0:) and çe+) are the desired t\^ro-parameter equations. These

equatíons provide aí cllrate representation of the constant-pressrre

activity coefficíents of nonpolar binary mixtures from the dilute

region up to the critical composítion.

III (V) (c) I'fÍxtures of Condensable Components

At temperatures sufficÍently lower than the critical temperature

of the light component (component 2), the dilation constant n obtained

from data reduction becomes so small that it can be effectively equated

Eo zero. under these conditions, the constant-pressure activity co-

efficients of both components can be correlated with only one parameter,

q. rt has been empirically found thaË this occurs for To less than
"2

0.93. Therefore, components inríth a reduced temperature smaller than

0.93 are treated as heavy components (solvent), and those rvith To larger

than 0.93 are treated as 1íght components (solute). Systems for r^¡hj-ch

both To and To , are smaller than 0.93 are correlated wíth n = 0 and..1 'r2
only one parameter, q,. Systems for ruhich the critical temperatures of

the two components are very simiLar are also analyzed wíth only one
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parameter: oe even though t*r t" Iarger than 0.93; the terms "heavy"

and"light" component lose their conventional meaning for such systems.

In fact, it sometimes happens that the component r.qith the hígher crltical

temperature ("heav.-"') may actually have a higher vapor pressure and

critícal pressure than the component rvith the lor¿er crítical temperature

("light")

For those systems where both components can exist in the pure

liquíd state, it is not necessary to use the unsymmetric convention for

noxmalizatíon of activity coefficients. Instead, such a systen can be

anaLyzed with a one-parameter, symmetríc--conventíon expressíon Íor the

excess GÍbbs energy:

or2a 
rþ 2

(67)
RT(x1v.t n *2'"2)

From equations (56) and (57) it follovrs rhar

" (Pr)
Ln y2 u"2 oL2 QLZ

, (Pr) .)
1n yl ' = vc11 u1, Qr¿ (6 8)

(6e )

(Pr),
ñ \I

_L
u)
: dP (70¡
RT

where
(Pr)

Yl'- ' is giYsn bY equation (46) and

cL2

-.- <*l
-Y'oLL pvte ¿

v2

pr
(Pr)

tz "*rJ

It has been shorvn (116) that for

subcritícal and the excess Gibbs

or by equation (54) r¿íth 91= v.1,

the case r¿hen both comDonents are

energy Ís represented by equation (67),

9. = v^ô i.e., n = 0 --- there-¿ c¿
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exist rigorous relalionships between the constants in the trr¡o con-

ventions , viz" i

an¡ = 0..
" (r) LL

1n H, (Pr) = tn f-..-^" (tt) + v^-(l) Pure2 ' "c2aL2

III C. (Vf¡ Effect of Pressure

( zr¡

(7 2)

irlhen discussing the Gibbs-Duhem equation it was indícated that

a useful thermodynamic analysis of high-pressure vapor*liquid eguilÍ-

bría requires information on the effect of pressure on líquid-phase

fugacities; this information is given by partial molal volumes ín the

liquid mixture.

At low or moderate pressures, liquid-phase actívity coeffícients

are only weakly dependent on pressure and, as a result, it has been

customary to assume that, for al-l practical purposes, activíty coeffí-

cients depend only on temperature and composition. In many cases this

is a good assumptíon but for phase equilibria at high pressures,

especially for those near critical conditions, ít can lead to seríous

error.

hhen the standard-state fugacity ís defined at a constant

pressure, for any component i, the pressure dependence of the activity

coefficieflt y- is given by equation(45). At hÍgh pressures in the'1

critÍcal r.gior, îl is usually a marked function of compositíon,

especially for heavy components where .rl tr"qrr.ntly changes sign as

well as magnitude. For convenience, the superscript L on the acËivity

coefficient has been dropped in subsequent discussion.
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Experimental data for partial molal volumes are rare for

binary systems and for multicomponent systems there are esserrtially

none. Sínce thermodynamic analysís or prediction of multi-component

high-pressure phase equilibria requires partíal mola1 volumes, a

reliable method for calculating partial molal volumes from a minimum

of experímental information is required.

III C. (VI) (a) Partial ì{olal Volume from an Equaríon of State

The partíal mo1al volume of component k in a mixture of lJ components

is defined by

K

P,T,n. (i I k)

The partial molal volu¡ne can be eval_uated from a suitable

equation of staËe for the liquid míxture" Since most equations of

sËate are explicit in pressure rather than in volume, it is convenient

to rewrÍte equation (73):

(ä) ( 73)

=f(xt , T,v) (7 4)

óL\
;,. =-\n"ul-!,-L,sj-G- + t<)

err,ni(a11 i)

l^Iith an equation of state, equation(74) gíves rk "" a function of the

composition, temperature, and mo1al volume v of the líquid niíxture.

Plessure does not appear explícitly ín equaËion (74) but is irnplicit

in the volume, ruhich depends on the pressure.

IË is requíred to knor,¡ partial molal volurnes at saturatíon

for practical applícati-ons to vapor-lÍquid equilibría; therefore,

the saturaËed mo1al volume of the liquid mixture ín equation (74) is
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needed. The saturaLed mola1 volume of a liquid mixture can be

calculated by extending to mixtures the corresponding-states

correlation of Lyckman et al. (117) rvho slightly revised. pitzerrs

tables (111) for the saturated liquíd vofume of pure substances, for

the reduced temperature region 0.56 - 1.00. Before discussing equation

(74) in more detail, the method for calculating the molal volume of a

saturated liquid mixture is díscussed here.

III C. (VI) (b) Saturated l.{olal Volume of Liquid MÍxrures up ro
a Reduced Temperature of 0.93.

Gíven only the temperature and composition, it ís possíble,

ín princípler' to calculate the saLurated volume of a liquid rnÍxture

from an equaLion of state. Such a calculation, hov¡ever, requires an

equation of state capable of describing accurately both vapor ancl

1Íquid phases of ¡rulticomponent systems. For most mixtures, no such

equation of state is known. rn fact, the entire problem of phase

equilibria at any pressure could be completely solved Íf such an

equatíon of state r,¡ere available. A more realistic and fruitful

approach is provided by a corresponding-states correlation specifically,

developed for saturated liquids by Lyckman et a1" (117) from pitzerrs

tables (111) " rn thís correlation, the reduced saturated volume ís

given bY 
_ __ (o) (1) 2 (2)vR = tRt-' * ov*'-' * to-v*t-' (zs¡

where o is Ëhe acentrÍc factor (111) 
"na .r*(0), r*tt', and .,r*(z) are

functions of reduced temperature rvhích have been tabulated for reduced

temperatures from 0.560 to 0.990 (L77). To facilirate calculations
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\¿íth an electronic computer Chueh and Prausnitz (90) have fitted the

tabulated values rvith the following relatÍon:

,*(j) = ,(j) o ir(')rR + "(jrr*, * d(i)rR3 +.(i)/rn o r(j)rr,{r_r*)

(7 ø¡

,oh.t. "(j) to ¡(i) "t" coefficients for .r*(o), rott' rnd ,r*(2): rhese

coefficients are given in their publication (90).

The reducing parameters for the reduced volunie and the reduced

Ëemperature are the critical volume and the critical temperaturee

respecËívely. For pure components, equatíons (75) and (76) may be

used for reduced temperatures from 0.560 to 0"995. For reduced

temperatures above 0.995, the reduced volume may be obtaíned by firsË

calculating the reduced volumes at T* of 0.990 and 0.995, and then

interpolating to TR = 1.0; by definítior tR = 1.0 at TA = l.O.

Equatíons (75) and (76) were obtaíned from pure component data.

For applícations to mixtures, mixíng rules for the pseudocrítical

volume and temperature are necessary. such rules have been proposed

by several authors (90,92,109,118,119, I20). Because of the small

separation betrveen molecules, molecular síze is a more imporËant factor

in the liquid phase than in the vapor phase. Therefore, use of volume

fractions (equation 62) rather than mole fractions (or combinations of

mole fractions and volume fractíons) is desirable ior pseudocrítÍcal

ru1es. For pseudoreduced temperatures up to 0.93 the following rules

proposed by Chueh et al. (90) seem better, in so far as the volume

fraction has been used raËher than mole fractions r¿hich were used by

other authors:
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(77)

( 7B)

(7e)

\,vhere 0. and T are siven bv equaËions (62) and (36) respectívely.l-cu"
The const"rt nrj has an absolute varue much less than unity:

it represents Ëhe devíation from the geometric.-mean rule for the

characterísLíc temperature of the i - j pair. To a good approximation,

k.. is a constant i-ndependent of temperature, composition and density.r_J

The bi-nary constana Urj must be evaluated from some binary data (92,LZL),

t¿hich give information on the nature of i - j interactions . prauznitz

et a1. listed some values of k.. obtained from liquid phase measure-

ments (90) and f rom second virial coeffícients (92) , r.rhich are in good

agreement v¡iËh those reported by Pítzer (121) from compressibilÍty factors

near the critical regíon.

The saturated liquíci volume of a multícomponent míxture may be

calculated with equaríons (75) and (16) and. equarions (77) rhrough (7g),

Equations (77) and (78) are good pseudocrítícal rules for predíctions

up to TR\<0.93. For larger T* (crítical region) a modífícation of the

pseudocriËical rules is required in order that they may converge to the

true critical constants of the mixture at the critÍcal point. To this

end, correlations for true critical temperatures and volumes of mixtures

as rtell as arl equation-of-state method for calculating the true crítical

pressures of mixtures, have been developed (89,L22) as indicated later.

v.M = î *rt"i-
t_

r"M=tI-Õio¡r"i¡
aJ

Y
Sr = + ti'i

l-
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idith a relíable method for calculating the volumes of saturated

liquid mixtures, partial molal volumes can nor^r be calculated lvith

equation (74) which requires an equation of state for liquid mixtures.

III C. (VI) (c) Equation of State for Liquid Mixtures

For nonpolar líquids, an equatíon of the van der ltIaals type

provides a reasonable description of volumetric propertíes. Since

Redlích-Kvzong eguation represents a useful modíficatíon of the van

Ilaals equation, this can be used for liquid mÍrtures with cerËain

alterations. The Redlich-Kwong equation of state is given by equatíon

(25)" and, for any pure fluid, the two constants a arid b can be relatecl

Ëo the critical properties of that fluid by equations (26) and (27). As

noted in Section III B. (I), if the condítions at the critícal point are

imposed, the dimensíonless constants Q" and f2O become 0"4278 and 0.0867

respectively for a1t ftuids. Adoption of these values is equivalent to

fitting the equation of sËate to derivatives in the crítícal region

which, although the most sensitive, does not provide the best fit over

a wide range of conditions. Thís is particularly true when the equation

is applied to the 1íquíd phase. If the uníversal values for Q" and 0O

are accepted it is, in effect, equívalent to subscribíng to a tlro-

parameter theorem of corresponding states. ?itzer and others,(6917C,

I23rI24), however, have sho\.^¡n that the theorem of corresponding states

requires a thírd parameter, in order to be applicable to a wide class

of substances. Therefore, Ëo evaluate the best f2" and ll' for each pure

component, the Redlich-Kr¡ong equation is fitted to the P--V-T data of

the saturated 1íquid. Fortunately, such data are readí1y availabler

the

der
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results are gÍven by Chueh et al. (90) for some common liquids" They

differ slightly from the universal values and shorv a trend with respect

to an acentric factor 
"

For application of equation (25) to míxtures, the same mixíng

rules as given by equations (28) through (36) are used, except that

the cube-root average for t"ij, equation (34), is replaced by the

arithmetic mean of r"í urd r"j: this is done to weight the larger

molecule slightly more heavily in the liquíd phase.

III C. (VI) (d) Parríal }folal Volumes

and the

partial

The partial mola1 volume can

míxíng rules, [-equations (27)
L

differentiatíon indícated in

z (* xrlr) -

v(v + b) T4

from equation (25)

, after performing the

4):

( Bo)

be obtaíned

and izo!
equatíon (7

^Ldu-
i{RT T ¡.\

"-br.#j - v*b

K

RT

(v - Ð2 t;H*l
a

- ----t
I-

Using v, Èhe saturated liquid mo1al volume of the míxture, calculated

from a corresponding states correlatíon, the partial mo1al volume of

each component in a multícomponent liquid mixture can readily be

calculated from equation (80).

With parti-al molal volumes, Ehe effect of pressçre on liquid-

phase activity coeffj-cients can be taken into account. By separatíng

the effect of pressure from that of composition, experimental liquid-

phase aclivity coefficients can be subjected to rigorous thermodynamic
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analysís" Such analysis permits meaningful interpretation and correla-

tíon of binary, high-pressure, vapor-liquíd equílibrium data.

The simple approximation of using partial molaf volumes at

infinite dilution usually leads to large error near the critical

regíon. As noted before, for mÍxtures, the pseudocrítical rules must

be modified in the critical regíotr (TR > 0.93).

III C. (Vf¡ (e) Critical Region.

In applying previously mentíoned pseudocritícal ¡sles to the

critical region, ít has often been found necessarl/ to introduce an

empirical exponent which depends on the proximity to critical con-.

ditions (92"L09). Chueh and Prausnitz (89) have used a general

proximity functíon which corrects the pseudocritical rules of equations

(77) and (78) in the critícal regíon.

By definÍtion, TR = 1.0 and rR = 1.0 at the critical point rvhen

the true critical constants of the mixture are used as the reducíng

parameters. Therefore, if the true critícal constants of a mixture can

be calculated, the mixing rules, equations (77) and (78), can be

rnodífied so that they will always converge to T* = 1.0 and vO = 1.0 at

the critical point. In the following, primes have been used to indicaËe

corrected pseudocrÍtícal consLants. Chueh wrote

and

,/ :'t -L (T*cy -cM , .'cT - T"l,t) f (TR)

u4"= r"M * (t"r - r"M) f (TR)

(Br¡

(82)

where T", and v", referred to the true crítical temperature and true

critícal volume of the mixture, respecËively. The second terms on Èire
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ríght-hand sides of equations (Bl) and (BZ¡ correspond to the

correctíons added to the simple mixing rules, equations (77) and (78)

The function f(T*) represents the proximity of the system to its

critícal poínt; it must satisfy the two boundary condítions

f (rR)

f (rR)

for TO < 0.93

at Tn = 1.0

(83)

(84)

and (82)

) , tor Tq( 0.93.

. ^/EO r". - L _CLVI C I

uggested the

undary conditions:
-ì

, r.74L2l, lro.,
' 1.01-To r l\ar l,'J

1 systems

quation (85)

an the true

int only. As

terati-on is

g equatíon (Bl):

(86)

hich can readily

lsi íteration

rges in a

ined by direct

equ

ons

rrh
ehe

ied

9 2TR

yge

e ter

reT

the

atío

done

(rn)

nfo

ampl

odu

can

atíons (8f)

(77) and (78

ey converge

t a1. then s

the above bo
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subs titution .

Equatíons (81) and (82) may be consÍdered as more general

pseudocritícal rules applícable over the whole temperature range up

to the critícal poínt. lJith the corrected pseudocrítícal constants,

the saturated mo1al volumes of liquid mixtures can be calculated from

equations (75) and (76) Ín the manner díscussed before.

The true critical temperature and volume of mixtures, needed

for equations (81) anã (82) 
" can be calculated from a correlatíon

discussed in detail by Chueh et a1 . (L22). Several other authors

(82,I25 to 136) have reported correlations of the crítical temperature

or critical pressure of mixtures.but these, by and large, have been

confined to a particular chemical class of substances, viz. the

paraffins. Very little work has been reported on the correlation of

critical volumes of mixtures (134). Chueh et al. (L22) concentrated

tlreir attention on normal fluids (as defined by PíLzex (111) ) I that ís,

on nolecules which have zero (or small) <iipole moments, no tendency to

associate by hydrogen bondíng or símí1ar chemícal forces, and whích have

sufficiently large mass to permít neglect of quantum corrections.

RowlÍnson (24) lnas shown that for a binary mixture of components

L and 2, the crÍtical temperature of the mixture is, to a good approxi-

mation, a simple.quadratic functíon of the mole fraction, províded

components 1 and 2 consist of simple, spherically symmetric molecules

of nearly the same síze. Ror+linson r¿rites

T"T=*1T"1 + *2T"2 + 2*L*zarLz (87)

where AT, is a known function of T"1, Tc2, vcl und u"2, and a parameter
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which depends on the two exponents used ín the potential functÍon for

describing the intermol-ecular forces. For mixtures differing apprecí-

ably ín molecular size, Rowlinsonîs treatment is not useful, and for

such mixtures, the thermodynamíc properties are quadratic functíons

of the nole fraction only at moderate densities (second viríal coe-

ffícíents) ; at 1íquid-1ike densities, it has been common practice to

express the thermodynamíc properties of such mixtures ín terms of

volume fractions. The crítical density is intermediate between that

of liquids and that where the second vírial coefficient gives a

sufficiently good approxímatíon. Therefore, the true critical

constants can be related to the composition by expressions using the

surface fractíon 0 defined by
a la

X,Va cl_
( 88)

For a binary mixture, (I22) write

0.
1

*ru "r'/t
Chueh et a1

T_AT*cT "l*c1

vcT = olt.l

2oroz'tz

2o to zutz

¿

++

02T"2

02u"2

+ (Be)

( e0)

The correlating parameter" ,12 and v, are measures of the (small)

deviatíons of the mixture crítícal constants as given by a linear

dependence on the 0 fraction; they are characteristic of the 1-2 inter-

actj-on. Extensive compilations of these parameters for some systems

are given by chueh et al. (r22) in their publicatÍon. The parameters

are gíven in the reduced form as determined from experimental data of

these systems.
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In the critical regíon the calculations are strongly dependent

on the accuracy of the calculated true critical temperaËure" Chueh et

aL. (90) quote an error of more than 5% in the calculated volume caused

by an error of 0.57. in the calculated true crÍtícal temperature. This

ís obvious, since the reduced volume is a very sensitive function of

reduced temperature in the critícal regíon; f.or a simpre fluid (r¡ = 0),

the reduced volume at T* = 0"99 is 0.7327, whereas at TR = 1.00,

rR = 1"0 by definition. Thus, near the critical point, a I"/" change in

reduced temperature causes a change in reduced volume of about 302.

This extreme sensítivíty of volumeËric properties to sma1l changes in

temperature or composition is ínherent in the nature of the critÍcal

state and,cannot easi-ly be elíminated, either by experimenL or by

calculation.

Having correlated critical temperatures and crÍtical volumes

with quadratic functions of the surface fraction, orre is tempted to try

a símilar correlation for the critical pressure. Attempts at such a

correlation have not been fruitful. Several ínvestigators (135) have

noted that Ëhe dependence of the cri-tical pressure on compositon is much

more strongly nonlinear Ëhan that of the critical temperature and the

crítical volume; in many systems a plot of crítical pressure vs. mole

fraction shows a sharp maximum and a point of inflectíon. The more

complicated behavior of the critical pressure follows from its non-

fundamental nature; subject to well-defined assumptions, both critical

temperatures and critical volumes can be related directly to the inter-

molecular potential, but the critical pressure can be related to the

intermolecular potential only indirectly through Èhe critícal temperature

and critical volume.
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To express the critical pressure as a function of composition,

the correlations for critíca1 temperature and critical volume can be

used coupled wíth an equation of state, ê.g., the Redlich-Kwong

equation (equation 25) . Thus, the experj-mental results can be com-

pared with such correlations.
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CHAPTER II.

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM AND REVIEW OF T}iE LITERATURE

rnformation on the temperaturee pressure and volume at the

critícal point is required for the use of a number of ímporËant

approximation methods for predicting pressure-volume-temperature

relations for liquids and gases, heats of vaporÍzatíon and other

physícal and thermodynamíc propertíes. Analytical equations of state,

with constants related to the composition and pure-component critícal

properties are used for estimaËing the p-v-T properties of mixtures.

ExperÍmental P-v-T data for gas mixtures are not common" To predict

the properties of mixtures the critical constants of pure components

are therefore requíred.

At the present time, no general meËhods are available which

allow more than an approximate estimation of the density of a pure

líquid under critical conditions. values of the liquid density are

avaílable at room temperature for almost all known compounds. Although

the corresponding state methods allow extrapolation with temperature

and pressure when at least one líquid density datum poínt i-s available,

it is desirable to measure the density directly.

The deÈerminatíon of the vapor-pressure of pure substances is

also essentíal for many important practical and theoretical applications.

Because only fragmentary or inconsistent experimental data are available

for most substances over the complete range up to the critical region,

this property is generally calculated from general relationships such

as generaLized charts, Therefore, invesËigations should continue to
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obËaj-n very precise physical property data, experimentally.

Much ínvestigation in the field of thermodynamics of liquid

solutions has been undertaken in connection with vapor-liquid equí1í-

brium phenomena. The experimental data, specífÍcally the measured

relationship between liquíd and vapor composítions, and tempeïature

in an isobaric system or pressure in an isothermal system, as well

as vapor pressures of the pure substances , are tested for thermodynamic

consÍstency by means of the Gibbs-Duhem relationship. Such ínvestígations

are referred to as correlations

It is often desirable to predict the vapor-liquid equilibrÍa

from a limited amount of experimental data. The more modest attempts

have been aimed at predicting the most essential data, vapor composition

as a functíon of liquíd composition, from other more easíly obtained

experimental data. An example is the calculation of these data from

experimental determinations of vapor pressures of pure components, and

the boiling Ëemperatures of mixtures at constant pressure"

The more ambítious attempts at prediction involve calculation

of complete equilibria from the propertíes of the pure substances and

a measure, independent of experimental vapor-liquid equilibrÍum deter-

minatíons, of their behavior in míxtures. The simple example of such

a method is a common Raoult's law predÍcËíon in whích the vapor

pressures are used and ít ís assumed that the behavior upon mixing is

ideal. itlhere thís assumptíon cannot be made, the prediction, essentially

a matter of determining the liquid nonidealitíes, becomes much more

difficult.

Several methods are presented i-n the literature for the
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prediction of vapor-liquid equilibrium corrstants of mixtures from

thermodynamic relationships. For mêny years e several dífferent

approa-ches, such as the convergence pressure concept, equations of

state, the application of the principle of correspondÍng states,

etc. e have been tried for the correlation of such data. Although these

methods are valuable, only a few can be used for the determínation of

vapor-líquid equilíbrium constants for elevated pressure conditions.

Significant deviations are found between calculated and experimental

values at elevated pressures, particularly for conditions near the

crítical point.

The method of correlating vapor-lÍquid equilibrium data in

this work is therefore based on the separate description of the

deviatíons occurring in the vapor phase and liquid phase; these

deviatíons are Ëhen correlated with thermodynamically consistent

expressions. In this method, the vapor phase nonideality is calculated

from the modified RedlÍch-Kwong equation of state (83,90); the líquid

nonideality is calculated with reference to the pure liquid components

and the devíatíons from ideal solutíon 1aws.

I chose four pure materials and one míxture for study of the

physical and thermodynamic properties. The pure materials chosen for

examinatíon have different molecular si-zes and shapes, and divergent

properties. These materíals and theír extreme characteristics are

as follows;

1. Acetone, a polar material having no assocíation constant

(an exygenated solvent) .

2. Chloroform, a polar material and a represenËative
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assocíating compound (a halogenated hydrocarbon).

3. Benzene, a quasi-spherical polyatomíc molecule, essentially

non-po1ar (an aromatic hydrocarbon).

4" carbon Tetrachloride, a seemingly t'symmetricafi and freely

rotating nearly spheríca1 molecule, characterj'zeð, by the

absence of pronounced polarity.

The ternary system consisting of the fírst three compounds

has previously been Ínvestigated in this laboratory by the author (137)

in regard to Íts thermodynamÍc and physical properties. The constituent

binary systenis have also been investigated for vapor pressures, excess

volumes on mixing, the vapor-compositions and the excess enthalpies and

excess viscosities of mixing at 25oc (137). From the data obtaíned

excess Gibbs free energies and excess entropíes have been calculated

(138). The pertinent review of the literature up to 1965 for the

binary system investigated in this work, i.e., the acetone-benzene

system is given elsewhere (137) by the author. The only work after

that date is by Abbott (139) who obtained second virÍal coefficienrs

from measurements made on a vapor density balance at 45oc, 60oc, 75oc,

and 90oc.

rn view of the interest in critical phenomena of partially

miscible binary liquid sysrems (Lr*Lr) which has existed in rhis

laboratory for several years T decided to extend. the investigation

to one-component gas-liquid critical points. The system acetíc acid-

chloroform-water is one of the classical examples of partial miscibility

in a ternary system, investigated in thís laboratory for the equilibríum

relations at 25oc (L40,r4L,r42) and for Ëhe critíca1 phenomena
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(Lf L2, LL - V and LZ - V) by Campbell and Kartzmark (143). Since

the systems consisting of acetone, benzene, and chloroform have been

dealt \niíth from the thermodynamic poínt of vierø in a previous paper (138) ,

I undertook the study of critical phenomena (LÈV) in the constituent

pure componenËs in thís work.

In many critical transitions, the quantitative behavior of

some thermodynamic properties and of most transport properties ís

unknor,¡n; further experiments are required. In recent publications

from Ehis laboratory Campbell et al . l.44,I45) have díscussed thÍs

aspect in some detail. A rather coherent picture is noru emerging as

a result of a rapid Íncrease of interest in this field. trilork such as

that reported by Campbell et al. (I44) is of value in elucidatíng the

nature of the irregularities in the thermodynamic functions at a

liquid-liquid critical point"

Rowlinson (24) lnas pointed out that the critícal temperature

of a simple mixture (i, * V) is one of the most direct sources of

information on Lhe energy of Ínteraction of two unlike mol-ecules.

I have therefore obtained Lhe critical temperature versus liquíd mole

fractíon curve for the bínary system acetone-benzene in this study

over the whole range of composition.
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CHAPTER I]I.

EXPERIMEÌ{TAL PROCEDURE AND APPARATUS

PURIFICATION OF THE MATERIALS.

Acetone, chloroform, benzene, and carbon tetrachloride,

respectively, were used as the four pure liquids. objection night be

made to the choíce of chloroform since it decomposes very readily in

the neighborhood of the critical poínt. A slight ye11ow color was

always observable in the chloroform, after an experÍment. rn view of

the r,¡e1l-known effect of traces of Í-mpuríty (50,146) on the critÍcal

properties, this is a serious matter but it cannot be avoided. A.y

determination of the critical constants of chloroform, however carefully

made, must be subject to this criticism. Errors Ín the measurement in

the critícal region due to the decomposition of chloroform are therefore

larger than those in other substances.

I (a) . Acerone

spectranalyzed Acetone (A.c.s.) from the Fisher scientific

company was drÍed over calcium chloride and then subjecËed to dis-

tillation, after adding potassium permanganate to remove any non-

aqueous impurities. The distillate collected was agai_n dried by

means of calcium chloride and re-disti1led. Care was taken to avoid

exposure to aír and the freshly dístÍlled fraction (the distillatíon

temperature r¡ras constant at 56. 10 to 56.15oc at a pressure of 746 mm.

Hg) was transferred to the deaerating apparatus. The pure liquid was

contained in a flask wÍth ground-joint and \^/as connecËed to a hish-
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vacuum líne for deaeration by distilling ít back and forth from one

cold trap to another. The physical properties (density and refractive

index) observed for purified acetone agreed very r+el1 with the litera-

ture values.

I (b) . Chloroform

Chloroform (A"C.S.) from the Fisher Scientific Company was

purified to remove ethanol by repeaÈed extraction with concentrated

sulfuric acid and final washing with distilled waËer. Chloroform

was dried over anhydrous calcium chloríde and then finally distilled

from anhydrous phosphorus pentoxide, twice. The purÍfied

reagent \^ras stored in the dark. The sample puriíied in this manner

could not be kept for more than 3 days " The fraction collected

between 61.05 to 61.10oC at 74B mm. Hg v/as transferred to the vacuum-

line for degassing and loading the experimental tube 
"

I (c) . Benzene

Thiophene-free Benzene (A.C.S.) from the Fisher Scientific

Company was frequently shaken with concentrated sulfuric acid until

the yellow color in the acid layer disappeared. It was then washed

twice with distilled r{ater and then viith a solution of sodium bi-

carbonate. Af ter washing it again with distilled r¡rater, the product

was dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate and then ivíth sodium. The

sample was cooled s1ow1y until a certain fraction solidified, the

supernatant lÍquíd being discarded; the procedure was then repeated

to ensure removal of impurities such as cyclohexane. Finally the
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sample r^7as dried over sodium \.ùire and then fractionated t¡více from

sodium. The consLant-boí1ing fractíon at 80.10oC (752mm. Hg) was

transferred to the vacuum 1ine. The physical properties of the

purifÍed material agreed very well with the literature values.

I (d) . Carbon Tetrachloríde

Carbon Tetrachloride (A.C"S.) from the Fisher Scientific

Company was distilled through a vacuum-jacketed column with glass

helix packíng. The temperature \ùas found to be constant throughout

the distillatíon (76.60C at 750mm. Hg). The middle third-fractíon

was examined for puríty by gas chromatography. A column of 6 ft.

length with dímethylformarnide in chromosorb-P as the supporting material

for the liquid stationary phase ¡^¡as used. Helium was used as a

carrier gas and only one maín peak v,ras observed suggestíng that the

sample r,,/as pure. The sample was transferred to Lhe vacuum line for

degassing, etc. Before transferring the liquids to the manifold of

the vacuum line for excluding the noncondensable gases, in each case,

the liquids were kept in a dry chamber. Care was taken during ordinary

distillation to see that all vents communicating with atmosphere did

so through dryíng tubes containing phosphorus pentoxide suspended on

glass wool- thereby excludíng atmospheric moisture.

The critical temperature, critical pressure, equilibrium

pressures (vapor pressures) at temperatures below the critical

temperature, and orthobarj-c volumes of pure 1íquids have been determined.

The líterature data, even of well known liquíds, such as those investi-

gated in this research, are surprisingly limited. Table IV gives a

resume of the most recent data.
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TABLE IV

Most Recent Critical Data

Year tc (oC) P" (atm) d" (e/cc) Invesrigarors

A" Acetone

Kuenan and Robson (L47)

0.252 Herz and Neukirch (148)

L943 23s.8 Fischer and P.eichel (I49)
1951 235 "5 46 "6 0.273 Rosenbaum (150)

1955 236.3 47.2 Kobe er a1. (151)

B. Chloroform

7902 262.9 s3.8
L923 262.s

Kuenan and Robson (I47)
0.496 Herz and Neukirch (148)

1934 263.4

L943 263.s

C. Benzene

1910 288.5 47.9 0.3045 Young (63)

L934 290.8 Harand (L52)

Esso Laboratories quoted
in ref. 153.

Fischer and Reíchel (L49)

r94L 289 "4s 48.9

1902 233.7 46 "78
7923 235.6

1943 29L.2

1947 289 .5 48.7

1952 288.94 48.34

1962 288.84 48.28

L964 289.00 48.32

L967 288.94 48.98

0.297 Gornorvski, Amick and
Hixson (153)

0.308 Bender, Furukarua and

Harand (L52)

Fischer and ReicheL (L49)

Hyndman (154)

Connolly and Kandalic (155)

D. Carbon Tetrachloride
1910 283.L5 44.97 0.5576 Young (63)

1935 282.60

1943 283.2

0.304 Skaates and Kay (156)

Ambrose, Broderick, and
Townsend (L57)

Harand (152)

Fischer and ReicheL (L49)

QuoËed by Miller (158)1964 283"15 44"97
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II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Vapor-liquid equilibrium data were determÍned from measuremenrs

of refractive index. Analysis by gas chromatography r,ras attempted since

this requíres a very sma1l amount of sample. problems such as tailing,

etc" coupled r,¡ith relatively poor reproducibÍ1Íty for known samples

caused me to abandon the method. Refractive index measurements required

at the most 0.5 ml. of sample which was almost invariably obtainecl in

each determination at the temperatures and pressures of study.

Generally, the analyses of the composltions of the liquid

mixtures are made from physical propertíes. The data for refractive

indices as a function of concentratíon were used as a calibration chart

for deterrnining the concentrations of unknown mixtures col-lected in

the vapor-liquid equilibrium bomb.

The refractive index measurements r,^/ere made usins an Abbe

Refractometer wifh the nriem tha¡¡¡sstated at 25.00oC t 0.05oC and

the monochromatíc light of a sod.ium lamp (5893 Ao ). The accuracy of

this instrument made by offícine Galileo of rta1y, is +Q.0001 unit

of refractive Índex. An uncertainty of t0.0001 in refractive index

means an uncertainty of 0.001 in the values of mole-fraction.

III" DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL PROPERTIES

III (a) . Development of Experímental Technique

The critical temperature is the easiest of the three critícal

constants (T^, P^ and v^) to measure and has been measured for moreccc'
substances than the other constants. Kobe and Lynn (159) , in an

extensive revíew of crÍtica1 properties in 1953, reported that it had
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been measured for 220 substances, excluding mixtures. Most of these

measurements were made by observing the temperature at which the

meniscus vanished ín a system maintained at an over-a1l density

approximately equal to the criEícal. rf a sealed tube contaÍ-ning

líquid and vapor ís heated uniformly then one of three things may

happen. rf the over-all density is less Ehan the critical then the

meniscus falls as the liquid evaporates. The second possibility is

that the densíty is greater than the critical and. Ëhe meniscus rises

on heatíng untí1 no vapor remaj-ns, í. e. , the whole tube is full of

liquid. rf, however, the density is close to the crÍtícal then the

meníscus rises slowly until it is near the center of the tube where it

remaÍns until the critical point is reached and then suddenly the flat

and faint meníscus dísappears, characterízed, by fluctuating striae.

This principle has been extensj-vely used in this work for determj-nation

of critícal constants.

rf the tube is not sealed but is open at its lower end to a

reservoir of mercury, then the density may be altered at will and the

pressure measured at the same time. This was the apparatus used in

the original work of Andrews (5) and 1aËer by young (63). The critical

pressure may be measured \,/ith little more trouble than the Ëemperature,

as Ít is equally insensitive to smal-l changes of density at this point.

The prínciple of Young o s apparatus has not been significantly altered

since.

The measurement of the crÍtical constants by observing the

point of i.nflection of the criti-cal isotherm is much more difficult
and attempts to make such measurements have 1ed to some notable
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dÍsagreements (24,L60). A survey of the critical constant data

measured in dífferent ways shor¿s not only a wide variation ín the

values reported by different investigators for a síngle liquid, but

also very frequently a considerable variation ín the data given by a

síng1e investigator. The chief reasons for these deviatíons are slow

attainment of equilibrium in the crj-tical regíon, large compressibility

of the liquid, large spontaneous fluctuations of the density over

macroscopic distances leading to the scattering of 1Íght (the crítical

opalescence), etc. The present experimental position is given by

Heller (30) in a review article. Much of the older work Ís of little

value now and is reviewed in great detail by Rowlinson (24). Although

some of the older methods are crude, the methods are readily adaptable

to refinements so that accurate determínations may be carried out.

III (b) . 0rthobaríc Densities

The orthobaric densítíes (density of vapor and líquid coexisting

at the same temperature) may be determined in several ïdays. The method

of Maass and corvorkers (17,18,I9,20), whÍ-ch utilizes the float and

quartz spiral spring, is adaptable, as is Lhe method of Traube (I2),

r¿hích makes use of a number of balls of different knorvn densities.

Maass determined the densities of the liquid and vapor phases by a

float suspended from a qvartz spiral. The volume and weight of the

float and the sprÍng constant of the quart-z spíral rdere accurately

determÍned; thus, the densi-ty of the fluid was calculated from the

buoyancy effect.

The most used method for the determination of orthobaric
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densities Ís that of Young (63), mainly because of the maximum return

in useful data that it gives from a minímum Ínvestment in experímental

effort. The method of determining the orthobaric densítíes in this

research is based on Young's principle. The volumes of the líquid,

vL, and of the vapor, VG, were deterrnined for two dífferent amounts of

the substance, tn/t and wtt, at the same temperature. The densíties, d,

and da, are then obtained by a simultaneous solution of the two equations

(Total weight of compound = volume of liquid x densíty of 1íquid +

volume of gas x densíty of gas):

+

\^t 
t

\n7t 
t

tL' d"

tltt d,

tco dc

ta" dG

(e 1)

(ez1

III(b). I. Loading the Experimental Tube rvíth ¿ Sample

The glass apparatus for deaeratíng and degassing the pure

liquids and for transferring a degassed sample to the experimental

tube ís shoinm in Figure 3. A mercury díffusíon pump B backed by a

mechanical oil pump A was used to produce a vacuum with a residual

noncondensable gas pressure of less than 10-5 *rn. of mercury, as

measured by a Mcleod gauge. Aír and other non-condensable gases \¡iere

removed from the liquíd samples by a seríes of operations whích ínvolved

freezing rvith líquid nitrogen and pumping off the residual gas over the

frozen líquid, followed by melting and distillation at low pressure.

About thirty ml . of pure liquid r¡rere contai-ned in flask b whích

was then attached to the vacuum line by means of a ground joint. Upon

the attainment of a fairly good vacuum, stopcock 6, connecting flask b



FTGURE 3. Apparatus for Degassing and preparing Mixtures of Liquid
Samples.
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Ëo the vacuum line was opened, momentarily, in order to remove most

of the air-rich vapor over the liquid, before freezíng the sample.

As soon as the sample \^/as frozen, the stopcock connecting flask b

\.^/as opened and the space over the f.rozen líquid evacuated until the

pressure was less than 10-5 mm. Hg. For f.reezing the liquíd, a

mixture of dry íce and acetone was used at first. The stopcock

connecting flask b was then closed and the sample allowed to me1t,

after whích the stopcock was opened, cautiously, and vapor pumped

off again. This procedure l¡ras repeated several tímes. A check showed

about six times was sufficient to remove all gases. For the final few

times the coolant r^/as liquid nítrogen.

NexË, the cooling flask was brought up around flask a, and

cocks 4,9 rI0'LL,I2,13 and 14 were closed, cocks 5 and 6 opened, and

the liquid in b was distilled and collected in flask a, except for a

smal1 residue which vùas pumped off into the cold trap C. After evacuatíng

the space over the solid, cock 5 was closed, the so1íd melted and a small

fractíon of the vapor purnped off. cocks 9 and 11 were then closed, 6

opened and the sample was dístilled and collected in b, except for a

sma11 residue which was discarded as before. The distí11ation, back

and forth between a and b, was repeated four times. The pure degassed

sample was then stored in flask b in the so1Íd state until ready to use.

The experimental tubes of heavy wa11ed annealed glass, 15 cm. in

length and 2 mm. internal diameter with ground joints were used. Two

tubes vrere required for determinatíon at each temperature. The capillary

used in the experímental tube varíed in its internal díameter from 2.05 -

2.10 mm. in different regions of its length. The volumes of each Ëube
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were determined in the followíng way using pure re-distilled mercury

as calibrating liquid.

Before the experimental tube was blown to its final shape, the

capillary was sealed to a pyrex bulb of 10 ml. capacity. The capillary

had several fine cÍrcular marks etched at about 5 mm. distance apart.

These marks were made on the stem by hydrofluoric acid to facilitate

accuraËe measurement of the liquíd level insíde the capillary.

The capillary wíth the bulb was cleaned with hot chromíc acid,

thoroughly rínsed \,/Íth distilled v/ater, dried and weighed. Mercury

was then introduced by rneans of a long drawn-out capíllary tube

extending to the bottom of the bu1b, takíng care to avoid the entrap-

ment of air bubbles. The capíllary was fixed in posítion inside the

thermostat at 25.00010.005oC with its top protruding above the rvater

level in the bath. The meniscus leve1 of the mercury column ínside

the capillary was adjusted to coincj-de with one of the several marks

on the sLem, by using a long hypodermic needle and a syringe. The

capillary with the bulb was removed from the thermostat, its outsíde

cleaned thoroughly, dried apd weighed. Using the density of mercury

as given in Langers handbook (13.5340), the volume corresponding to one

of the several marks on the stem \,/as calculaLed. Thís procedure was

repeated for each of the marks and the volume per unit length in each

region ax 25oC was calculatecl. Thus, the non-uníformity of the capillary

bore, if any, r{as taken Ínto account. Next, the bulb was detached and

the capillary sealed at the botËom. Then the volume between the sealed

end and the first mark from the botËom of the tube was determined in a

similar way.
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The ground joint \^ras next fused to the top of the capillary

tube. The regíon between the top mark and the point where the

experimental tube is finally sealed after transferring the experimental

liquíd, trüas not calibrated till the end of the experiment.

In the drying procedure, the first few distillations to and

from b were made using so1íd carbon dioxide-acetone mixture, and

liquid nitrogen, respectively, and care vüas taken never to leave the

sample present as a líquid. This was necessary because high-vacuum

silicone grease was used for ground joínt and stop-cock lubricaËion,

and to prevent absorption of the sample the vapor pressure must be

kept as low as possÍble. The final distillation was made with flask

b immersed in a dry ice-acetone mixture, and the system pumped out

for 2 min.; the aim of this last operation \^/as to remove carbon

dioxide or gases of simílar volatílity from the liquids, and it was

repeatedly observed that the vapor density was irreproducible unless

thís was done.

Before transferring the sample stored ín b to the experímental

tube attached to 7, the tube was flushed several times with a small

amount of sample which was then discarded to trap C. By chilling the

tip of the experimental tube and by manípulation of the appropriate

stopcocks the liquid was dístílled into d, the experimental tube.

The sample \,üas then allorved to melt and fill the end of the tube, afËer

which it v¡as frozen again. The process of freezing and thawing was

continued to make sure that any trace of resÍdua1 gas in the tube was

displaced by pumping. The tube was sealed off from the line just

below the female half of the ground joint in the experÍ-mental tube.
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The experimental tube with the female ground joint vras weíghed before

attaching to the vacuum line i.e., before transferring the liquid.

The weight of the pieces of the experimental tube after sealing off

gave the total rveight of substance, by difference.

III(b). II. Thermostat

The thermostat v/as a glass-tank of 5 liters capacity lagged

wíth vermiculÍte contained in a sheet metal rectangular cover except

for a plate-glass window 3 in. wide and 9 in. high as sholùn in Figure

4. The thermostat was illuminated fron behind by a light bulb placed

ín the vermiculite ínsulator" Up to 25OoC, the thermostat liquid used

r+as Dow-Corning Silicone fluid 550. Above 25Oo , the eutectíc mixture

of potasslum, sodíum, and lithium nitrates was used" ThÍs fused salt

bath functioned perfectly, when the glass-bath was changed every few

r¿eeks, since the glass eventually became corroded by the salt. The

thermostat liquid was stirred by a paddle rotated by a powerful motor,

and the temperaËure conËro1 was obtained by a solid state proportÍona1

temperature controller manufactured by Athena Controls.Inc., Pennsylvania.

The conËroller provided smooth modulation of electric power in response

to thermisËor temperature. The contínuous po\der supplied to the load

from the povrer module elj-minated the large fluctuatÍons inherent in

on-off or tíme proportíoning conÈrol. A four leg null balance bridge,

high gain amplÍfier and a feedback stabÍlizing netv¡orlc for líne voltage

and temperature fluctuations, gave a high degree of accuracy and stability

to the controller. A power output meter showed the voltage across the

load and was used to set the proportional band and also to serve as a



FIGURE 4. The Thermostat.
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null indicator for bridge balance. The temperature sensor \,,ras a

thermÍstor sheathed in stainless steel to prevent corrosion by the

fused salt bath. The heatíng element \^ras encased in non-corrosÍve

ttNickel-Chrome-Iront' a1loy for the same reason" Temperature measure-

ments in this v¡ork were made with multiple-juncLion copper-constantan

thermocouple in conjunctíon with a Tinsley vernier potentiometer

(Type 4363A) measuríng to a microvolt, for the e"m.f. measurements.

The thermocouple was calibrated using the standard temperatures of

the ice point, steam poínt, melting points of tÍn, bismuth, and

cadmíum, with the cold junction in a bath of meltÍng ice. This cali-

bration \^/as compared with a certified platinum resístance thermometer

supplied by National Research Council of Canada. Resistance measure-

ments rvere made using a Brown recorder and a Mueller bridge. The

two calibrations were ídentícal wÍthin the experimental error of

measurement. The temperature control was better than 10.03 oC ,rp

to 250oC, and t0.03oc above that. The correspondence of the two

calibratÍons \¡ras within t0.0loc.

III (b) . III. ExperimenËal Method

Two experimental tubes were used for each temperaÈure. In

the densíty determination a different quantíty of the pure liquids

was distilled into each tube. Sample weíght was determined by weíghing

the tubes before and after sealing, as discussed before. The tubes

were then placed in the thermostat at the desired temperatures and the

difference in height from the menj-scus to the nearest calibration mark

measured with a cathetometer reading to 0.05mm. The equilibríum vapor
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and liquid volumes thus became known; correction v¡as applied for the

thermal expansÍon of the g1ass. The êxperimental tubes \Árere constructed

from Pyrex capí1lary, and the coeffícient of expansion given by the

manufacturer \Áras used. The truo equations obtained from the above data

allowed the densities of liquid and saturated vapor to be calculated

algebraically. From the orthobaric densitíes, the orthobaric volumes

were obtained.

Because vapor densities determíned in this manner are subject

to error due to the sma1l weight of the compound in the gas phase,

particularly at temperatureswell belorv the crítical temperature, great

care \¡/as taken in the height measurements and ín degassing the samples "

After the experiment \¡/as over, each tube was cut off exactly at the

point where it was sealed off from the line, and the regíon between the

top etched mark and this point calibrated using the technique previously

described. The weight of mercury needed to fÍll thís volume completed

the calibration required to know the volumes of dífferent regions of

the tube as well as the totalvolume of the tube. The volume of any tube

could not be expressed analyEÍcal1y in terms of the distance from the

sealed end at the bottom, since precision bore capillary l.^ras not used.

The meÈhod of detennining the orthobaric densitÍes by solvÍng

si-multaneous equations (Of¡ and (92) , r¡ras not applicable in the immediate

neighborhood of the critícal temperature because slight fluctuatíons of

temperature caused too great fluctuations in the level. Therefore, over

a temperature range of.20 below the critical temperature, I made use of

the method of "total exhaustion". For this method, Ëubes of known

total volume were charged r''ith known weights of líquid and the
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temperatures noted at which the meníscus dí-sappeared "by exhaustion",

i.e., when the meníscus either rose just to the upper extremity of the

tube, when the tube was entírely fi11ed \,/Íth líquid, or sank to the

bottom of the tube, when ít was entirely fil1ed r¡ith vapor. Congruent

densities were therefore notobtained directly, in this regíon, but

each determination gave a point on one side or the other of the ortho-

baric curve. Experience taught me how to choose the fillings so that

all temperatures were within the desíred narrovü region of temperature.

III (c) . Critical- Temperature

The classical apparatus used by Andrews (5) consisted of

capillaríes calibrated for capacity, and the pressure in the system

was determined by the temperature-volume relations of air. Thus,

the apparatus vras suited for the determination of the critical

constants by P-V-T relations, but Andrer¿s noted that Èhe dísappearance

of the meniscus occurred at the critical temperature, and he adopted

this phenomenon as the criterion of the crítical temperature; this led

other investigators to use the disappearance of the meniscus as the

sole criterion of the critícal temperature. Young (63), for example,

took the criterion as the point where the meniscus had vanished but

would reappear when the volume was increased suddenly by a small amount

(adiabatic cooling).

The critíca1 temperature in this research was determined ín

the classical manner, using the usual sealed tube technique rvith

different fillings. The sample purificatíon v¡as clone as described

earlier. The experimental tubes were of 2 mm. internal diameter and
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15 cm. length. No cal-ibratj-on was necessary" Theír ínternal volume

was 0.7 - 0.8 ml . The method of loading the experimental Eube \^/ith

a pure air-free sample of liquid \¡/as as before.

III (c) . I. Preparation of Mixtures

In the preparation of a mixture of known composition, the

second liquid component Tras treated in a manner exactly similar to

that described earlier for the first component" Thus, the tr,ro compo-

nents were stored in the solid state in bulbs a and b, respectívely,

until ready to use.

The experi-mental tube was attached to the vacuum line at g.

A small precísion bore capillary (1.0 mm internal diameter) nhose

volume per unít length had been prevíous1y determined, was then attached

to Ëhe vacuum line at 7" A quantity of líquid 1 was then transferred

by distíllation from the storage flask to this calibrated capillary.

From the length of the tube occupied by the sample at room temperaLure

(measured wj-th a cathetometer reading to 0.05 mm) and the densíty of

the liquid at this temperature, the weight of the sample was calculated.

A correction was made for the weight of the vapor over the liquid, using

the perfect gas law and a knowledge of the vapor pressure and the total

volume of the calibrated c.apillary up to stopcock 7 
"

The measured sample \¡ras transferred to the experimental tube

as usual by chi11Íng the tip of this tube. símílarly, a measured

quantity of the second liquid lùas transferred to the tube. The sample

was allowed to melt and then frozen agaín" The tube was sealed off from

the 1íne under continuous suction. The weighing before and after sealing
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r{as ari independent

the calíbrated tube

check that a quantitative transfer of liquids from

to the experimental tube was obtaíned.

III (c) . II Experimental Method

For pure liquids, dÍfferent fillíngs of a sealed tube r¿ere

used. rn case of binary mixtures, the densities in the tubes were

chosen to be withín 5Z of the estimated critícal densiti-es" Critical

densíties of the mixtures were estímated by linear interpolatíon of the

pure component data.

care was taken when handling tubes at high temperatures;

explosions invariably occurred rvhen they were subjected to shock.

The critical temperatures were observed by allowing the tubes to rrarm

slowly in an environment of measured uniform temperature. This

envíronment \^/as províded by the accurately controlled high temperature

bath as described earlier. For the final few degrees rate of increase

of temperature vras very slow. Each tube was placed ín turn in the

thermostat, and was observed through the glass plate wíndoi¡ by means of

a telescope located at some distance from the set-up. As the temperature

was raised, the surface tension between the two phases approached. zero,

the dividi-ng meniscus became faÍnt and. hazy, and the measurement of the

exact temperature of í.ts dísappearance was to some extent subjective.

Nevertheless, the phenomenon r¿as clearly distinguished as "critical"

since the menj-scus disappeared in the body of the tube and not "by

exhaustion'r at the top or bottom. No gïeat care \.ras needed to load

the tube to exactly the critical density of the pure liquids for

measurements of Ëhe precision (0"05oc) claimed in this research,
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for a slight error in loading only caused the meniscus to vanish a

1íttle above or below the center of the tube, at a height at which

Ëhe local densÍty was equal to the critical . The tubes \^rere not

stirred in thís determinatíon. The resistance of the compounds to

decomposition on prolonged heating was examined, and on the trial

runs, the heating t{as carried out f or three hours. Pure acetone

benzene and carbon tetrachloríde apparently díd not show any change,

r¿hereas chloroform became yellowish. The mixture of acetone and

benzene also became yellowish if lefË ín the tube for very long time

at high temperature. The infra-red spectra of the decomposed chloro-

form samples could not identify the decomposition products, but a faint

sme1l of HCI was always observed. This r¡as confirmed by the production

of r¿hite fumes in presence of ammonía. For thís reason the tubes con-

taining the chloroform samples r¿ere heated rapidly to wíthin a few

degrees of the desired temperature. In that way the disappearance of

the meniscus vr'as observed wíthín 20 mínutes after the tubes had been

placed in the thermostat. The temperature \.{as measured by the copper-

consËantan multiple junction thermocouple as menËíoned earlier. The

reproducíbility of the observations of the critical points \,üas 0.03oC.

for pure substances and 0.05o - 0.10oC for mixtures. It must be con-

fessed, however, that the determination of critíca1 temperature (tempera-

ture of Ëhe disappearance of the meníscus) by this method is the least

satísfactory of the critícal determj-natíons.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIA

The vapor-liquíd equilibrium data for a given binary system

over the range of EemperaËures and pressures of practical interest are
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generally measured in two \.,/ays. The necessary P-x-y data are measured

at a series of temperatures or the required T-x-y data at a series of

pressures. The most obvious procedure is to equilibrate the phases in

a closed bomb by vigorous shakíng or stirring. The apparatus is

immersed in a constant-temperature bath, the equilibrium pressure is

measured, and the phases are sampled for analysis. Although thís method

appears to be of primitive simplicity, it is rarely used at low pressures.

The primary difficulty is that the vapor phase must be sampled so

extensively to obtain a sufficient sample for analysis that the equili-

brium state Ís disturbed. This problem arises because analysis of a

sample j-n the vapor state has always proved difficult, hence vapor

samples have always been condensed for analysis, and this requires the

¡'¿ithdrawal of a considerable amount of vapor. An additional dísadvantage

is that each datum point requíres a separate experiment.

Because of the disadvantages of the static method just described,

the dynamic equí1Íbrium stil-l is usually employed at low pressures.

An excellent revíew article by Sage and Reamer (161) describes the

experimental methods of measuring vapor-liquid equilibria and presents

a Ëhorough discussion of the thermodynamic data necessary to calculate

vapor-liquid equí-librium compositions. Another review of the experímental

techniques and their development has been given by Everett (L62). Despíte

the disadvantages of the static method at 1ow pressures, it is attractive

for equilibration of phases at high pressures.

The measurement and maintenance of constant pressures are of

fundamental importance in all methods of determíníng vapor pressures.

High mercury columns, which ín principle in no \üay di-ffer from normal
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manometric u-tubes, are used as an absolute standard for measuring

pressures f rom 20 to 30 atmospheres. For routirì.e measurements this

method is of course unsuitable; the columns are very hígh, their

construction is difficulË and the reading is inconvenient. DespÍte

this, the advantage of the mercury column is that the height of the

column gíves directly the absolute value of the pressure. Kamerlingh-

Onnes (163) constructed a somewhat different type of mercury pressure

gauge. Essentially it is a series of manometric U-tubes with compressed

air in the connecting tubes, and the value of the pressure acting on

one end is given by the sum of the differences of mercury levels across

the entire series "

The closed mercury pressure gauge or the meïcury-air manometer r^ras

used in this research. The functioning of this pressure gauge was based

on the compressÍon of a known volume of air to a measured final volume

whose síze was a measure of the pressure being d.etermined.

Different kinds of pressure gauges, such as the dead-weíøhr

piston gauge and the Bourdon pressure gauge, have been used by many

investigators for pressure measurements. The simplícity of the closed

mercury pressure gauge as used ín this research is unsurpassable.

IV(a). Vapor Pressure Measurements

vapor pressures were determi-ned in the apparatus of Figure 5,

r^rhich is essentially a closed manometer containing aír. The closed

manometer was calibrated for volume as a function of length. The

volume of the Lube from each di-vision to the sealed end was determined

by the method of calibratíon described earlíer. The region between the



FTGURE 5" Transfer of sample to the l,{ercury-Ai-r Manometer"
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last etched mark and the sealed end was calibrated after the end of

the experíment, as r{as done in case of density determinations. The

total volume of the glass bulb B r^/as approximately 1- 1.5 ml . This

was not calibrated, since the ratio of the cross-section of the tube

to the volume of the bulb r¿as chosen in such a \rtay that the desired

pressure range always remaÍned on the exposed sca1e. rt is best to

fill the manometer with dry hydrogen whose behavior under compression

devíates the leasL from Boylers 1aw. since this was not done, the

pressure was calculated, from the equilj-brium volume of compressed air,

using van der Waals I equation. Other equations of state gave variations

within the experimental error. The manometer was fí11ed with mercury

in such a \^iay that the bulb B and part of c was f ull , and was then

attached to the vacuum line as shown in Figure 5. The calibrated tube

of mercury-air manometer l{as connected by means of a ground joint to

an adapter or síde-arm comj-ng out of a cold trap, T, which was connected

to the vacuum 1íne, as shown in the diagram. The other end of the mano-

meter v¡as also attached to the vacuum 1ine, through a spiral tube which

had ground joínt and acted as a spring providing manoeuverabí1ity. The

trap, T, was cooled by liquíd nitrogen. ThÍs cold trap \,üas included in

the system, in addítion to the one already províded as shown in Figure 3.

The occluded aír was boiled ouË from the manometer by heating gently

and cautiously r¿ith a movíng flame throughout the length of mercury

and applying vacuum simultaneously at both A and c of the manometer.

Thjs removed any air trapped between the mercury and wall of the mano-

metric tube. After suffj-ciently long pumping and tapping of the wall

from outside, and when the mercury came to room temperature, Èhe

required amount of degassed 1íquid was disËilled into the bulb A from
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the calibrated precísion bore capirrary i¿here ít was temporarily

stored. This was achíeved by chilling bulb A, rhe U-bend of the

manometer, and the bulb B with solid carbon dioxide-acetone mÍxture.

The size of the apparatus was such that all these parts could be chilled

by the f.reezing mixture contained in a single Dewar flask. trnlhen

preparing mixtures ) a measured quantity of the second liquid was

also transferred to the Ëube in a sími1ar manner. The method of

calculating the composítion has already been described under d.eter-

mination of crítical temperatures. The process of freezing, pumping,

and thawÍng \^/as contínued untí1 any residual gas was expelled from the

system. Great cautíon \¡ras exercised in the case of binary míxtures,

and liquid nitrogen v/as used to freeze the solution. Because of the

unequal volatilities of the dífferent components, the composi-tion is

liable to change, íf vacuum is applied while the sample is stil1 liquid"

The end A of the manometer, which r¡/as open to the vacuum line, was then

sealed off, keepíng the liquid f.rozen, This was difficult, sÍnce the

whole manometer, along with the Dewar flask containing liquid nitrogen,

had to be lowered from the vacuum line, and c disconnected from the

adapter at the same time after closing stop-cock 3. Mercury and the

liquid were sti11 kept frozen till the sealed end of A cooled off. The

liquid was then allowed to melt and air having entered c pushed the

liquid, followed by mercury, to the end of A. The open end of C was

then sealed off, under atmospheric pressure, after enclosing c in a

glass mantle, through which \^rater at 25o was circulated. Atmospheric

pressure r,.¿as recorded at the moment of sealing. The volume of air i_n

c, under atmospheric pressure and at a temperature of 25oc, was then
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obtaíned by means of a cathetometer reading.

Bulbs A and B were then immersed ín a thermostat at the

desíred hígh temperature, that is, at a temperature at rvhich the vapor

pressure of the líquid \,r'as greater than 1 aLm. Vapor formed in bulb A

and the vapor pressure \,/as automatically establÍshed. A time-pressure

study was made with pure liquíd, which showed equilibrium r¡ras achieved in

20 min. During measurement, the pressure in the liquid system drove the

mercury into tube C and compressed the air. The achievement of equili-

brium was evident when the mercury 1eve1 in tube C came to rest. The

volume of the compressed air was read off with a cathetometer reading to

0.05 mrn. From the equilibrium volume of air in C, the pressure T/üas

cal-culated, using van der inlaalse equation, the following correction being

applied. The hydrostatic pressure of the mercury column was added to the

cafculated pressure" Taking the length of the air column in the closed

limb C to be 9r, when the mercury Ís at the same height in both tubes,

and 9", when the mercury column has rísen (thereby diminishing the air

column) in the closed limb C, the dífference in height of the mercury

columns in the two limbs is 2(9"r- 9"r). The experimental pressure which

caused the mercury to rise is obvÍously equal to the pressure calculated

from van der trrlaalst equation, plus that of a column of mercury of length

2(9,. - 9,.). Thus the pressure was corrected for the dífference in 1eve1
L¿

of the mercury in the experimental tube and manometrÍc tube. The other

recommended correctíons are: f) for the pressure of the column of un-

vaporÍ-zed liquíd, 2) for the expansion of the heated column of mercury,

and 3) for capÍ11arÍty of the manometric tube. The height of the unvaporized

liquid column r^/as so small that this \^ras not necessary to take into account.
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The mercury column was jacketed by thermostated liquid at 25oC, and

as such thÍs could also be neglected. Although the correctíon for

capillarity is desirable, this \./as not done in thís research since

it was thought insignificant" No correction for the vapor-pressure

of mercury {¡/as applíed, because evaporation through a long column of

liquid ís an exceedingly slow process.

For the reason previously given, namely that, in the neigh-

borhood of the critical temperature, slight fluctuations of temperature

caused great fluctuatíons in level, it was not found possible to make

pressure measurements by this method to temperatures higher than about

30 below the crítical temperature. In this static method of pressure

measurement it r¡/as necessary to keep the vapor space as sma11 as

possible so that the whole system could be kept at a uniform temperature,

and so that the volume and the compositíon of the liquíd were not changed

appreciably by evaporation as the temperature v¡as raised. Vapor space

was always a tiny bubble compared to the lÍquid volume, which vias con-

Ëaíned ín bulb A. Therefore it was reasonable to belÍeve that the

liquid composition hardly changed at high temperatures. The phase rule

specifies the minímum number of Índependent intensive variables required

to define an equilíbrium system. For example, in a binary solution of

acetone and benzene, íf the liquid is in equilibrium wÍth the vapor, there

are t\,¡o phases, and therefore the number of degrees of freedom = 2.

Specifying either the temperature and pressure or temperature and one

liquid composition, or any other two intensive variabl-es, will completely

define the system"
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The direct experimental determination of vapor-liquid equilibrium
means the separation of samples of the liquid and vapor which are in true
equilibrium and determination of the concentrations of both phases

ana1ytica11v. The methods for the d.irect determination of equilibrium
data are classified as: 1) Distillation method, Z) Circulation method,

3) staEic meËhod, 4) Dew and Bubble point method., and 5) Flov¡ method.

The static method was used in this research, because the pressures \.üere

hígh enough and the temperature was in the vicinity of the critical points.

A survey of the lÍterature shov¡s this inethod gÍves more precise resulls
than all the other methods excepË the dew and bubble point method (164,

165, L66,L67) at high pressures. verschoyle (168) used a high pressure

bomb in studying the equilibríum in the system Hz - Nz - co at pressures

up to 225 atmospheres. This bomb was made of bronze and had a volume of

9 ml. The high-pressure bombusedinmy research was made of glass, contained

in a netal cylinder which was placed in a thermostat. Everything else

remained the same as described earlier; the capacíty of the thermostat

ín this case v/as 10 lÍters.

The apparatus used is shown in Figure 6. The hígh-pressure bomb

tuas fabricated from 70 nm pyrex standard wall tubing and was divided ínto
t\^Io compartments by a ring seal , such that the upper chamber r,ras two-

thirds the whole volume. The total volume of the bomb was approximately

450 ml. The liquid mixture cou1d. be charged through a 7 mm filling tube

sealed to the center of the ring. Around the central tube were four

vapor-escape tubes communícaËing with both the compartments and extending

4 mm above the ring seal . These vents were bent dov¡-nrvards towards the



FTGURE 6. cross-sectÍonal Viev¡ of the Glass and Metal Bombs for
Vapor-Liquid Equilibríum Determinatíon 
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central tube thereby preventing their catching the condensed vapor.

The central part of the ring was lower than where the ríng seal was

fused to the outer wall of the bomb, Ín order to facilitate sampling of

the condensed vapor at relatÍvely low temperatures, since at these

temperatures the volume of the collected sample was not too large.

The cell could be evacuated through a pumping stem attached at the

top, af.ter f.reezing the charged liquid in the bottom compartment. This

also served as an outlet for sampling of the equílibrium phases with

a hypodermic syringe at the end of the experiment. The glass bomb was

carefully annealed at 580oC for approximately eight hours to make

certain that no strains were left in the body of the glass.

A sample of 75 m1. of mixture made up by weighing was charged

in the lower compartment taking care not to spill any on the upper. The

1ÍquÍd was frozen and the system evacuated. After pumping for about half-

an-hour the pumpíng stem was sealed off from the vacuum line. After the

liquíd came to room temperature the bomb was put insíde a metal cylinder

which also contained a liquid mixture of same composítion. The metal

cylinder had a screrú-cap whích fitted tíghtly on the cylinder. To make

it perfectly pressure tight a copper O-ring was used between the screw-

cap and the collar of the cylinder. After screwing the cap, the Allen-

head bolts on the cap \rere tightened down so Ehat the O-ring sat tightly

on the groove made on the collar of the cylínder, making the system

pressure-tight. The cylinder was then placed inside the thermostat and

\¡Ias supported from a strong horizontal metal rod attached to t\,üo retort

stands on either side of the thermostat. The long metal extension of

the cylinder protruding upwards helped to keep it in position inside the
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thermostat and IATas an accessory for the shaking devíce. The cylinder

with its contents ruas shalcen until equilibrium ü/as established between

the liquÍd and its vapor. For shaking, a po\¡/erful motor rvas mounted in

a horizontal position on the supporting rod over the thermostat as

shown Ín Figure 7 " 0n the siraf t of the motor \,,/as aounted an eccentrlc

cam A, which in turn was mounted on another eccentl:i-c annular disk B

and thus served to change circular motion ínto a thrusting motion.

This latter disk consisted of a thrust bearing c mounted insÍde an

aluminum col1ar rthich had an annular aluminum cover D restíng on the

thrust bearíng and overhanging the ouËsÍde of the collar. The metal

extension E of the cylinder protruding upwards v/as scre\.ded on to an

alumínum disk F whích fitted and rested on the annular aluminum disk B

of the shaker. By this arrangement, when the motor was started, the

cylinder was shaken while being kept completely ímmersed in the bath.

After equilibration for 24 hours tire cylinder was coo]ed

rapídly by immersÍng in ice-water míxture, and after undoing the Allen-

head bolts of the scre\.{ cap, the glass bomb was also chilled quickly by

running cold water" The sealed stem of the bomb was opened, and the

liquid and vapor samples were withdrarvn for analysis from the lower and

uPPer comPartments respectively. The sampling ü7as very símp1e since the

vapor phase condensed on chilling, along the v¡all of the glass bomb and

collected over the ring sea1, and never got an opportunity to mix with

the liquid phase. vapor compositíons of the systems at high pressures

could thus be determined using a glass apparatus, roíthout explosions,

because the pressure inside the glass apparatus r^7as the same as outsicle,

due to the presence of a mixture of same composition in the metal
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cylinder. DeterminaËions could not be made without the glass bomb

sínce the organic compounds used reacted with the metal aL high

temperature and pressure.



FIGURE 7. The Metal Bomb in the High-Temperature Bath with rhe

Shaking Mechanism.
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CHAPTER IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ORTHOBA,RIC DENSITIES

I (a) " Acetone

Thirty deterrninatíons of the orthobaric densíties were mad.e

and the results are shown ín Table v. The temperature and corres-

pondíng volumes of the saturated phases ï/üere neasured while visual

observation of the substance showed that both liquid and vapor 
'{ere

present in the tube. The experimentally measured volumes were

expressed as densÍties in grams per cubic cm. Above 230.zoc, i.e.,

withÍn five degrees of the critj-cal temperature, only the values of the

densitíes of eíther the liquid. or the vapor are expressed, without the

correspondíng values of the densities of the equilíbríum phase. These

were obtained by observing the meníscus disappearing at the top or

bottom of the tube respectively. The values of the total densities

at whích the disappearance of the meniscus (critical phenomenon) was

observed within the tube, at a constant temperature of 235.0oc, are

given at the end of the table. These are calculated from the total

volume of the tubes and the different fíllings for which crítical

phenomena were observed. The precision of the measurements was of

the order of 0"0010 gm. per cubic cm. for rhe líquÍd and 0.0002 gm. per

cubic cm. for the vapor, up to withín a few degrees of the critícal
temperature. saturated densities are plotted agaínst temperature to

give the coexisLence curves of acetone in Figure g.
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TABLE V

Orthobaric Densities of Acetone (t. = 235.OoC)

Sample Temp. 
oC.

Experimental
Density of

liquid ,gmf cc.

tcCalculated
Density of

1íquid ,gmf cc.

Experimental
Densíty of

vapor ,gmf cc. (tc - t)r/3

I
2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11
72
13
T4
15
I6
I7
1B
79
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

101.50
LO7 .40
115.10
117. 50
r24 "L0
I27.40
132. 50
135 .40
140. 10
145 . B0
L49.90
r5L.20
15s . 90
159.90
L64 .30
I7I,20
180. 10
L81.20
rB9 . 70
198.30
202.60
207.50
2L7 "70
2L6 .40
279.80
223. B0

225.30
228.70
230.20
23r " 20
232.r0
232 "s0
233.50
233 "70
233.90
235.00

0.690399
0.681599
0 "670999
0.667799
0 .658299
0.6s3599
0 .645999
0 .64L899
0.634299
0. 625000
0.618199
0 .6167 99
0.609499
0.603199
o.s96199
0. s83999
0.567899
0 " 550199
0.s42099
0.52LL99
o " 5707 99
0.495L99
0. 480199
0 .460799
0. 443600
0 .423799
0 .4L3399
0. 395899
0.387999
0 .3627
0 .3s42

0.688s42
0. 680900
0.670699
0.667462
0. 658400
0.6s3774
0.646486
0 "64226L
0.635275
0.626557
0.620084
0.61_7997
0.610290
0.603514
0.595802
0 . s83078
0.s65268
0.s496L6
o.543729
0.52Ls94
0.509779
0 .49362L
0. 47BB0B
0 " 460L92
0 .44504s
0 .424938
0 .4L663L
0. 395908
0. 38s 793

0.0081
0. 0086
0.0092
0.0098
0.0110
0.0118
0.0L24
0.0131
0.0160
0 .or7 2

0.0186
0.0191
0.0209
0 "0236
0.026L
0.0314
0.0393
0.0488
0.0496
0.0632
0.0704
0.0794
0.0885
0. 1002
0.L097
0.L248
0.L290
0. 1450
0.L52J,

3. 800
3.629
3.56s
J. J¿J

3. 1BB
3.018
2.856
2.65L
2.477
2.238
2.L33
I"847
I.687
1.563
r.426
L.357
I.L45
1.091
r.032

0.1723
0.1820

0. 33s6
0.2024

o .327 3

'x Values ruere calculaËed from equation (100)and the following constants
A=0.840081, B= -0.96L206 x 10-3, c= -9.o4LL2. The srarisrical analysis
and the significance tesËs in multiple regression are reported in Table XVII.
Critícal phenomena were observed, at a constant temperature of 235.OoC, at
the followíng Ëotal densities; 0.2L60, 0.2362, 0.2372, 0.2536, 0.2693, 0.3067.



FIGURE B. Orthobaric Densitíes of Acetone.
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T (b) . Benzene

The data for the saturated densíties of benzene are presented

in Table vr. These data are plotted against temperature in Fígure 9.

Crítical phenomena were observed, at a constant temperature of 2BB.95oC

at the following total densiËies: 0.3257, 0.3109 , o.2gL4, 0"2900.

These were calculated by the method ind.icated for acetone.

I (c) " Chloroform

rn Table vrr, the densities of the saturated liquíd and vapor

of chloroform are reported over the whole range of measurements from

about 100oc to the critical temperature. These values are plotted i-n

Figure 10 to give the coexístence curves of chloroform. crÍtical
phenomena were observed, at a constant temperature of 262.9oc, at

the following total densities: 0.4279, o.46gj, 0,4872, 0.5120,

0.5381, 0.5610. These densíties were calculated from the measured

volumes of the samplee as \^/as done for acetone and benzene.

I (d) . Carbon Tetrachloride

Table VIII gíves the saturated densities of carbon tetrachloride

at approximately 40 Ëemperatures rangíng from near the standard. boiling
point to the critical poÍ-nt. The experímental measurements permitted the

construcËion of the saturation density envelope as shown in Figure 11.

This is a plot of coexistence curves agaínst temperature. critical
phenomena were observed, at a constant temperature of 2g3.l5oc, at the

following total densirÍes: 0.4953, 0"5095, 0.5424, 0"5578, o.5ïzg,
0.6047. These were derived by the method given for acetone. The

precisi-on of the measurements r^/as the same as that for acetone.
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TA3LE VI

Orthobaric Densities of Benzene (t
" 

= 288.95oc)

Sample Temp. oC.

Experimental
Densíty of

liquÍd ,gmf cc.

*Calculated
Density of

liquid,gnfcc.

Experímental
Density of

vapor ,gmf cc. (r"- .) t/3
1
2

3
4
(
J

6

7

o
9

10
11
72
13
I4
15
L6
I7
1B
I9
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
J¿

33
J+
35
36
37
3B
39
40
4I
42
4J

L06 "25
I09 .40
113. 75
117 

" 05
120. Bs
r22.80
125 . 80
131. 80
138.15
139. 85
L46.2s
L47.60
r52.25
L54.90
160 " 35
163.60
L70 .4s
177. s0
L77.55
178. s0
183. 20
1Bs. 70
190.00
L94.s0
L96 .40
204.L5
270.95
2L9.95
228.05
,')., a ÈLJL. L)

242.6s
252. 85
262.25
267 "7 5
272 " 80
277.20
280.00
2B4.os
286.30
286 .65
287 .I5
288.40
288. 50

0. 7860
o .7 822
0.7769
0.7729
0.7682
0.7658
0.7620
0.7546
o .7 46s
0"7443
0 .7 36L
0 .7 343
0.7282
0 .7247
0.7L74
0.7130
0.7036
0.7027
0 .69 36
0.6922
0.6854
0.6818
0.6753
0.6685
0.66s5
0 .6532
0.6479
0.6260
0.6r06
0. 5959
0 .57 93
0.5535
0.52s0
0. 5055
0 .4848
0 .4639
0 .4489
0 .424r

-__

0. 0060
0. 005 7

0.0072
0.0079
0.0080
0.0083
0. 0088
0. 0106
0.0110
0.0118
0.072L
0.0r23
0. 0140
0.0l-44
0.0163
0.0179
0. 0203
0.0208
0.0237
0.0240
0.026L
o .027 B

0.0300
0.0326
0. 0338
0.0372
0. 0438
0. 0s0B
0. 0s81
0. 06s8
0 .07 39
0. 0900
0. 1101
0.L239
0. 1400
0.1ss6
0. 1661

0.2l_44

4 .393
4.273
4. 101
3.934
3.773
3. s91
3. 306
? oao

2.768
2.528
I 111

2.077
1. 698

I.320
,.::u

0.7858
0. 7831
0.7764
0 "77 26
0.7679
0 .7 6s7
o.7618
0. 7ss0
0.7464
0 .7 44r
0.737r
0. 73s0
0.7290
0 .7 248
0. 7181
0 .7 l-36
0 "704r
0.7020
0.6932
0.69L9
0.6850
0.68L2
0"6746
o " 6670
0.6647
0 .6s77
0 " 6408
0.6257
0. 6100
0. s960
0 .5790
0 .552r
0 . s244
0.5070
0. 4868
0 .4660
0.4s08
o .4199

0 .3844
0 .37 37
0. 3360
0.262s

XVII.
(100) using the constants given in

*Values
Table

were calculated from equation



FIGURE 9. Orthobaric Densities of Benzene.
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TABLE VI]

Orthobaric Densitíes of Chloroform (t
" 

= 262.9oc)

Sample Temp. oC.

Experimental
Density of

líquÍd,gmfcc,

'^Calculated
Density oi

liquid ,gm/ cc.

Experi-mental
Ðensity of

vapor ,gmf cc, (."- .) t/3

1
2
I
J

4
5
6
7

Õ

9

10
11
I2
13
I4
15
I6
I7
l8
L9
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27

101 " 40
111. 70
LLg "20
r27.50
r35 . 70
r44.70
151. 30
160.00
167.60
77 3.20
180. 50
187.10
196. 30
207.40
2r3.70
2r9.60
225 "30
237.20
237.50
244.90
252 " 70
258. 30
260 "20
26I.50
262 .50
262.80
262 "80

1. 4884
1 " 4510
L" 4230
L "39L4
L.36L2
L " 32s9
1. 3000
r.2652
L.2346
I.2127
1. 1832
I "L552
L.LL49
I.0628
I " 0336
L.0044
0.9740
0.9410
0.9024
0. 8482
0.7788
0.7052
o "6699
0.6374
0.5786

o " 5662

1. 4Bs5
L.4485
r.4213
L.3909
1. 3605
7.3267
1. 3015
L"2678
1 .2377
L.2L5I
1.18s0
I.I57I
1.1168
1.06s3
1.0342
1.0036
0.9722
0.9373
0.8966
0 .8425
0.7747
0.7Ls4

0.0136
0.0182
0 "0224
0 "027 B
0.0320
0.0389
o.o44o
0.0512
0.0578
0.062I
0.0684
0.07s6
0.0871
0.1038
0.LL32
0.1236
0. 1360
0.1504
0. 1690
0.1998
0.2446
0. 3008
0. 3301
0 .3642
0.4138
0 .420r

3. 8r4
3 .664
3.51,2
3. 3s0
3.L64
2 "940
2.523
2.169
I.663
1. 393
1. 119
0.737
0"464
o .464

*Values were calculated
in Table XVII.

from equation (100) using the constants given



FIGURE 10. Orthobaríc Densitíes of Chloroform.
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TABLE VIIT

Orthobaric Densities of Carbon Tetrachloride (tc=283.15)

-o^Þampl.e Iemp. u.

Experimental
Densíty of

liquid ,gmf cc.

*Calculated
Density of

líquid ,gmf cc.

Experímental
Density of

vapor, grn/ cc . (tc - t)L/3
1
2
tJ

4
5
6

7

8

9
10
11
L2
13
L4
15
L6
T7
18
L9
20
2I
22
23

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
J¿

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4I

101.50
109 . 8s
rL6 .35
120 " 85
I24.LO
128.35
I32 "55
r38.ls
742.s0
14s .80
L47 .6s
L52.3s
159. 90
163.60
170.8s
17 4.90
180 " 15
185 " 70
190. 55
l-96 " 40
202.60
208"7s
2L4.40
2r9.9s
22s "30
23L.05
235 "2s
240 "00
243 "L0
247 "5s
25L.45
256.0s
259 "60
264.75
267.7s
27 L.35
27 4 .80
276.95
27I .L0
280. r0
28r.20
281 . s5

L.43Ls
1. 4131
L " 3984
1. 3880
r. 3808
L.3716
L " 362I
r.3486
1. 3390
t. 3311
L.3263
1. 3151
r "297 3
1. 2880
L"2700
I.2591
L.2458
L"2312
I.ZLBT
r "2009
1 " 1808
1. ls9B
r.74ï2
1.1337
L"IO28
1 " 0810
1.0640
L.044L
r.0269
1. 0110
0 " 9910
0 "964r
0.9419
0.9L20
0.8838
0. Bs60
0.8261
0. 8059
0.7910
0.76L2

0 .7 284

L.4332
r.4L4s
I " 3998
1. 3895
1. 3820
7.37 2L
r.3623
1. 3491
1. 3388
I " 3308
L " 3264
r.3L49
L.2962
I"2869
r.2682
L .257 6
I " 2437
1.2285
I.2L50
7 "L982
L.1798
r.L607
I. L425
L.I23B
1. 1048
1. 0832
L.0665
7.0464
r.0325
1. 0114
0. 9915
0.96s9
0 "9444
0. 9139
0. 8869
0.8567
0.8247
0. 8015
0. 7BB6

0 " 0118
0 " 0141
0 "0L62
0.0179
0 " 0190
0.0202
0.0220
0.0239
0 "0259
0 .027 6
0 "0284
0.0316
0.0362
0.0389
o "0447
0.0481
0 "0529
0 "0s79
0.0626
0 "0694
0.0778
0 "0862
0.0952
0 "1042
0. 1143
0. 1253
0. 1340
0.1462
0. 1s66
0 "1670
0 "1"797
0. 1960
0.2722
0.2357
0.2s68
0.2792
0 "3076
0. 3258
0. 3386

0. 3788

4 .3]-6
4.206
4.097
3"983
3 .867
3 "734
3.632
3.507
3.422
3.29L
3.764
3.004
2.866
2.668
2.488
2.277
2.029
1. 837
L.7L6
1. 4s0
T.249
L.L69

'xValues weie c.alculated usíng equation (100) and the constants gíven
in Table XVII.



FIGURE 11. 0rthobaric Densities of Carbon Tetrachloride.
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I2I.
II. VAPOR PRESSURE

II (a) . Acetone

The vapor pressures of aceËone determíned at 5-100 interval-s

from 100oC to the critícal point are reported in Table IX. The varíation

ín pressure in separate determínations on the same sample amounted Ëo

0.02 atm., on the average. This was arrived at from the results of a

series of vapor pressure measurements at a few trial temperatures.

The standard deviation for an Índividual measurement, o l{as calculated
qi-

f rom o = L: (l - ù2 / (n - ÐJ ", where þ is rhe mean value ar each

temperature, p the experimental value at the same temperaEure, and

n the no. of vapor pressure measurements at that temperature. The
1-

standard error of the meane os = o/i'was 0.01. The o values are

consistent r,rith the estimated experimental uncertainty arising in the

measurements of temperature and pressure, which íncrease from +0.02 atm.

at 100oc to 10.03 atm. near the crítical point. During the trial

measurements the quantity of liquid in the manometer was varíed so

that these data actually represented conditions of dew-point, bubble-

poÍnt, and a variety of lÍquíd leve1s in the tube. rt ruas observed

that the pressure at large values of the vapor-liquíd ratio (volume

of vapor to the volume of liquíd) more nearly represented the true

vapor pressure. Vapor pressure versus temperature has been plotted in

Figure 12.

II (b) . Benzene

The results of vapor pressure measurements over a temperature

range from 100oc to the critical temperature are set out ín Table x.

The last measured point is 0.45oc below the critical tenperature of



Sample Temp " (oK)

TABLE IX

Vapor Pressure of Acetone

Pressure (Cm trCalculated
of Hg at OoC Pressure(atm) Pressure(atm)

L22 "

Delta P atm =
(Pob"- P."1". )

1
2

3

4
5
6

7

9

10
11
T2
13
L4
15
L6
I7
1B
79
20
2L
22
LJ

24
25
26
27
2B
29
30

37 4.65
380.5s
3BB. 2s
390.6s
397.25
400. 55
405.65
408. ss
4L3.25
4L8 "95
423.05
424.3s
429.05
433.0s
437.4s
444.35
4s3.25
460.35
462 . Bs
47r.45
475.75
480.65
484 .85
489 . ss
492.9s
496.9s
498.4s
501. 85
s03.35
505.25

284.2
331. I
403. 5

428.0
500. 2

532 .4
604.3
646.7
7L2.3
80s .6
872!3
896.7
939 .5

1052.1
rI40.9
L292 .3
1518.6
L7t-6 "0
L799.3
2057 "L
220L.6
2392 " 5
254r.0
27 38 .8
2877.r
3053.3
3118. 7

3277 "L
3330. 8

3432.7

3.739
4 .366
5.309
s.632
6"582
7.005
7.95L
8. s09
o 27t

10.60
11.48
11. B0

L2"36
13"84
15"01
17 .00
19 "97
22 .58
23 .67
26.99
28.97
3r.49
33 .43
36.04
37.86
40.L7
41.03
43 .04
43.82
45.76

3.75s
4.374
5 .299
5.615
6.s57
7 "060
7 .92r
8.442
o ?')a

10.51
II.4L
11. 71
12.76
13. Bs
15"04
17 .06
19.98
22 "56
23"56
27 "05
28.98
31. 36
33 .4L
35.92
37.79
40.1r
40.99
43.04
43.92
4s .20

-0. 016
-0.008
+0.010
+0.017
+0.025
-0 " 0s5
+0.030
+0.067
+0.044
+0.09
+0.07
+0.09
-0. 40
-0. 01
-0"03
-0. 06
-0.01
+0.02
+0. 11

-0. 06

-0.01
+0. 13
+0.02
+0. 12
+0.07
+0.06
+0.04

0.0
-0. 10

-0.04

Standard Deviation = 0.039 atm.

:kValues were calculated from equation (105) using the constants given in
Table XVIII.



FIGURE 12. Vapor Pressure of Acetone froml00oc to T
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Sample tenip. (of)

TABLE X

Vapor Pressure of Benzene

Pressure (Cm

of Hg at 0oC) Pressure(atnr)
:'cCalculated
Pressure (atm)

Delta P atm =
(Pob"- P."1". )

1
2
J

4
trJ

6

7

B

9

10
11
12
13
I4
15
L6
I7
1B
79
20
2L
22
23

25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
32
JJ

J+
35
36
37
3B
39

379 .40
382 .55
386.90
390 .20
394.00
395.95
398. 95
404.95
4r1. 30
413.00
4r9 .40
420 .7 5
425 .40
428.0s
433. s0
436.75
443.60
444.6s
450.70
45L.6s
456.3s
45 B. 8s
463.7s
467 "65
469 .55
477 "30
484. 10
493.r0
s07.20
508. 40
sls.80
s26.00
s35 .40
540. 90
54s.95
s50 " 3s
ss3.15
ss8. 45
56L.65

173 "7
189. s
206.7
222.5
24I "2
255.5
270 .5
298.7
343 "6
3s4.6
410. 8
42L.7
46r "6
487.8
537.7
573.8
6sJ_ .7
oo¿"o
739 "L
7 48.0
810. I
844.3
909.9
987.2

101s. I
1151. 5
L279.9
L472.8
r6s2 "3
7829.6
202L"4
2320 . s
2624.7
2827.6
3006. B

3r7 5 .5
3282.4
352r.5
3636.7

2.286
2"493
2.720
2.928
3.L74
3.362
3. 559
3.930
4 .52L
4 "666
5 .405
5 "549
6.074
6"4I8
7 "075
7.550
B. s95
B. 718
9.725
9.842

r0.66
11. 11
7l-.97
L2.99
L3.37
1s.16
16.84
19. 38
2I.7 4
24.08
26.59
30.54
34.s4
37.2r
39 .57
4L.79
43.18
46 .34
47 .86

2 "263
2 "443
2.705
2.920
3. r81
3 .326
3 .5s2
4.033
4.608
4 "77L
s .433
5.580
6 .108
6 .429
7 .IT9
7 "562
B .564
8.720
9.699
9 .852

I0.67
11. 13
II.96
L2. 89
13.29
15.03
16.70
19. 15
2L.54
23.89
26 .47
30"45
34.s2
37 .16
39.63
47 "94
43 .43
46 .56
48"3s

+0.023
+0.050
+0.015
+0.008
-0.007
+0.036
+0.007
-0. 103
-0. 087
-0. 105
-0.028
-0. 031
-0.034
-0.011
-o.044
*0.012
+0.031
-0. 002
+0.026
-0.010
-0. 01
-0.02
+0.01
+0.10
+0.08
+0. 13
+0. 14
+0. 23
+0.20
+0. 19
+0.L2
+0.09
+0.02
+0 .05
-0.06
-0. 15

-0.25
-0.22
*o .49

Standard Deviation
:tValues calculated
Table XVIII.

= 0.061 atm.

from equaËÍon (105) using the constants given ín



FIGURE 13. Vapor Pressure of Benzene from 100oC to T".
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L26.

benzene (288"gsoc). The dara have been plotred in Figure 13 r,¡hich

shows the variatj-on of saturatíon vapor pressure of benzene r¿i-th

temperature. The uncertainty of the measurements ís as indicated.

for acetone.

II(c). Chloroform

The vapor pressures of chloroform measured at approximately

25 temperatures from 100oc to within a few degrees of the critical

temperature are presented in Table XI. These are plotted as a function

of temperature in Fígure 14.

II (d) . Carbon Tetrachloride

The vapor pressure measurements of carbon tetrachloríde were

made at 40 different temperatures rangíng from 100oc to within a few

degrees of the critical temperature and are shown in Table xrr. The

daËa have been plotted in Figure 15.

III. CRITICAL TEMPERATURE

III(a). Pure Liquíds

The crítical points of the pure liquids were observed visually

and this gave critical temperatures of 235.Ooc for acetone, zìg.95oc

for benzene, 262"goc for chloroform and 283,r5oc for carbon tetra-

chloride.

III(b) . The System Acetone-Benzene

The

Ëhis bínary

represented

gas-liquid critical temperatures have been measured for

mixture over the whole concentration range. The data are

in Table XIII. The concentrations are given in mole-



TABLE XI

Vapor Pressure of Chloroform

245.7
3L3.2
37L.4
450. 8
537 .6
642 .5
739.8
86s .4
989.6

1093.5
1250. I
r401. 3

1628.6
1963.2
2L77.3
2388.5
2592 .7
2815 . 1
3040. 3

3313. 6

3609.7
3818. 9

3890. B

3.233
4.I2L
4 .887
5.932
7.074
8.454
9.734

11. 39
13.02
L4 .39
16 .4s
18.44
2r.43
25 .83
28.6s
3]-.43
34.LL
37 .04
40.00
43 .60
47.50
50.25
51. 19

3.180
4.LL3
4.9L2
5.933
7.086
8 .529
9 "734

17 "72
13"18
L4 .56
16.s4
I8.49
2r.46
25.60
28.20
30. B2
33.47
36 .39
39.s8
43.s3
47 .94
5L.2L
52.32

r21 -

+0.053
+0.008
-0.025
-0.001
-0.0r2
-0.07s
0.0

-0"33
-0.16
-0.r7
-0.09
-0. 05
-0.03
+0. 23
+0 .45
+0. 61
+0.64
+0.65
+0 .42
+0. 07

-0 .44
-0.96
-1. 13

Sample Ternp. (oK)
Pressure (Cm

of Hg at OoC) Pressure(atm)
:l-Calculated Delta P atm =
Pressure latm) (P - P' - obs cal-c. )

1
2

3
4
5

6

7
o

9

l0
11
L2
13
I4
15
I6
I7
1B
L9
20
2I
22
')')

37 4.55
384. 85
392.35
400 .6s
408. Bs
4r7.85
424.4s
433.15
440.75
446.35
453.65
460 .25
469 .45
480.55
486.85
492.7 s
498.4s
504. 3s
510. 6s
s18.05
52s "85
53r.4s
s33.3s

Standard Deviation = 0.064 atm.

:tValues were calculated from equation (105) usíng the constants given

Ín Table XVIII.



FIGURE 14. Vapor Pressure of Chloroform from 100oC to T..
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TABLE XTT

Vapor Pressure of Carbon Tetrachloride

Pressure (Cm /rCalculated
Sample Temp.(oK) of Hg at OoC) pressure(atm) pressure(atm)

1
2

3
4
5

6

7

o
9

10
11
I2
13
I4
15
L6
L7
1B
T9
20
2T
22
¿J

24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
32
33
Jt+

35
36
JI
38
39
40

37 4.65
383.00
389.50
394.00
397.25
401. s0
40s.70
411. 30
|Ls "6s
418.95
420 "80
425.s0
433 " 05
436.7s
444 "00
448.0s
4s3.30
4sB. Bs
463.70
469.s5
475.75
481.90
487.s5
493.r0
498 .45
504 .20
508.40
513. 15
576.25
s20.70
s24 .60
529.20
532.7 5
s37 " 30
540. 90
s44 . s0
547 .95
s50. 10
553.25
s54.70

153.1
187.3
2t9 .8
244.s
262.4
287 .9
3L6.7
357.3
)oL. ö
477.4
438.6
475.2
s54.r
587.2
668. 8
7L9.8
792.s
869.9
94L.2

L034 .4
1136 .5
L248.4
1357 .7
r47 3 .4
7597.s
173s "6
1837.s
L962.3
2047.r
2L7 4 .8
2284 .3
2428.0
2544 .7
2684.3
2815.5
2943.0
307L.2
3155.4
J¿O). I

3348.2

2.0L4
2.464
2 "892
3.2r7
3.453
3. 7BB
4.167
4.70L
s.037
s .492
5.77L
6.253
7.29L
7.726
B. BOO

9 .47r
10.43
II,45
L2.38
13. 61
L4.95
L6 .43
L7 .86
L9.39
2L.02
22.84
24.r8
25 .82
26.94
28.62
30. 06
31. 95
33.48
35 .32
37 .0s
38.7 2
40 .4L
4r.52
43.2r
4 .06

2. 008
2.473
2. BgL
3. 210
3.4s7
3. 801
4.L67
4.695
5.L29
s .493
5.707
6 .2s3
7.233
7.739
8.824
9 .482

10.40
LL.41_
L2.36
13.58
L4.98
16 .4s
T7 .9L
79 .43
2L.OL
22.80
24.L6
25.79
26.90
28.56
30.04
3L.92
33 .42
35 .37
37 .05
38.75
40.43
4L.54
43.19
43.99

Delta P atm =
(P -p'- obs ' calc. )

+0.006
-0.009
+0.001
+0.007
-0.004
-0. 013
0.0

+0.006
-0.092
-0. 001
+0. 064

0.0
+0.058
-0.013
-0.024
-0.011
+0.03
+0.04
+0.02
+0.03
-0.03
-0.02
-0"05
-0.04
+0.01
+0.04
+0.02
+0.03
+0.04
+0.06
+0.02
+0.03
+0.06
*0.05
0.0

-0.03
-0.02
-0.02
+0.02
+0.07

Standard Deviation = 0.038 atm.
*Values were calculated from equatíon (105)
in Table XVIII.

using the constanËs given



FTGURE 15. vapor Pressure of carbon Tetrachloride from 100oc to T".
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TABLE XIII

Gas-liquid Critical Temperatures of the SysËem Acetone-BerrzeÍLe

No"

Compositíon of the lfixture
Mo on

Acetone Acetone
Experimental "L,Critical temp. (oc) T[+r";

I
2

aJ

4

5

6

7

Õ

9

10

1l

0.0925

0.1580

0 "2L60
0.3290

0 .44.10

a "5440
0.6530

o "7640
0. 8250

0. 8690

0 "9370

0.0997

0. 1690

0 " 2300

0. 3480

0 " 4620

0 " 5640

0 .67 20

0 "7790

0. 8366

0. 8781

0 " 9410

283.95

279 "70

276 "75

270.20

264 "00
258 "90
252 "95

247 "3s
244.L0

24I. s5

238 "20

-0.004

-0.011

-0.009

-0.010

-0.010

-0.009

-0.009
*0.008

-.0 " 008

-0.010

-0 .009

r/alue of the correlating parameter r.,2 selected = *0.0096"

See Appendix.



FIGURE 16. Gas-Liquid Critical Temperatures of the Benzene-Acetone

System as a Function of Mole Fraction and Surface Fraction.
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133.

fraction as well as surface-fraction (equation BB). These data are

plotted in Figure 16, which depicts the variation oí the crítical

point with mole-fraction, and surface-fraction of the mixture. The

uncertainty of the measurements was +0. loc.

IV. VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBR]I]M

The experimental data obtained for saturatíon vapor pressure

measurements of seven mixtures of the system acetone-benzene covering

the whole range of composition from a temperature of 100oC and a

pressure of about 2 atmospheres to the híghest temperature and pressure

at which liquid and vapor coexist are summarized in Table XIV. Fígure

17 shows the constant compositíon plots of the relation between pressure

and temperature at the bubble-poínts of the acetone-benzene system.

From a large-sca1e plot of thís nature the isothermal experimental data

required for the correlation and thermodynamic Ëreatment were read as

indicated in a later chapter.

The results obtained ín the static method of determínation of

vapor-phase compositíons ín equilibrium with tiquid-phase are presented

ín Table XV. The isothermal liquid-vapor equilíbríum data are plotted

in Figure 18. The calibration curve of refractÍve índex vs. compositíon

of acetone-benzene system was plotted Ín a large-scale graph from the

data lisËed in Table xvr" This plot was not far from a straight line

when the composition was expressed as weight fraction"



Saturated
Temp . oC Pressure, atm.

Composition of the
mixture = 0.093 mole
fraction acetone.

Saturated
Temp . oC Pressure, atm.

734.

Saturated
Temp.oC Pressure atm.

5 .886
6 "823
8.250
9 .627

II "22
13.08
L4.I9
16.26
18"14
20.II
22.74
25 "99
28.90
32.L8
JJ.OO

38 .67
4L"I8
44.7r
45 "9s

Cornpositíon of the
mixture = 0.652_!Lo1e.
fraction acetone"

TABLE XIV

Experimental saturation Pressure of the system Acetone-Benzene

233 . B5

24r.90
248 .45
255.60
259 " s5
26s.30
268 "3s
270.L0

28 .49
3L"76
34.s4
37.78
39.69
42.39
43 "BL
44.79

732 .6s
140 " 10
749 "90
L57.55
r6s "40
L7 3 "95
178 " 50
187 .0s
193.60
1,99.75
207 "3s
216.OO
222.95
230.50
23B. ss
244 "70
249 "85
257.60
260.70

99"8s
110.05
rr7 "4s
I27.35
L34.60
743 "35
L52.70
161.5s
173. 30
185 . 75
l-94 "0s
207.30
216 "6s
223 "50
237.65
243 "30
251.55
258.10
263.L5
269 "25
27 7 .50

2.083
2.808
3.243
3. 983
4.670
É, l'.)1
6 .634
7.842
9.780

L2.30
14. 1B
r7 .36
20. 08
22.39
25.L8
29.70
33 .08
35 .92
38. 19
40.92
4L. 89

CompositÍon of the
*ix t" : g__:_q--3 J.a rgþ
fraction acetone.

Composition of the
míxture = 0.209 rnoleffi
99 "9s

108 " s0
716 .25
125 . 30
135 " 55
145 . s0
754.45
161.05
170. 50
I82.35
792 .55
203.70
210 " 50
2r7.6s
225 "50

2"275
2.846
3.368
4.052
5.246
6.368
7.64s
8.683

r0 .42
12.79
L5.26
18. 04
20.26
22 .60
25.28

100.0s
108.55
114.60
123.50
732 "35
740 " 6s
149 . 85
Is7 "65
168 " 50
17 5 "9s
183 .50
L90 .4s
L96.70
204 "50
zrL.35
218. 60
224 .7 5
237.55
238.30
246 .65
2s4.85
259 "05
26r "40

2 .487
3 "I70
3 .625
4 "395
s"390
6 .402
7.63s
8.946

10"98
12 .44
14.18
15.92
17. B0
20.24
22.48
25.t7
27.43
30. 34
33. 19
36 .89
40.70
42"64
43.18

99.8s
107. s0
115 . 30
L22.55
r27.65
L34.70
143.15
r49.60
r57.55
165 .8s
L7 4 .80
L79 "s0
186 . 30
L94 "70
r99.65
207 "50
2r4.05
22I.35
227.50
23s "95
242 "3s

2.996
3. 60s
4 .42r
5 "220
5 "923
6.907
I .285
9 .496

11. 19
L2.96
15.20
16 .47
r8 .44
21 39
23.L6
26 .37
29 "13
32"47
35.31
39 "26
42.24

ComposiËÍon of the
nrx q u_rc_ - _8j_4 3 8__no]g
fraction acetone.

99.90
10s . 60
II2.45
119. 85
L25 "60

2 "64s
3.096
3.763
4.398
4 "947
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TABLE XIV(Contrd)

Experimental saturaËion Pres.sure of the system Acetone*Benzene

Saturated
Temp . oC Pressure, atm.

Saturated
Pressure , atrn.Temp. oC

247.60
250.05

44.76
45 "99

189. s0
198 " 95
208 " 40
2r5.35
22I " 45
225.L5

22.06
¿)"o¿
29 "96
33"39
36"s0
38 .49

Composition of the_
mixture = O.76À- mole
fraction acetone.

3 "166
4.089
4. 888
5. 820
6.995
B "226
9.689

7L"62
13.63
15 .59
17 .50
20 "39
23.20
25. 80
29.08
32 "L6
35.01
36.02
36.32
39. 83

Composition _of the
nr¡!gr.e- -*q-. Bze-selg
fractíon acetone-

Composi_Lion of the
mixture = 0"151_ mole
fraction acetone.

99 "9s
109 .5s
117. 3s
L24.60
L32 " s0
L39.95
L47.50
156.70
164. 8s
17 2 .55
L79.90
188.6s
196. 30
202.55
210.10
216 .80
222.55
224.6s
225 " 40
232.50

26r.70
263 .3s
265.80
267 .65
269.30
270.80
27L"5s

39.11
39 "84
40. BB

4r "77
42.50
43 "29
43 .63

99 .85
L07.70
116 .40
L23 "85
L29 "90
L39.65
744.3s
r49.95
157.85
L64.05
17 4.80
181. 95

3.340
4.763
5.796
6.793
7 .089
8. 786
9 .608

10.69
L2"57
L4.T2
L7 .09
L9 "39



FIGURE 17. Lines of Constant Composition on a Pressure-Temperature

Diagram.
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TABLE XV

EXPERIMENTAL VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIA OF THE SYSTEM

ACETONE-BENZENE AT DIFFERENT ISOTHER}.{S

L37 .

Compositions
ùoTã-TraEETõn

Acetone in Liquid

Composítions
Mole Fraction

Acetone in Vapor

Compositíons
llole Fraction

Acetone in Liquid

Compositions
Mole Fraction

Acetone in Vapor

0.085
0.L49
0.L77
0.222
o.284
0.37r
0.378
0"439
0.510
0"s48
0. 611
0. 635
0. 758
0.784
0.862

0. 100
0. 168
0.247
0.364
0"4s6
0 .575
0.704
0. 816
0"880

0"070
0.I27
O. 1BB
0.237
0.32L
0"429
0.534
0.622
0.732
0.789
0. 860

0.086
0 "L46
0. 218
0"305
0. 401
0.510
0 .62s
0.74L

T = 100oC 0.842
0"88s

0. lc5
0.236
0. 348
0. 413
0.540
0. 638
0.735
0.796
0"892

0.116
0. 208
0 .260
0. 320
0"432
0.576
0. 700
o "822
0. 899

0.096
0.t94
0.280
0. 400
0"499
0.s97
0 .656

0. 066
0.162
0.26L
0. 360
0 .427

0.101
0.74L
0. 186
0.226

0 .207
0 .285
0 .325
0"387
0 "42L
0.543
0.5s8
0 .609
0"667
0"699
0.742
0"764
0. 843
0. 865
0. 913

T = I25oC
0"186
0.293
0. 393
0. s18
0.611
0 "707
o "799
0. 875
0.9L7

T = 150oC
0.L26
0 "22r
0. 301
0. 3s6
0. 450
0. 559
0.655
0.729
0"810
0. Bs0
0. 903

T = 175oC
0.r44
0.220
0. 311
0"411
0.5L7
0 "62r
o "720
O.BI2

0"885
0. 913

T = 200oC
0. 1s4
0 .3L2
0 .44s
0. 507
0. 635
0.723
0. 802
0. 848
0. 918

- - oaao^L_LL)W
0. 155
0. 308
0. 360
0. 403
0. 513
0.66r
0.764
0. 860
0.920

T = 250oC
0. 113
0 .225
o .328
0. 4s1
0.539
0 .622
0.669

T = 260oC
0.073
0. 184
0.289
0. 38s
0 .442

T = 27ooC
0. 108
0. 149
0. 196
0.233



FIGURE 18. Liquid-Vapor Composition Eq.uilibríum Curves for the

System Benzene-Acetone at 1000 , I25o, 1500 , I75o, 2000,

225C- , 25oo , 2600 , and. 270oc.
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TABLE XV]

DENSITY AND REFRACTIVE INDEX DATA FOR THE

SYSTE},{ ACETONE_BENZENE

Sarnple

7

2

J

4

5

6

7

oo

9

10

11

72

13

L4

15

T6

L7

Mole Fraction
Acetone

0.0000

0.0920

0. r89s

0 "2364
0.2986

0.3327

0 .407 6

0 .4692

0. 4900

0 . s552

0.5608

0.6629

0 .7 262

0.769r

0. B0B0

0.8946

1. 0000

Density , Ult Refractive Index 25

"D

0 .87 34

0.8663

0.8592

0. 8557

0. 8s06

0. B4B1

0 " 84L7

0. B36s

0. 8346

0. 8288

0. 8283

0. B18B

0.8L27

0. 8084

0.8046

0.7956

0 .7 842

r"4979

L. 487 9

r. 47 64

r. 47 04

L.4624

I,4584
7 " 4484

r.4397

r.4364
L. 4279

7.4264

1.4105

r.40L4

L " 3954

1.3883

r.37 45

1. 3563
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

CORRELATION OF DATA

I(a). CriËical Constants

Several empírica1 methods for estimating the critical constants

of a pure compound have been suggested in the líterature. In a thorough

study of the literature Reid and sherwood (169,170) have recommended

certaj-n methods on the basís of the degree of agreement between the

calculaËed and the experimental values. Kobe and Lynn (159) have also

reviewed many of the estimation methods. Later, Moritz (171) suggested

an empirical equatj-on to calculate the logarithníc values of crítical

temperatures of dífferent types of compounds. He wrote

logT"=b 1og(n+c)+d (e3)

where b, c and d are constanËs characteristíc of each homologous series.

Thodos (772) has developed a meËhod for the calculation of criËícal

constants through the use of group contríbutions specific to various

types of carbon atoms. These group contributions are added to produce

the van der tr7aa1sr constants, from a consideration of the molecular

structure of the hydrocarbons only, íncluding the aliphatic, naphthenic,

and aromatic types, and thís in turn permits the calculation of the

critícal Ëemperature, pressure, and volume. For a pure substance the

critical temperaËure and pressure are related to the van der lrJaals I

constants a and b by the relationshíps

8a
I-

c 27Rb
and P" = ,r", (e4)



conversely, equation (94) permits

constants from available critical

I4I.

Lhe calculatíon of the van der Iniaalst

temperatures and pressures:

(es)
2782r^2

64P c

RT^
and b = --:Õrc

By means of equation (95) Thodos evaluated both van der Lrlaals' constants

(a and b) from the literature data on seventy-five saturated and un-

saturated aliphatic, naphthenic, and aromatíc hydrocarbons and

tabulated them (172). I have calculated the critícal temperature and

pressure of acetone by the method suggested by Thodos, and compared them

with the results obtaíned in thís study. The structure of acetone

tI^c c 
- 

cH3

ll
0

shows that it conËains t\,io type-l (methyl group) carbons (Table I in

both reference I72(e) and L72(f)), and one carbonyl ( -ç- ) funcrional
ü

group. The number of functional atoms is 4. From the group contri-

butions presented in Thodosr artícler, 
^2/3 "na a3/4 are calculated as

follows:

2

1

carbon atoms (type - 1)

carbonyl group

2 (15,035)

32,4oO

z1r. æs)

11. 3s

111 1,/L
a't' = 62,470 bJr* - 34.26

These values yield the following calculated van der i^Iaals I consËanEs:

a = 15 ,6L4 x ]:06 (cc./gm. - mole)Z atm.

b = 111 .26 cc. /gm" - mole

EquaËÍon (94), then yields

T - 8 (rS .614 x rO6) = 506. Bor<

" 27(82.05s) (LrL.26)
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15.674 x 106

" 
= 2, (1L1.26Y- 46.7 atm.

The values calculated by Thodose method for acetone agreed well with

the critical temperaËure (508.15oK) and critical pressure (46.96 atm.)

obtained experimentally in this research. Nevertheless, it should be

emphasÍ-zed that Thodos 7 method is only empirical and equations (94)

and (95) are valid to tbe extent van der l^Iaals' development ís correct.

rt has long been recognized (74) that the selectÍon of any particular

pair of independent quantities from P., v", and T" permíts different

expressions for a and b by eliminaËion of the dependent quantity through
P^V^

7- = -Ì. - = 0.375, which is based on van der ltraalsrdevelopment. MartincRT--- c
(74) further says that this inconsístency is partially resolved íf a and

b are computed simultaneously from the same pai-r of independenE quantities.

Thodos et al , (75) have ind.icated that the gaseous state behavíor based

on varì. der tr{aals r treatment is accepËable for subcrítical temperatures.

The crítical temperature of a substance is a reproducible and

directly observable property, and so is the critical pressure. However,

because of the dífficulties discussed by Campbell and Chatterjee (173),

the critícal pressures in this research were obtained by an extension of

the 1og P versus l/T line to critical temperature: the agreement wíth the

latest fígures is good as is evidenE from a comparíson of Table IV(p.82) rvith

Ëhe following experimental values obtained in this study

Acetone, P" = 46.96 atm.

Benzene, P. = 48.22 atm.

Chloroform, P. = 52.59 atm.

Carbon Tetrachloride, P. = 44.98 atrn.
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0n the other hand, the critical density can only be obtained by

extrapolation from results obtaíned at lower temperatures and this

is the most difficult of the three constants Èo measure accurately.

The method which Ís probably the best, and is certainly the most commonly

used, is to extrapolate the mean of the orthobaric liquid and vapor

densities up to the critical temperature. rt can be shovm (24) that

the classical descríptíon of the critical region requires that the

critical density should be equal to the arithmetíc mean of the orthobaric

densíties at temperatures just below the critical.

In a very interesting paper Mathias (I74) discussed the 1aw of

rectilinear díameters, discovered in 1886, by CailleteL and himself (175),

and the 1aw of the corresponding states of matter. The law of Cailletet

and MathÍas may be stated simply ín this rday -* "The means of the densíties

of líquid and saturated vapor for any stable substance are a rectilínear

function of the temperature". This was shown to be experimentally true

by Cailletet and Mathías (175) for a considerable number of substances,

though it was not strictly applícable in all cases. It was pointed out

by Guye (776) that the law did noË, as a ru1e, apply at all for substances

the molecules of which díffered in complexity in the gaseous and liquid

staËes. For example, acetic acid vapor is knov,¡n to dimerize and therefore

this law does not apply for such associating molecules. This ís under-

standable, since the thermodynamic properËies of associating vapors do not

fo11ow the general trend of normal vapors as r¡/as shown by campbe11,

Kartzmark and Gieskes (141). Cailletet and Mathias rhoughr ar firsr thar

the mean densíty line was parallel to the temperature axis but it is

nor¡ known that íË has a slight negative slope and a very smal1 buË usually
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negligible curvature as v/as first sho\^/n by Young (65). Thís line

may be represented, by

'e Gg * prr) -- a - bt (oo¡

Thís line intersects the coexistence curve at the critical poinË.

Therefore,

% Gs o prr) =g"*b(t"-t) (e7)

The parameters a and b are positive. This empirical equation holds

over Ëhe whole liquid range, but is most commonly used to fit measure-

ments o¡ ag. and o' from about 50o to 3oC below T., so as to obtain

0" by extrapolatíon. If, however, the critical density be calculated

from the mean densities at low temperatures (say below the boiling-

poinË) on1y, the error may be considerable. The critical densities for

Ëhe following substances were therefore obtained by application of the

law of rectilinear díameters to the data ín the temperaËure range of

50oC below the critical temperature:

Acetone, 0c = 0 "269 gm/cc.

Benzene, Qc = 0. 306 grn/cc .

Chloroform,Qc = 0.49L gm/cc.

Carbon Tetraehloride, 0" = 0.557 gn/cc.

It was thought for a time that the critícal volume could be directly

determined by causing the disappearance of the meniscus to take place

just at the top of the tube. It was, however, pointed out by Gouy (177)

that, owíng to the extreme compressibility of a substance at its critical

point, the densíty of the column of fluid varies very consÍderably at

different levels. The small hydrostatíc pressure of the fluid above a
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given leve1 is quite sufficíent to cause a considerable compression of

the fluíd befow that level. The true critical density is the density

of the f1uíd at the 1eve1 where the meniscus has disappeared. Above

that level the density ís lower; below, it is higher. The mean density

is equal to Ëhe true critical density when the meniscus disappears at

about the centre of the column. This is a subjective observation. The

matter is further complicated by the occurrence of opalescerrce phenomena

ín the neighborhood of the critical point. The method of the rectílinear

diameËer, whatever may be its theoretical basis, or lack of it, does in

fact work rather we1l, if the true values of the orthobaric densities

are known. GuggenheÍm (178) has shov¡n that the coefficient b in equations

(Oø¡ and (97) is close to (3p"/4T") for the inerr gases, neon, argon,

krypton and xenon. The numerical factor ís smaller than 3/4 tor hydrogen

and helium and a little larger for other gases.

AccorCing to the classical theory the co-existence curve has

a rounded top whích is quadratic in volume (24) " The order of the curve

depends on the order of the first non-vaníshing derivative of P with

respect to volume" The conditions which characterize the liquid-vapor

critical point on the P-V-T surface for a pure substance are:

,#,," If the critical

isoEherm is to be a contínuously differentj-able function, thermodynamic

stability requires n to be an odd Ínteger ín the first noÍrzero derivative

(24). For a classícal or van der ilaalsr fluíd, the famíliar value of

n is 3. The thermodynamic similarities of single- and t\,^7o-component

sysËems have been díscussed by Rice (25) " The corresponding condítions

for a critical-solutíon poínË in a tr'¡o-componenË system may be expressed
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as derívatives of the chemical potential with respect to mole-fractíon.

There have been several experimental and theoretical investi-

gaËions to find the order of the first nonvanishing derivative (25,51,58,

59,6I,L79,to lB7) which has been used as the criterion for determíning

Ëhe shape of the coexístence curve. From their measurements of the

compressibility of xenon in the crítical region, Habgood and Schnelder

(180) found the critícal isotherm considerably flatter than that

corresporiding to a van der ir7aalsl fluid. The function CÉl veïsus
äV2 Tc

density has an inflectíon at or very near the crítical density indicaLing
¡4p

that (" ') must vanish Íf the isotherm is continuous. The third
âva t

c

derivative \¡ras shown Ëo be small, and they suggested that it may also

vanish " ZLmm (51,179) from an analysis of his light-scattering data

in the critícal-solution region of the system perfluoromethylcyclo-

hexane-carbon tetrachloride, found evidence that the third derivative of

Ëhe chemical potentíal tends Ëoward zero. trlhen Ed¡,¡ards and l^Joodbury (182)

first publíshed and treated their data on the coexistent curves of helium

near its criËical temperature, they used the variables of reduced volume

and reduced temperature" RecentLy Tisza and Chase (186) have re-examíned

the data of Edwards and Ialoodbury, usíng the variables of reduced density

and reduced temperature " Tisza and Chase show that the use of the reduced

density and reduced temperature leads to functíons that are more linear

and more coincident than when the reduced volume and reduced temperature

varÍables are used. The same i-s true for a varr der i.rTaalst gt". From an

analysís of their data Edwards and Woodbury found it necessary to modify

slightly and extend the Landau-Lifshítz Ëheory (f81) of the properties of
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a substance "neart' the crj-tical point to force agreemerit with Ëheir

experimental data. This modified theory gave excellent agreement wíth

their experimental values of the molar volumes of saturated helium-4

within about 0.00f degree of the critical temperature. This agreemenË

is taken as evidence that a*3, ís negative at the crítícal poinr,âv'T"

-- in clear contradictíon of theories which suggest that this derivative

ís zero at T_. According to Landau and Lifshitz (181) the conditionsc
xÐ tZo r 3p

(*). = 0, (|j).n = 0 and (-J- < 0 hold at rhe crirical poinr. Theuv r dV-'f AV3''f'

fact that the thírd derivative is negatíve has never been shov¡n experí-

mentally except for Edwards and I'Joodbury's work which míght be a parti-

cular quantum effect" Rowlinson (22) has suggested that the second
r 2¡t ¡2t

derivatives C:-*l an¿ (*) should both vanísh ar the critical*solution'àxz. , 
àxz.

point" Scott (188) quotes calorímetric measurements on the system

n - CUH'O rr n - CøEt4 to support this conclusion. Dunlap and Furrow (6f)

report that their data show thís tendency but the conditíon ís not fírmly

resolved. They further say that Ëhe third derívatives, however, clearly

vanish. By analogy with the vanishing of the third derivatíves for the

volume and enthalpy of mixing at or near the criËical-solution point,
r3-

they conclude that f*ål for a síng1e componenr system also vanishes.
ov Tc

Therefore, it cannot be definitely concluded whether the first four

derívatives of pressure wíth respect to vok¡ne (at constant temperature)

vanj-sh at the critícal point or not, but it seems reasonable to assume

that the first two derivatives actually do vanish whereas the vanishing

of the Ëhird and fourth is probable. The measurement of the critical

constants by finding the point of. zero slope and of inflection on the
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crítical isotherm is therefore difficult, as \Áras discussed ín detail

in Chapter I.

It has been shown repeatedly (2I,I45,178 and 189 to 192) that

the variations of both orthobaric densíties with temperature are re-
1/" 1-

presented by a leading term proportíonal to (T. T)"', not (T" - T)-t.

A coexistence curve of this type r¡ras first proposed by Goldhammer (189)

in 1910 and has more recently been used to good advantage by others

(2I,L45,778,I92). Experimentally it has been found by these investígators

that the differencu (0v - pø) varies as the cube-root of (T" - T) in

the neighborhood of the crítícal point, so that neÍther the square nor

the fourth-root corresponds to the facts. In order to show that the

principle of corresponding states applied to trvo-phase equilibrium

between liquíd and vapor, GuggenheÍm (193) plotted the reduced

Eemperature versus the ratio l- of the density p of either coexistíng
0c

phase to the critical density, 0""

simple formula

The curve drawn had the remarkably

p3
- 1+:frc - 4

(t-l)lIG
c

T_T
r/s
)

v¡here the plus sign referred to the liquíd and the minus sígn to the vapor.

A large amount of experÍ-mental evidence has shown that, for binary liquid

mixtures close to the critical solutíon region, the coexistence curves

are cubic, i.ê.,

(*'-x") -¡ (T" -T)L/3

where (xt - x") ís a measure of the difference between coexístíng phases.

Campbell and Kartzmark (145) carried out investígatíon of several systems

across the complete range of composítion and obtained two straight lines,

(e8)

(ee)
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presumably inLersecting at (t" T) = 0 and at the critícal composítion.

I,rlork on some systems (53), for example, suggests that this relatíon does

not hold at temperatures very close to the critical solution temperature,

and ín thís region, the coexisterice curve has a flat top. For some other

systems Kreglewski (L94) found a fractíonal power other than 1/3 as the

temperature approached the crítical solution temperature. He suggests

that the coexistence curve will always appear to be very flat, but

whether it is truly horizontal is doubtful. The outstanding experímental

work of Thompson and Rice (49) referred to in Chapter I, demonstrates

that the coexistence curve follorvs a cubic relation to within 0"0001oC

of the crítical solutíon temperature with no evidence of an apparent

flat regíon. This means that the nose of the curve representing, sây,

congruent concentrations in L1iL, crí-Lícal phenomenon, or orthobaric

densÍties in LîV equílibrium, is probably rounded but appears flat

due to the límitation of experimental conditions and the question reduces

to whether or not the curve is flatter than the cubic relatíon requíres

(173). Recent work of Campbell and Kartzmark (145) might be taken to

demonstrate that some systems yield two straight lines intersecting at

the critícal solution temperature, while others, whích also present tr^ro

straight lines, show a gap at the critj-cal solutíon temperaLure, when

the Ëwo congïuent concentrations are ploËted against (T^ - T)f/3. On
c

this basis, the systems showing a gap on the (T" T)I/3 plot should

represent those systems having a horizontal nose on the usual composítion

versus temperature plot. I share their suspicion and quote from their

publicatíon, "l,Ie are doubtful , however, whether this conclusion is

justified'.1.
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Lorentzen (44) confirmed the (T" - T)1/3 law ro ivithin 0"014oc

of the critical temperature of carbon díoxíde in a vertical tube, that

is, under condÍtions where schneider (zL) found a flatter, but stil1

rounded, curve. To be exact, he used an exponent of 0.357 and notl/3,

as thís was the value suggested earlier by Míchels et a1. (195) for

carbon dioxide. The dífference between these exponents would be within

experimental error, aL a temperature so close to the critical point. The

straight línes obtained in the cube-root plot for acetone, benzene,

chloroform and carbon tetrachloride are shown in Fígures 19 to 22 wixh

the corresponding data reported in Tables V toVII. One would expect Lhese

straight lines to íntersect at the critical volume, at the critical

temperature. I,üork by carnpbell and Kartzmark (145) on the analogous

critical phenomenon, LrÊ LT j-ndi-cates that this is not always the

case. llhen, however, the (r. T)7/3 relation ís obeyed, the slope

of the P versus V curve, in the neighborhood of T", will be very slight.

The crux of the problem therefore is: is the slope of the curve, near

T", less than that predicted by the (T" ÐI/3 relation? If it is,

the exístence of a horizontal míght be conceded. To setË1e the point

experimentally, materials of the híghest puríty must be used and the

temperature controlled wíth great accuracy, sây to +0.0010. My

temperature control ruas only good to t0.03o and therefore my conclusions

are only valid to this extent. Thus, for example, whíle r am in a

posiËion to say that, although at a temperature of (T. 0.030) t\^ro

different phases of distlnctly different orËhobaric volumes are detect-

able, at a temperature 0.03o higher no meníscus is detectabl. ín u.r,

ordinary telescope: an interferometer technique mighÈ, and probably



FIGURE 19. Plot of dn and d., versus (r" ÐI/3 for Acetone.
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FIGURE 20. Plot of dU and d (T. - T)r/3 for Benzene.
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FIGURE 21. Plot of dU and d,, versus (T" ÐL/3 for chloroform.
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FIGURE 22. Plot of du and d., versus (T" T)L/3 for Carbon

Tetrachloride.
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would ' reveal d.ífferences in refractive index wÍth differences in

height which hor,¡ever wí1l not prove anything. rn the case of the

Lçlv crítical point, certain characteristic phenomena, such as the

occurrence of fluctuating striae, are usually considered peculiar to

the critical volume. This has never been proved, however, and even

if iË is found that such phenomena can be observed over a range of

volume, their occurrence proves nothíng. The poÍnt ín whích r am

interested is whether or not a horizontai rea11y exists at the tempera-

ature of disappearance of the meniscus. It would mean experímentally

that, at the temperature of disappearance of the meníscus, there is a

demonstrable difference in orthobaric volumes of liquid and. vapor. It

has been pointed out in chapter r that Ríce (25) arrived at the con-

clusion that the area of heterogeneity is bounded at the top by a

horizontal straight line ar T" (ídenrified by hím with T,n), i.e. there

is no such thing as a critical volume but discrete orthobaric volumes

of liquid and vapor exist, even at the crítical temperature. This

means that critícal phenomena (fluctuating stri-ae, sharp d.isappearance

of the meniscus, etc.) will be observed over a range of total volume

of the system. rt is notorious among workers (20,50,r73,196,r97) in

this field that this is so, although this does n.ot necessarily establish

Ricers point of víew of associating molecules in the process of condensa-

tion of vapor to líquid. Though I have observed critical phenomena over

a finite density range for all the pure substances I have investigated,

it cannot be concluded that the top of the observable coexistence curve

is horizontal over a fínite density range. I believe that if hydrostatic

and gravítational effects are taken into account, the classical van der
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I^/aals isotherm can account for a Large portion of the flat-top co-

exístence curves observed in this work (vertical sealed-tube technique).

rn any case, at the present time it ís not possíble to resolve the

problem since, even if the temperature ís controlled to the extent that

Thompson and Rice (49) did for their measurements, it can always be

argued that a better temperature control will yield better "roundness"

of the curve. This problem cannot be solved unambi-guously by dírect

experimental study since in practice it is iinpossíb1e to distinguish

between a straight líne and a curve of high degree or even a parabola

with a high parameter.

No attempt has been made in this work to recheck the power l/3.

The validity of Ehe cubical relatíon has frequently been confírmed (2I,

L45,178,189 to r92), despite rhe lack of rigidiry ín irs deduction.

Others have proposed a pov/er other than l/3 on the basis of theoretical

and sometimes experímental considerations, for example, Fisher (39) has

suggested a po\^rer of. 5/L6 (or 0.31250). r have found no need in rhis

work for such a relationship since the differerrce between these exponents

¡¡ould be withín my experimental error, and in any case my arguments do

not depend to any extent on the validíty of the cube-root law.

It ís interesËing to note that in an attempt to deduce the

exponent of the critical isotherm, ô in Table I, Scott (page 25,

reference 22) pLotted data on mixtures of cF4 + czli-6, at about 0.5o

above the critical solution temperature and obtaíned a very flat vapor

pressure curve consistent with an exponenE ô = 4. He further suggested

that ít would not be difficult to make the data consistent with the

exponent ô = 5.
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The dÍfferent values of Ëhe critical exponents which fit well

the measurements of the phase boundaries suggest that the behavior

close to a critical point is insensiEive to the detailed natuïe of the

interrnolecular forces. rt may however be observed that any value of

Ëlre exponent ß between r¿ an:d N is inconsistent with the assumption that

the critical poínt Ís a nonsingular poÍnt of the free energy in the

sense discussed in the introduction (Chapter I) "

Be that as it may, the observed fact remaj-ns Lhat, at the critícal

temperature, the meniscus di-sappears sharply in the body of the liquid,

wiËh accompanyíng phenomena usually descríbed as "critícal", over a

raEher extensíve range of total density (or volume) for all the four

pure compounds. It j-s an old observation, however, which has recently

been reaffirmed by Lorentzen (44) that the disappearance of the meniscus

in the body of the tube (and not by "moving out", as Lorer-tzer' ca1ls it)

is not confined to the crítícal volume. Therefore, in conclusion, it

may be said that this observation does not necessarÍly prove that the

nose of the curve of orthobaríc densities versus temperature is hori-

zontal, as explained earlier.

A point whích needs furthe.r clarifícation is the way in which I

obtained critical densj-tíes for the pure substances ín a recent publica-

tion (173). The critícal density vr'as obtained by extrapolation of plots

of p^ and p agaínst the cube root of (f - T). with the result that'Y. V

my values are much lower for the three compounds r have reported, than

those reported by other workers (Table rV) " The methods of obtainíng

critical densities by extrapolation are empirÍcal, so that it eould be

argued that other methods than those currently in use are equally valid.
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The cube-root plot of the orthobaric densities should Ídentically

converge at the critical volume, at the critícal temperature. That

this is not generally true is evident from the difference in values of

critical densities obtained by application of rectílinear diameter.

Benson and Copeland (198) have reported that a viríal expansíon of the

equatíon of state around the critical point could be used to derive an

equation of the form o" * og 
- 2 = f. Cf - I l. A less detailedPc Pc Ic'

derívatíon has been shov¿n (181,199) to lead to a similar relation with

k = 0. Interestingly enough, if the sums of the experimentally observed

specific volumes of coexistent líquíd and vapor are plotted against

temperaËure, the points fa1l on an excellent straíght line for data

within about l5-30oc of the critical temperature. Belorv a reduced

temperature of 0.95, this sum of coexistent volumes begins to show

deviations from the straight 1íne relation. The law of rectilinear

densities, which seems to be obeyed experimentally over a much greater

range of temperatures, is of course inconsistent wíth the law of

rectilinear volumes presented in their publÍcatíon. The two lav¿s

appear to coincide withín the accuracy of the data only if the tempera-

ture coefficient k is zero or very small.

A much more disturbing feature of the two laws however is that

if the coexistent volumes are exlrapolated to the critical temperature,

the reciprocal of the intercept is not the same as that obtained from

the intercept given by the law of rectilinear densities. rt has been

observed that the density predicted by the law of rectílinear densiLies

is about four percent higher for most substances than thaE given by the

law of rectÍlínear volumes. Thís is beyond the experímental errors
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in the determinations. There are no convincing theoretical or experí-

mental argurnents avaílable by r,rhich this anomaly can be resolved in

favor of one or the other extrapolatíon methods. There ís a possíbility

that one or both of these extrapolation methods is incorrect. The

method used by Campbetl and myself (173) has never been attempted by

any oLher ínvestigator" However, sínce I have chosen a different

method of exrrapolation in the publication (173), I think T should

make it clear that it is the method, and not the values on which it is

based, that leads to an ansl^Ier different from those to be found in the

literature (Table IV). In any case, I have norv revised the values of

critical densities for those three pure compounds by applying the 1aw

of rectílinear densities as tabulated earlier. The revised values agree

very well with Ëhe literature values. My orthobaric volume data for

benzene have been processed by Ambrose (200) and I quote from his

letter, t'We have processed your values for benzene by our standard

prograffne to obtain the crítical density from the 1aw of rectilinear

diameters, and to fit equatíons for the variation 'tt (oø * p,r) and

111

(o¿ - o.r) as povüer series ín (T" - T) and (T. T)''' respectively'

From this we find your results gíve us a critícal volume of 0'306 g'lcc,

ín very close agreement with the values of Young and of Bender, Furukawa

and Hyndman. In fact, the agreement throughout the whole range of your

experiemnts with those of Young is very good" '

Recently, Davis and Ríce (60) have proposed a method to determine

the critical constants pc, T" and P. based on a set of assumptions which

are subject to further verifícation. They suggest that two different

Taylor series for pressure are required Ëo account for a cubic-coexisËence
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curve and for behavíor in the "Vapor" and "Liquid" síngle-phase regions

(see Page 22, chapter r, this thesis). rn spite of the apparenr agree-

ment of theír treatment wíth the experimental facts, it is sti1l entirely

possible that no ordínary Taylor series is valid an¡ruvhere near the critícal

point. They have suggested a method of determining the critical d.ensity

by means of saturation densitíes alone, avoiding the data or observations

of the critÍcal temperature made by watching the meniscus disappear in

the critícal region" They found that plors of (OU + 0.r) versu" (Aø - q/3

were straight lines over a substantial range and the intercepË of such

a straight lj-ne r¡as taken as twice the crítical density. This method

r¿as fírst dealt with by Goldhammer (189) in 1910, byt ir seems to have

escaped the attention of the modern investigators. It has the advantage

of allowing computation of the critical density wíthout regard to a

temperature scale or the choice of a critical Lemperature. Once critical

densitíes are obtained ín this way, critÍcal temperatures can be ascertained

by the law of rectilinear díameters. Since the method used by Rice and

Davis Ís not based on exact relationships, the cïitical constants derived

from them cannot be expected to be exact, even if the experimental error

in orthobaríc densitÍes were vanishingly smal1" In view of this argument,

f have not attempted plotting my data by their method.

I (b) . Density

Density curves of coexistíng líquid and vapor phases of pure

substances are generally of the form shor¡n in Figures g to 11. To

j-ncrease the accuracy of the rectilinear diameters, quadratic equations

have been used by Young (65). The relatj-on serves to detect discrepancies

in observed data" The curvatures of the density curves Íncrease rapidly
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in the region approaching the critÍcal temperature. Flancis (207,

202), ín a comprehensÍve study of the density-temperature relatíonship

of a pure compound, showed that the saturated density of the liquid

phase, (O¿ i.e. under íts own vapor pressure), as a function of tempera-

ture in degrees centrigrade, t, can be expressed by the four-constant

empirical equatíon

os=A+Br+r= (1oo)

In thís equation A is a consËant, generally about 0.06 higher than the

density at zOoC; B is the slope coefficient, a 1itt1e lower than the

expansion coeffícient aL ordinary temperaEure; C is an integer, generally

from 6 to l0; and E ís a number generally 34oC above the critical tempera-

ture. In a test of its applicability to hydrocarbons, Francis (201) and

Kay (203) found a reasonably good fit of the experimental data.

There are tr^ro distinct and not necessarily compatible reasons

for fitting an equation to data. One is sirnply to reduce the space

required for presenting the informaËion; in this case the best fit

possible wÍth the equation is desired. The other reason is to permit

extrapolation from the data. In this case a best fit to the experimental

data does not necessarily yietd the best coefficients unless all the

data are of equally excellent quality and the equation is an accurate

model of the phenomenon. In correlating the densíty data I have omitted

the observations which are withín 5oC of the critical temperature. The

four constants in the equation were evaluated for all four pure comPounds

with the aid of an IBM 360165 electronic computer, usíng a multiple

regression method of analysis. The values of the constanËs and of

the calculated densíties are gíven in Tables V through VIII and XVII '
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rt wíl1 be noted Lhat in most instances Lhe calculated liquicl densitÍes
are v¡Íthin 0.0010 gm/cc of the experimental values listed in the tables,
which correspond with the experimental uncertainty of the data. According

to Francis, the constant C is an ínteger but it will be noted that my

values of constant c are not necessarily integrar. Kayrs analysis (203)

of liquid densities of the isomeric heptanes and isomeric octanes yielded
real values for c consistent r¿ith the results obtained. in this work.

The statistical analysis of the liquid density correlation Ís
given in the following table (Table xvrr). The coefficíents r,rere

determined by the matríx ínversion method of least squaring. The low

values of standard deviations for the coefficients suggest that the

coefficients are highly significant (zo4). The multiple correratíon
coefficient in each case is overwhelmingly signifícant. All the datum

poínts were given equal weight of 1.

TABLE XVII

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF EqUATION (1OO)

Acetone

COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION
A = 0.840081 0.0
B = -0.g6L206 x 10-3 0.f86 739 x LO-4
c = -9.04rL2 0.L24244
E = 269 .0 0.0

Multiple Correlarion Coefficient = 0.999894
Standard Error of Estimate = 0.L4LI44 x !0-2
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IAÞLII XVII (Contld. )

STATTSTTCAL ANALYSTS 0F EQUATTON (100)

Benzene

Multiple Correlatíon Coefficíent = 0.999920

Standard Error of Estímate = 0.I3244I x LO-Z

Chloroform

COEFFICIENTS

COEFFICIENTS

A = 0 "934348
B = -0 "L0257L x 10-2

C = -8.52229
E = 323.0

A = 1.87908

B = -0 "32465I x L0-2

C=-0.125809xI02
E = 297.0

A = 1 "69534
B = -0 .IILBLI x 10-2

C=-0.I45Ig7xL02
E = 317.0

STANDARÐ DEVIATION

0.0

0.958163 x 10-5

O.gL474I x 10-1

0.0

STANDARD DEVIATION

0.0

A.406807 x 10-4

o .337 7 44

0"0

STANDARD DEVIATION

0.0

0"189715 x 10-4

0 "L6926s
0.0

Multíple Correlation CoefficÍent = 0.999875

Standard Error of Estimate = 0.374888 x 10-2

Carbon Tetrachloride
COEFFICIENTS

Multíple Correlation CoeffÍcient = 0.999907

Standard Error of Estimate = 0 .267937 x LO-2
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r (c) Vapor Pressure

The purpose of fitting vapor pressure data to an analytical

equation over the complete range between boÍ1íng and critical points

is obvious. The thermodynamically exact Clapeyron eguation (equation

16, Chapter I) yíelds r¿íth certain assumptions the simplest theoretical

relation

loqP=A-*-t
(10r)

where A and B are empÍ-ríca1 constants. This is the Clausíus-Clapeyron

equation which pred.icts that a plot of 1og P versus f t" . straight-

line. It is well-known that this is not so because (i)AH is not ín-

dependent of T, (ií) liquÍd volume cannot be neglected, and (Íii)the

vapor is not an ídeal gas, at conditions even sliehtly removed from

ordinary temperatures .

In a extensíve survey of experimental vapor pressure data for

the saturated hydrocarbons, Thodos (205) has pointed out that the plot

of 1og P versus f t" noa quite linear but really S shaped r¿ith a reversal

of curvature at an inflection point which for most substances occurs at

a reduced temperature of about 0.80 or 0.85. The effective reversal of

the logaríthmic vapor pressure curves becomes conspicuous when a graphical

residual method is applíed. The deviatÍon of the logarÍthm of the

experimental vapor pressure from the calculated va1ue, at a given

temperature, is defined as the graphical residual. The calculated

value may be obtaíned from a simple vapor pressure equation such as that

represented in equation (101) and a straíght line may be drar.m between

two reference poínts such as the boíling and criLícal points. This
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serves the purpose of checkíng the self-consístency of the results.

Atthough the vapor pressure relatíonship is well deíined by this method

near the critical point, it fails considerably ín accuracy at lower

vapor pressures" I have, therefore, not attempted any representatj-on

of my data by this rnethod" trnlaring (206) has suggested a criterion for

a qualitative test for the suitability of various vapor pressure

equations. From the Clapeyron equatíon he has derived a therrnodynamí-

ca1ly exact equation

AH=_odlnP
LZ .* d(l/r) (102)

where Z, the compressibility factor is defined as usual by #. Then

Ëhe reproducíbility of the curvature of log P versus 1/T is provided

by the form of the curve for AH/AZ as a function of temperature. In

the regíon below a reduced temperature of 0"80 or 0"85 (which is the

temperature of minimum LH/lZ), the first temperature derívative of LH/LZ

must be negative and the second derivative positive. Equations r¿hich do

not lead to this should in general not be used íor extrapolation, although

they may be used satisfactoríly for interpolation of experimental- data"

At temperatures above Tq = 0.85, the first and second derivatives must both

be positive. Approaching the crÍtical point LH/LZ remains finite although

AH and LZ separately tend to go to zeTo. fn view of this analysis by

trrIaring, vapor pressure equations should be very carefully selected to fit

the experimental data. Recently Ambrose et al " (207) have chosen the

following equatíons for their study

cox(2oB),1oglot=oF-(rblrtr (103)

where 1ogl0 A = loer. Ac + E(l - TR)(0.85 - t*)

cragoe (20g), 1og10 P = A + B/T + cT + DT2 (f04)



Frost-Kalkwarf (210), log t0 P = A + B/T * C loBrOT + DP/T2

166.

(10s )

In the above equations A, B, C, D, and E are constants, T is the

temperature in (oK), T* the reduced temperature, TO the temperature of

the normal boiling poínt, and A" the value of A at the critical point

for equation (103). In addition to these three four-constant equations

Ambrose et al " (207) have also used a seven-constant equation for

representing theír vapor pressure data. For very few substances

are data of sufficient precision available over a wide enough pressure

range to require more than four parameters. Thís is confirmed from

their conclusíon that theír seven-constant equatíon was only slightly

better than the Frost-Kallcwarf equation over the whole temperature

range, except for the range t* 0.95 - 1.00, where the seven-constant

equation gave a markeclly better fit than equation (105). I have

preferred to fit my data for four pure compounds to the Frost-

Kalkwarf equatíon rvhich is a semi-theoretical equation. This vapor

pressure equation has received considerable attention because of its

ability to account for the vapor pressure between the boí1íng point

and the critical point, the range in r+hich I am interested in this

work. In this semi-theoretical equation, the s1íght reverse curvature

in the plot of log P versus f i" .*pfained on the basis of the nonideal

behavior of the vapor, together with the change in heat of vaporizaLion

with temperature" rf it is assumed that 
^H 

is linear with r and thac

the van der l,rraals a/V2 ter^ is a f irst approxÍ-matíon to the deviation

from the ideality, equation (105) is obtained by ínteqration of the

Clapeyron equation (equati.on 16, Chapter I). In equation (105), A, B,
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and C are empirical constants, B and C being negative, and D Ís

related to van der Irraals a by

añ_D - 2"3o3RZ
(106)

Thodos has show-n that the van der \laaLs constant "at' is gíven by

equatíon (95) " Thus, for the general case applicable to equation (105) ,

n = 
-27 

- x 5 = o "ræLB T?/P '-.he eval-uation of constants" - 64 x 2"303 À ?a - -'ruJ!u -c'- c

A, B, and C has been carried out by multiple regression analysis" The

statistical analysis of the coeffícients is gi-ven in Table XVIII, whích

lísts the values of the coefficients, Ëhe standard devíatÍons in their

estimation, and the values of the multiple correlatíon coefficient, etc.

The regression coefficients are hígh1y significant and the correlatíon

coeffícient in each case ís overwhelmingly signíficant. The calculated

values of the vapor pressure for each substance from equatíon (105),

and using constants gíven Ín Table XVIII, are tabulated along wíth the

experimentally observed values in Tables IX through XIi. The agreement

urith the observed values is fairly good for benzene, acetone and carbon

tetrachloríde. Chloroform data seem to scatter, specially at high

temperatures, as evidenced by the large values of AP = P(obs.) - P(calc.),

which are tabulated ín the sixth column of these tables. This is

probably due to the decompositíon of this compound near the critical

temperature (see p. 79, Chapter III). For this reasone no attempt \,ras

made to fít the vapor pressure data of chloroform to either Cox or

Cragoe equations. The analysis of data for benzene and carbon tetra-

chloride ruTith Cox and Cragoe equations has beendone by Dr. J. F. Counsell

(2\7) of the National PhysÍcal Laboratory, England iuith the aid of a

digiËal computer (KDF9). The results are shovm in Tables XIX and XX.
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In columns 5 and 7 of these tables are tabulated the values of ÂP"

TABLE XVIII

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TI{E COEFFICIENTS OF EOUATION (105)

Acetone

COEFFICTEi{TS

A=0"261062xI02
B = -0 .26gLO0 x 104

c = -7.14004
D = 1007"0

STAMARD DEVIATION

0"0
,)

O "948664 x 10'

o .497 585

0"0

Multiple Correlation Coefficient = 0 "999897

Standard Error of Estimate = 0 .427330 x I0-2

Benzene

COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEV]ATION

A = 0.131489 x IO2 0.0

B = -0"195618 x 104 0.4g43g9 x Lo2

c = -2"96899 0"248025

D = 1200.0 0.0

Multiple Correlation Coefficient = 0.999933

Standard Error of Estimate = 0 .4L62BB x LO-2

Chloroform

COEFFIC]ENTS STAryDA]UD DEVIATION

A = O.22o]9g x 102 0.0

B = -o .24567 x 104 0.137857 x ro2

C = -5 .82L43 O "706142 x l0-1

D = 1001"0 0"0

Multiple Correlation Coefficient = 0.999997

Standard Error of Estimate = 0 .756441 x l0-3
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The sum of residuals squared is also given

and XX" The values of the standard error

at the end of Tables IX through XII, which

0.0

0.7g48I5 x 102

0 .397 608

0"0

at the end of Tables XIX

of estímate, are reported

is der"ined in the usual way:

TABLI IVIfI (Contrd)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE COEFFICIENTS 0F EOUATTON (105)

Carbon Tetrachloride

COEFFICIENTS STANDAR.D DEVIATTON

A=0.]r82I45xlr02
B = -0 "226846 x 104

C = -4.6L43L
D = 1260.0

Multiple Correlation Coeffícient = 0.999842

Standard Error of Estímate = 0 "646L84 x IO-2

standard deviaríon = I-* + (pob". - ,."r".)tl '4

| -1 _J

where N is the number of measurements. The units of pressure and

temperature are given at the top of the individual column (1 atm. =

760 mm. Hg and (oK) = (oC) x 273.15). As has been díscussed in

Chapter III, Ëhe observed pressure in Ëhe static method was calculated

from the equilibrium volume of aír Ín the manometer by usíng van der

i^laalsr equation" Other equatíons of state gave variations within the

experimental error. Thus, using the Beattie-Bridgman equatíon, at

2BB.5Oo, i.e. 0.45o below the critical temperature of benzene, the

pressure calculated by van der Waals r¿as 3636.7 cm Hg, by Beattíe-

Bridgman 3651.2 cm Hg, whí1e the experimental fígure of Bender, Furukawa,

and Hyndman (much the best figure) is 3641.0. The maximum error of
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TABLE XIX

TREATMENT OF VAPOR PRESSURE DATA FOR BENZENE BY

cox 
: :ANl , 'cllcoE Tq:ATl9N:

Constants for the Cox Equation (103) Constants for the Cragoe Equatíon (104)

Sample

1og A"
D
L

rb
T-c

T OBS

(oK)

= 0.6408
=-0.2445
= 346.10
= 657.60

P 0BS (trn
Hg at Ooc)

A = +2.21,7305p +0
B = -7 "035734rc +2
C = +1"0056331e -2
D = -6.508827p -6

P COX DELTA P P CRAGOE DELTA P

1

2

J

4
5

6

7

B

9

10
11
l2
l3
L4
15
76
77
18
I9
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3l
32
JJ

34
35
36
JI
38
39

379 .400
382. 550
386.900
390 " 200
394. 000
395.9s0
398.950
404.950
411. 300
413. 000
4r9 "400
420 "750
425 " 400
428.0s0
433 " s00
436 "750
443 " 600
444 .6s0
450 " 700
45L.650
4s6.350
4s 8. 850
463. 150
467.650
469.550
477.300
484. 100
493.100
501.200
508.400
sr5. 400
s26.000
s35.400
540 " 900
545 .950
550.3s0
553. 150
558.450
56L.650

17 37 .00
1895 .00
2067 .00
2225.00
2412.OO
2555. 00
2705.00
2987 "00
3436 .00
3s46.00
4r08.00
42L7.OO
46L6.00
4878.00
5377 .00
5738.00
6517.00
6626 "00
7391.00
7480 " 00
8101 " 00
8443.00
9099.00
9872.00

101s8. 00
11515 .00
L2799.00
L4728.00
L6s23.00
18296 "00
202L4.00
23205.00
26247 .00
28276.00
30068 " 00
31755 .00
32824.00
35215.00
36367 .00

1739 "75
1870. 68
2064 "73
2222.72
24L6.79
2s2L"64
2690.L8
30s4. 89
3483.7L
3606 " 43
4roo.23
42rr.0s
46LL.37
48s2.8s
538r.32
57L7.73
648r"6r
660s.53
7 356 .52
7 480 .32
8117.08
847 2 .67
9Lr2.63
9822.00

10134.04
11486. 8s
L2784.LL
L4668.56
16536.27
18339. 64
20227 "25
23347 .54
26387 .99
28289 .48
30rL6 .42
3L772.08
32856.87
34976.94
36299.40

-2"75
+24.32
+2.27
+2.28
-4.79

+33. 36
+I4.82
-67 .89
-47 "7L
-60 .43
+7.77
+5. 95
+4 .63

+25 "L5
-4"32

+20.27
+35. 39
+20.47
+34.48

-0.32
-16 " 0B

-29.67
-13. 63
+50.00
+23 "96
+28. 15
+r4.89
+59 .44
-L3.27
-43 .64
-r3.25

-T42 " s3
-L40 "99
-13.48
-48.42
-17. 0B

-32.87
+238. 05
+67.60

t7 43.L6
LBl3 .54
2066.8L
2224.20
24L7 .59
2522.09
2690 "LL
30s3"82
3481 " 68
3604 "17
4097 "20
4207 "88
4607 "80
4849.7L
5377 .39
57L3.77
6477 .89
6601. BB

7 353.4s
7477.37
8114. 85
8470. 89
?ITL"76
9822.24

10134. 8r
LL489.99
L2789.60
L4677 "32
L6547.85
1835 3 . 30
20242 "2r
23362.26
26399 "09
28296 "39
30rL7 .79
3L767 "08
32846 "97
349ss.76
36269.99

-6.L6
+27"46

+0. 19
+0. B0

-5 .59
+32.9L
+I4.89
-66 "82
-4s.68
-58. 17
+10. 80
+9.12
+8. 20

+28 "89
-0. 39

+24.23
+39. 11
+24 "12
+37 .55
+2.63

-13" 8s

-27 .89
-t2.7 6

+49.76
+23 "L9
+25.01
+9.40

+50. 68

-24 "85
-57.30
-28 "2L

-Ls7 .26
-L52.09
-20.39
-49.79
-12.08
-22.97

+259 "24
+97 "0L

Sum of residuals
squared =
+1 . 330 790 ro +5

Sum of residuals
squared =
+1.5716301s +5
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TREATMENT OF VAPOR PRESSURE DATA FOR CARBON TETRACHLORIDE

q!: col :Al\P clAG9T EaYATTONS

Constants for the Cox Equation (103) Constants for the Cragoe Equation (104)

log A" = 0"6475
E = 0.1779
Tb = 349 '7r
.n

T OBS

Sample (or)

= 547 .28

P OBS
(mm Hg)

1531. 00
1873 " 00
2198. 00
2445.00
2624 "00
2879.00
3167.00
3573.00
3828.00
4L74.OO
4386.00
4152"00
5541. 00
587 2 .00
6688. 00
7198. 00
7925.00
8699.00
94L2 "00

10344. 00
11365. 00
L2484.00
L3577 .00
74734.00
159 75 . 00
17356 .00
18375.00
L9623.00
20477 "00
2L7 48 "00
22843.O0
24280.00
25447 "00
26843.00
28155.00
29430.00
30712. O0

31554.00
32837 .00
33482.00

P COX DELTA P

A = +1.06238210 +1
B = -2.033738,n +3
c = -7.418258,; -3
D = +5 "463349 ll -0IU

P CRAGOE DELTA P

I
2

374"650
383.000
389.500
394.000
397 .2sO
401. 500
405.700
411. 300
4L5 " 650
4LB "950
420. 800
425.500
433. 050
436.750
444.000
448. 0s0
453. 300
458.8s0
463.700
469.5s0
475.750
481. 900
487.ssj
493. 100
49B.4sO
504.200
s08. 400
513. 150
5L6.250
520.700
524.600
s29.200
s32.7 s0
537.300
s40.900
s44. s00
547 .9s0
550. r00
553. 2s0
554.700

1522.67
1878.29
2t96 .42
2439.50
2627 "32
2889.ls
3166.74
3s67.43
3903.99
4r74.72
4332 .49
47s3"30
5492 "02
5883. 67
67L0.77
7208.7 4
7894.4L
8670.66
9394.L7

10325 .42
11385.58
12s1s. 30
L3625.L2
L4785.54
L597 3.0r
17 328.06
L837L.59
19608. 65
20449.62
2r704.84
228s2.94
24266.84
25403.7r
2692r.L4
2817L.36
29466.90
307 52.30
3L57 5 .62
32813. 58
33396.34

+8. 39
tr ô^_) 

" LJ

+1. 58
+5.50

I aa_J"JL

-10. 15
+o .26
+5 .57

-7 5 .99
-0.72

+53. 51
-1.30

+48.98
-rI.67
-22 .7 7

-L0.74
+30.59
+28.34
+17. 83
+18. 58
-20.58
-31.30
-48.L2
-51. 54

-L-l OO

+27 ,94
+3.41

+14. 35
+21.38
+43.16

-9.94
+13. 16
+43.29
-7 8.L4
-16.36
-36.90
-40. 30
-27.62
+23 .42
+85. 66

1524 "27
rB79 .45
2L97 "r4
2439 "9L
2627 .5L
2889.05
3166 "3s
3566 "69
3902.99
4L7 3 .54
433L "22
475r"83
s490 "3L
588r.90
6708.99
7207 "0L
7892"83
8669.33
9393 "L4

L0324.8s
11385.59
L2sL5.99
L3626 "48
L4787.s7
L597 5 :68
L7 33L.36
1837 5 .26
r96L2.63
20453.7L
2t708 "93
22856 "83
24270.2r
25406 .42
26922.60
28717.47
29465.27
307 48 " s9
31570.40
3280s "77
33387.20

+6.73
-6 .45
+0. 86
+5.09
-3. 51

-10 " 05
+0. 65
+6. 31

-7 4 .99
+0 .46

+54.78
+0.L7

+50. 69

-9 "90
-20 "99
-9"01
+32 "I7
+29 "67
+18 " 86
+19.15
-20.59
-3L.99
-49 " 48
-53.57
-0.68

+24 "64
-0.26

+10. 37

+L7 .29
+39 "07
-13. B3
+9.79

+40.58
-79.60
-L6 .47
-35.27
-36.s9
-16 .40
+3L"23
+94. B0

3

4
5
6
7

ô

9

10
11
I2
l3
L4
l5
L6
I7
18
L9
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
3r
32
33
34
3s
36
37
38
39
40

Sum o! residuals
squared =
+4.40428710 +4

Sum of residuals
squared =
+4 " 53806810 +4
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0"37" is about that of my experimental !/ork,

Often, interpolations of vapor pressure data are necessary,

for example, in the calculation of deríved thermodynamic propertíes.

It is best to relate log P and T by polynomial expressions which can

then be dífferentiated to give heat of vaporization, if the volumetric

data are also available. Chebyshev (2L2) discussed polynomials of an

orthogonal system to solve the problem of the best approximation of

continuous functions" Thus, T log ,OP (nmt) can be fítted to an

orthogonal series in T and the constants rearranged so that T loer'P

is expressed as a Chebyshev series. It ís then possible to write

T loBrOP as

T losr'P = % ao * 
"1C1 

(x) + a2C2G) + (107)

where ao, "lu ^2 are constants and C1(x), C2(x), c.o. are

Chebyshev polynomials. Truncation may occur wherever desired by the

size of residuals and smoothness of fit, and x is defined by

2T-(T +T' max min)x = 
-1' 

---ll-
max min

( 108)

Again, Dr. Counsell (2LL) has carried out the fits for me for the four

compounds. The program used by him gave fittings for each order of

I to 6, and the values of residuals ín T loer'P. From the lowest values

of resíduals and smoothness of fit the orders of polynomials were

selected and these are tabulated ín Table-s XXI through XXIV. The

values of residuals squared are also given in these tables. The

constants of the fít are tabulated aË the end. Dr. Counsell has

indícated the method of summation of the Chebyshev series by the



Temp. oK

+3u7465Cû0000,0
+3.8055C00000p
+3o8825400000r0
+309054999999ß
+3.9725000000þ
+4"0a54999999,o
+4"0565O00000r0
+400655000000p
+401325000000¡o
+4.1895000000p
+402305000000l0
+40?.434999999rc
+4c29C5000000rc
+4ø3304999999,þ
+4.37 45t 00000rc
+404434999999Ð
+405325C000C08
+4 06034999999 n

+4"ó284999999p
+4u7145000000D
+ 4 07 57 50 0 0 0 0 0 r0

+4o80ó5000000r
+4e6484999999þ
+40E954999999s
+4c9294999999þ
+409695000000r0
+4"9845û0C000p
+5 

" 0184999999.ñ
+5 0 0334999999 a

+5o0525O00000r0
Order 1
Sum Squares +7.9152629856 x
Delta Squared +i.3082342868
Max Residuals -2.50L9355379

and +6.3651066310
+5.8532248003

+5.0599 x 102

+3.7400 x 102

+l ¡293397 4999a
+1o3398666499y¿
+.1 c3999657700:¡
+ I u 41862t1 4900lc
+1o4694t1ô999p
+!,49254!4b99þ
+1e53386134s9¡o
+ I o5568593399a
+1o5ç'21O95700r0
+1ø6364652ó00¡o
+loó67o951400rc
+loó773022,i99n
+ | o7 045ô77 *"COa
+1o74174ô0EC0ro
+1o774539 I7C0¡o
+loô266aì04099¡c
+ I s 8952:J5!799n
+1s949355ô30Qro
+lo?6ç4-i0¿?00p
+2øo3?88 i õ599p
+2øC66O534000þ
+2o 104ó9Cr c999n
+2"1357ó19ó00p
+2c172403C199r
+2"I9B0lr7lóC0:'
+?.o22e7A 14400r0
+2q2400163699¡'
+2e2c56942c99)n
+2ø27ô419960C:.
+2o2915,567699e

n1

1,4

03
03
03
03
03
03
UJ
03
03
¡t l

;;
03
nî

r.J 3
(iJ

C3
C3
03
ù3
03

ô1

rì.)

03

ñ1

riJ

+3.5887599620 x 103
+5.02g6908943 x 102

173

Residuals

+2o16t'E75Aa;7'o 0Cr ;
+1o460113335¿:c 00j
+4aC72A44t447n-O2i
- 3 o 2 !,? 1 4 4 I' e,?ó r - C I .i

- 8 o 3I5 I 5 51 69 I ro - C I j
+1.?.0Ció89215¡ 00;
-1r2541177t)94r 00;
-2"15175tt439n 00;
-1,58'+4051ôìC0rc 00,
-2,5019355379n 00;
-! o3ô67ô644?-5n 00;
-2"136919135'irc 0Û;
+óo365Ir'16c3I0rc 0û;
-3u322L?2j?t 6rc-C1!
+1ot791,1377Cûro-01Í
*6qt+950ó45105lo-0lj
+ I " I 9 t 5 îC;-ì ç ó9ro -0 I .i

+iur,16?339197ór-0li
-9o56513ó3208r.,-û1;
+lsl7t-1512C7:ìór 00i
+7 o cE I 7 1 i 2¿,I 6rc -'f I .l

- 5 " 27'\,3 4357 ai5 rc - C I i
+ 4 o lrE37';-51Lli4,¡ -01 i
- ", 

o I 5 I I 17 ?cì,il0p -ú I j
-1.3879557501rc-Ci;
-3ol0lCt7i419r:-01!
-2o139150ir1ç1rc-01;
+2u?,7I376¿7L0F-L-Z;
+7 o .14 I .3_c, 4 27 54 rc -C I j
i lt ø 67 ¿; 2(. 1 irÉ, l3:o -ûl ;

TABLE XXT

POLYNO}IIAL EXP-RESSIONS FOR VAPOR PBESSURE OF ACETONE

T logr' P (ur*)

02
o2
a2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
o2
02
o2
02
o2
02
o2
o2
o2
02
o2
o2
o2

10
x 10-3

ar +4.1895000000
at .+4.2905000000

x 103 +r.7637344964

x 102
* io2
x 10 +6.3720667981 x 10

Acetone T =' max
T-

ml_n

Order I
-1
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TABLE KXII

POLYNOMIAL EXPRESSICNS FOR VAPOR. PRESSURE OF BENZENE

Temp. oK T logr' P (nun)

+1"?29177.1 ?99o
+1n2538!ó73C0r
+1."I?7025flC0n
+ I . -ît¿. 1253399¡o
+1.3.12á53e2C0ro
+l,.3191535.+99ú
+l¡3ô92502100r0
+l q11-)729 3t000p
+1a45+1i55óC0E
+lo4áó03897Lr0:¡
+l'5155533700:¡
+ i c 5 25?. 17 Lr099n
+1o55877535ûOn
+1r57iJ748j399,¡
+1q517ItlS059gn
+ 1c ó¿ 1ó.j5170Orc
+1oóç'1907t)6O0n
+leó9¡9115î,299a
+ I o 7 /i36203199rc
+1"71?o139300c
+l o7ó'Jb577?9cta
+loEL-li6ó9?-IOlJ,,
+1o533604OA?9p
+! ¿iì b797l^5ö?9u
+!ø?t3 139277g9ß
+. ].93¿4.î7I5OOt
+lo9[jP;279i¿799:s
+2ctt53073199:o
+2eIl.ilC165CC:o
+2¡!('ö9772500F
+2"î ì,,: t ?¡l450cic
+2.2?6?,li0l00io
+2aJ,5597ûA099ro
+.2o4\771:a;Ja¿99r
¡;t 6:11 4.1 i 5g599n
+?a 477 537 02ACn
+ ?. . i g 3 | 2t,0 I 0 0:¡
+2¿5:',, I146o99n
+?-q:á15159C'0ùn

x10
x 10-4

x10
Order

Resídua1s

+c1.79.:t_.rûCCC0Ûro
+-îo825499999?D
+ 3 e E 6'-; Ai-, ú 0 C û û þ
+3o9\,?U(:Cû0rlr..¡ n

+-?.9.ii_ìüCU000liir
+309594991?ti?:i,
+3o9E9!:'.)î'ì9)i/,o
+1.'.)4951CCC,iJ0¡r
+4. I I 29',)r99,)9 rc

+4 
" l3LuL:lrCUûú,,

+4 o I 94 iJ flC û Ll ijtlÌ :o

+ 1 u 21,7 5 i: iJ ii 0 ú û É

+4 o2E-4úi iiCrlCtjp
+4.2e,)4')?Ç't99p
+4.33tùtiiû0,1ûrc
+4e3675r0tr-ìúil:,1
+.1 s 4 3 c û í.: rl Ll tl t C :c

+... o 4 ly c 1 L' O Ll,l'j û rc

+4 o5Ct:,9'ic.t]999:o
+1,5!6,\ç99:,-(jg,c
+4"5('-¿\i:L't0C[] :o

+1"5611.+.1.),,c)?9n
+ 4 ,6 3 i 5 il t C û i û ¡
+i ¿ ó7 ê,5': i-)Ci1i_l[,,
+,4, "69:,5C,Cû0rjC,r.r 1 e 7 7 3'J'-'r-, 0 t C íl :n

+.i ¿ l_ì 4 I û r_rc,l ûûc r?

* 4 o')'s,-: 9 Ç 9') 9 ?. i ;t

+ i " C I 2 u {-' tr û r-1 ri iì.¡
+ 5 " Ll F-l,i u -- e) C A iJ r.t..¿

+ j g | 5:! [r L ú 0'.) -) i_¡ :r

+io2tì9';999c.ì?.0
+:,35,1'ulil0r-ìJC:o
+)"4û.-9ç?)99'):¿
+j,lt5;4j9').vlj:t
r- 5 " 50 3 4 c¡ 9.i c¡ c,t.t,
+>.53 l1ç?1999n
+ ; . 5 1,.,, A': (. I Q.) t) .^

+ t " 61 :5 -'i: C I t,'J,,

Order 3

Sum Squares
Delta Squared
Max residuals

and

Benzene T--
-l4ax
mrn

o?
o2

n?
ñ)
U2
UL

c2
o?
oz
v/-
ù2
1, a'

()2

at)

o?
(-i 2

u1_

U¿
tj/

'\J ,.:

o2
ltl
nl
ñ.:
(\)
u¿
v!

iJ2
|t2

02
o?
L,a
jJa

û2
a2
,-t a

o?

+5 . 5 317995956
-3.5662922487
-2.231L459r83
*3.9540281+276
-L.6562435425
+5.6199 x 102
+3.78g9 x 102

03
03
c3
03
03
n?

IJJ

ñ1

ñ1

03
UJ
03
03
03
03

03
D3
IJJ
LI J
Àr

03
L'J
n.ì
03
ña

03
¡ì1
03
ù3
J-r
r1 3
ã1

03
Lr -1

c3

ar +3.9594999999
at +4.0495000000

+1. 54116 89155
3 '+3 . i B3o7 59g 49

+6.6954583090
-t3.6668404642
-I.0746677087

+3o77205O9991¡-01i
-2"C5ùZ552Ol7n 0Oi
- I " 14142A2437 ro -01i
-1"204ûi6¡J738¡o-0li
+3o7 512:^9o2r0n-01j
-2.231145911ì-3n ¡J0j
- 9 " 3 32 4 2 ó 4 5 I t :c - 0 i ;
+3o954t?34276n 0C;
+2"45130ó3348r 0C;
+3'C 16222 I I 5óp 00;
-3"ó7?Dð31739r¡-01i
-2 o 8.2.18333.i -ì l,¡ - 0 I j
-2o13422Oó001:¡-01;
-9"9A759ó4093r0-0li
+1o19904633ólrc-01.i
-7'C33:ió?-1650p-Clj
-l '3507rì77Oi,5n 00;
-6"?908257544;¡-01;
-9o4567741CS1:¡-01,1
- 2 o I 8,5 I l.r 4 û 5 73 n -C 2 ;
+3c5427793494r0-01!
+Õ"710331$870r0-01.!
+2"7 4529 3l I c-q0rc -01!
-l'!56314C995n 00;
-5o05tìó9óû337¡-01J
-5o2.9O5e2:r6ó2n-01j
-2 " 6 !,23 I 93Srjó¡c -C I j
-3o330ó331634r0-0lj
+ I o 598ó5,1 6 | ?-Bro -0 I ;
+5oi3059*"13Córo-01;
+ I . -î 5 5 3 7 9 3 4 9 i ro - û I ;
+1"39251Aó0û3e 00j
+lo245191ZOl5p O0;
+1o1514245óóórc-C1_:
+3.9093781252p*OLi
+l e4347746968¡r-0i j
+2uj93372ót3lr-0li
-1.ó1751374¡A:¡ 0C;
:4.20 l?lóc.33ó,c-01!

X
x
X

X
x

r02
r02
10 +2.4568716904 x lC
.')
10J
r02

-1
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TABLE XXII]

POLYNOMTAL EXPRESSIONS FOR VAPOR PRESSURE OI¡ CHLOROFORM

, ,"rr;; (n*)Temp. oK

+3,7 455ti 00000þ o2
+3oE 4õ4999999w O2
+3n9234999999þ AZ
+4.CtO6500000ûto Oz
+1"08t4999999)r O2
+4.1734999999n O2
+4 "214ilj û0Cûûro O2
+1n33i5¡ü0ü00:o 02
+4"4075000000Þ o2
+404634999999ß O2
+1.5 3ó50û0000r0 o2
+4.6 f¿2¿1999c)ct9 p ù2
+4c69449999998 O2

t4sEC55A0û00CrE Oz
+4086e.4999999n O2
+409275C00000rc O2
+4 "9e45000000¡0 02
+5aC4349999991þ 02.
+5cl065C.JO0rJ0n o2
+50 i8C5000000p 02
+5"2534999999:c 02
+5.31/:4999999,¡ 02
+5033349?9999n C2
+5 0 3óû50C000Cr O2

+! o26967 35500r0
+1o345364I300,0
+ I o 4OO6?44799p
+l o4 ó39ó55?99n
+1e5251950200u
+ I .591 I t ó-l 9_99r¡
+l a64?242r):799n
+l "7054A i ¡ioC0¡¡
+l o7 6099 5 I 000r
+l c8Lt27229199 e
+ I e 858575O299w
+1o90c34368799g
+ I o 97-/ 232Oo99 s

+2cO629797 L99a
+2c1119110099¡o
+2ç!57-al5ó199:o
+2o?0003c1299n
+2c? 44O97 "1 299v
+2"?_691ç64000n
+2o34173ó.1 o99,0
+ 2 " 3 9 65 4 I tl 8'0 0:¡
+2o435A7 I 1000r
+2s 443O)7 25OOp
+2a4667595599r¡

03
c3
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
1,, -l

03

Residuals

+2t23327 65273s 00;
+6 e -?97 59 458ó0:¡ -0 !,i
-5o924O27O4O6p-O2i
-2"37738ôô038:¡ 00;
-2.74997396O2a 00;
-1u3387553319,¡ 00!
-2o7991120554¡¡ 0O;
-2s1O97O7-00t9u -01j
+1"E1O2550618:c 00j
+2n59ó0381105r0 00;
+2"1857759989e 00;
+2 o 424u55137 ös 00;
+3o3133153915r0 00i
+l "2521274439n 00;
-4 n56539 4893 2rc-OL i
- I cB 6636O9847e 00;
-2o3192573487n 00j
-2'9?96935498a 00;
-l "9867?-93164,¡ 00;'
-9,7 8964 ó9384¡o -01j
-3,7ó3ó697292n-O2l
+9,697O208734m-0li
+1o2596i l24A9ro 00 j
+ I o43070 63817 n 00!

x 10;
x 10"

LO1"

10-
10 -9.0055969547 x IO-2

Order 3

Sum Squares +8.8617601567 x 10 L l
Delta Squared +2.35L20I3137 x 10-'
Max residuals -2.9296935498 at +5.0434999999 x

and +3.3133153915 at +4.6944999999 x
-4.338114091.0 x 10 +1.1318947831 x

Chloroform T = *5.3650 x 102 Order 3

T = +3 .7400 x IO2
nE-n

+3.7 42668L407
+6 .0539318674
-1.5758486165
-3.8326L24969
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TABLE XXIV

POLYNOMTAL EXPRESSIONS FOR VAPOR PRESSURE OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE

Temp. oK T loer' P (mm)
Residuals

+3o74â5C1.ì Û100r 02
+ii.83l0i--' C0t;Û0 ro 02
+3"8ctiCa(ìi-r 0CÛp O?
+ 3 " 9 ¿vjüi-) i.i0ÛC0:¡ 02
+3 o97 ?.= ¡0tlCCif, :o O?-

+4o01t! 99999o9rc û?-

+.1 .ü5,7ve(jÛ0t0'¡ 02
+.1 ¡ I12999ì999n AZ
+!,o!5t'499ç999:o 02
+/inl8?5tCL'0CÙo 02
+1u2L7q:',-99'9a9o U2
+ tt õ ¿-irAC[ìCOitJrc O?.

+4o33:J.i9?9999r0 A?
+4o3575C0t] 0û3ro C2-

*.7 0/r 4 -ìÛ0r-rcilc0rc a2
+ 4, 4E{)5 Ûii00Cl,-r r,: O2
+1o53299 9'l 99Çro 0?-

+t,'58û4?9Ç999n CZ

+ 4 * ó37 tiltì0UÚr.-ì i.. D'¿

+4 otg>5t-,00[ì rJ0r C?.

+1"75-l 5?Ll 0tLìi-iro 1)?

+4oEiqüUÛ0C0¡lic C'¿

+4.ô7>!,?9999'.)rc 0?
+ 4'9 3ic) 9 9 I 9 c/'¡ tc rJ?

+.1 u93:5L;Ûù00Úic 02
+ 5 " C t¡2-.¿f- iìÛ ÛfjLì ¡ CZ
+5ut8'1ùùûü001ìo t2
+5., l:r15:000Ûú'o c2
+5o16?5aC'Oaì rl 0ro 02
ai: ,i _c.;._roccq,^ î,?IJðLI'

+ 5,) 4 )!.-1q?9çri) ic 02
+5"2919ç9?9:lîro 02
+5"3?-'Ì499;q9??n C2
+5 n 37iìui.i;Ûû0cìrc aì2
+7 u 1L-,Ll 9? ctg99'-:''.c Oz
+ I c. 4 4 t'Û -r [r t] 0 L-,û:c il 2-

+r., ¿"7':'49îì t9Y¡ Lr2
+ 5 " : 11 l 'J C [t Û t tl i-r:c tì 2
*',1 u 5:j ? 5,lr_ì 0 0tl C n'ut ¿

+5 ") t çÇ'r-Ç'999',t:o û2

Sum squares +2.72L93I3277
Delta Squared -5.0769518845
Max residuals -2 .2660235539

and +3.5305519215
+L.7626166924

Carbon Tetrachloride T*r* -

+1o1Q32134099r0 03
+l e ?533793000u 03
+ I .30 t7 \7OO99p 03
+l'334979C299,0 03
+1¡35t1ô04900r0 03
+ 1 o 38888 25699r 03
+1o4?.C2O95ô99:o 03
+lo4ó13593700rc û3
+le4ô9259i100p 03
+1o5168?-720999 tl3
+io5325792100r0 03
+1e5645A75?99n 03
+lo62l, I573E99rc Cr 3
+1.64á0137999,¡ 03
+1o6954279199r0 03
+l ø7?.8?_?00799:o c3
+1c76741?.6L1 00,0 C3
+1oi.C7621ó500p 03
+l sô ¡,259?-¡799n 03
+l oõ¡50o29í99rc 03
+1.9??4330499r0 03
+1o17102t,6699u C3
+2eJ1494,1 2C99p 03
+2eC5lj39'i74C0rc 03
+2sDS52O0É,400r0 03
*2u 1iÌ 75259500r0 03
+2 " I i-.79285599 ¡o û3
+ 2 ¿ 2 ir 2 I ? 7 S 7 C 0 ro 0 3
+2"?.?ç:620,ì000r0 03
+2E?.5ð459430Cr0 C3
+2o2¡ió5970200r0 03
+2c32t-l 663óó00r0 C3
+2o?470973900r0 C3
+2c'j796C5.1 500rc 03
+2e 4(t5719-1ó0Û,t 03
+2çtI3325li100ro 03
+2e 4 5S815 ??.99 rc C3
+? " 17 49245599 n 03
*2ot:aô672.77OCt¡a 03
+?s5t?9075300o 03

xl0
x 10-5

x10
+5 .5500

-7 " 89 4 3 I 9 4 0 7 U,. --O lt,
+5.33763õ12e9u-0ii
-8.216977227e,ß-OZi
-3oó049ó9ê303p-01i
+2.339ó5O4670:c-0lj
+ó"1934944937rc-01;
-1.7590045928r0-02i
-?.,9O61792767¡c-01!
+3c5305519215r0 00!
+l e 0273?74r134n-o2i
-2n266A235539r0 00;
+2o4 ó335 49153n-O?i
- I oó9Ei31229Aro 00:
+3o4751655936ll-0li
+6ø769'J7665f,9n-01!
+2o625434E3'29i0-01!
-7"86ð85ó3.l2lp-01.i
-5'7 30 I 7334 i 9¡o -0 f.i
-4uO19i96443210-01!
-3.827211t763n-01:
+3"ó19466e7!Aro-01;
+5ø167517 31l0rc-01.3
+7ø45912712û6n-0ij
+7 a 4852?7957 3rc -01i
-?"26957 37 ?-5 0p -02 i
-3n'{5l19el l59n-01i
-3"1303I322't4n-O2)
-1o5155705ûC9r¡-01!
-?o2157233156o-Òl;
-4o3609447777p-0li
+1oi224946379r-01j
-l"l22l7e'cc823n-0lj
-3"F2455 753C7ro-01!
+ ó e cì 67Lló 4i35ó r¡ -0 I j
+1"4193r74339:¡-Cli
+?."97971397 t'3 n-01j
+3u091442b594¡-0lj
+ I o 57 4,457 58t.3ro -0 l .l

-1.ô323c339455rc*01;
-6.317óó3714210-0ll

at +4.2}7ggsgg99 x rof,
at +4.l'564999999 x 10-

+I.670I761089 x 10 -3.8017599369
x 102 Order 3

, +3.697592L726 xx 10' +6.6086503780 x

+7.9183306286 x
+1.0553478061

T = *3.7400n1n

x 10-1

103
ro2
10-1
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iterative relationship :

b =Zxb .- - b r- ^"r -" "r*T "r+2 ' or

T log, =t<(bO

br+l =br+z=o

bz)
(10e)

Van Ness (2I3) has recently advocaLed the use of orthogonal polynornials

for representing thermodynamic excess functíons and in vie¡v of this

work, r thought it may be worthwhile to represent vapor pressure data

as suggested by Ðr. counsell, sínce this is a property of pure liquids

which is very often used to give other thermodynamic functions.

I] THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

II (a) . Vapor-liquid Equilibrium Dara

rn order to understand and interpret the phase behavior of

mixtures the experimental data are usually subjected to thermodynamíc

analysis. The equilibrium properties of fluids are related to inter-

molecular forces. The statistical descríption of fluids ís as yet

incomplete and therefore until a satísfactory theoretical model of

general validÍty is devised to relate the propertÍes of solutions to

ËheoretÍcally derived properties of Ëhe pure components, experimental

data rrri11 continue to be represented by isell-behaved mathematical

functions arbitrarily chosen by the indivÍdual investigator. rn this

work r have chosen the method suggested by chueh and prausnj_tz (116)

as described in detail in chapter r. vapor-phase non-ÍdealÍties are

expressed as fugacity coefficients (equation 21) and the lÍquid-

phase nonidealities are given by actívity coefficients. The composition

dependence of the activi-ty coefficients is represented by the van Laar

equation, which is an integrated form of isothermal, isobaric Gíbbs-
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Duhem equation. The parameters required for this representation are:

Ëhe Henryçs constantt Hr(r)(to), the bínary interactíon constant oZzçt¡

(or crrr), and the dilatíon consË"tt nZ(1). Since these parameters

depend only on temperature, i-sothermal experimental data are requíred

for thermodynamíc analysis" Therefore, for each isotherm, P - x - y

data were read from large-scale plots of vapor-liquíd equilÍbrium

compositions (Table XV) and of lines of constant composítion on the

pressure-temperature diagram (Table XIV). Calculatíons rùere done with

IBM 360/65 electroníc computer using the proqrams written by Chueh and

Prausnitz (116).

The analysís of binary míxtures of condensable components

(both TR, 
".td 

t*2.0.93) is performed using the syrnmetric conventíon

of normalizaLíon for activity coefficients " For such míxtures a one-

parameter model for the excess Gibbs energy rith nZ(t) = 0 is used.

0n the other hand, for the bínary mixtures at a reduced temperature

To > 0.93, a t\,/o-parameter model f or the excess Gíbbs energy and the
tt2

unsymmetric convention for normaLízation of activity coeffícients are

used.

II(a).(I) Analysis of the Binary System where T¡, and TR2 < 0.93

As explaíned in Chapter I (Section III. C. (V). (c), page 59),

Ëhe constarit-pressure activity coefficients for binary systems for whÍch

both Tp, and Tp, fal1 below 0.93 are analyzed with a one-parameter model

(nr(r) = 0). The expressions for activity coefficÍents are given by

equations (68) and (69) " Data reduction is performed by a computer

program which contains a main program, SYMFIT, and three subroutines,
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VOLPAR, PHIMIX and CUBEQN. The subroutíne VOLPAR, calculates partial

molal volume of each component in the liquid mixture, using the method

described in Chapter I (see equation (80) ) " Thís quantity is requÍred

in the Poynting correction of the liquid-phase activity coeffícient.

The subroutíne PHII'IIX calculaËes the vapor-phase fugacity coeffícient

01, usin8 the revised Redlich-Kwong equation díscussed in Chapter I

(see equations (25) and (40) ) . Since the calculatíon of þ. from

equaËion (40) requires a knoivledge of the mo1al volume, v, of the

mixtureo and since I have not obtained the volumetric propertíes of

Ëhe mixture ín the gaseous phase experímentally, I calculated this

quantity (molal volume) from equation (25). The subroutine CUBEQN

Ì¡ras used for this purpose which solved the cubic equatíon in v (the

Redlich-Kr¿ong equation) "

The input data for the program, SYMFIT are the following:

(1) the pure-component data T", Pc, rc, o , 0t, CI;, 0L, eol, molecular

weight, tJ::] , (2) vapor-phase and critícal binary constants (kr,

,12, u12), and (3) the experimental data -- temperature T, total

pressure P, liquid-phase compositíon x, and vapor-phase composition y

(see appendíx). The bínary system is actually overspecified when al1

these experimenLa1- data are supplied: Ëheoretically, it suffices to

specify T, P, and x for data reduction of a binary, two-phase system.

Fittíng to T, P, and x data alone, however, requires a lengthy iterative

procedure of tría1 and error. Use of experimental y facilitates calcu-

lation of activity coefficients and provides direct and analytical

fitting to the solution model by the method of least sguares. Moreover,

uËilizing y data in the fitËing program in addition to T, P, x data also
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gives information on the consisteney of the experimental data.

For each datum point, Poynting corrections are calculated for

boËh components and the constant-pressure activíty coeffj-cients are

Ëhen calculated by equations (46) and (70), assuming the liquid parËial

molal volumes to be incompressible. The logarithms of activity coeffi-

cíents are fítted by a least-squares technique to equatíons (68) and (69)

to evaluate the binary interacEion constant, ,I2. Both y, and y, are

weÍghted equally in the first round of fitting; but zero weíght is gi-ven

to those y1 where either x. or y1 fal1s below a specified mínímum value

(0.005 was chosen as the minimum value). using o.r' calculated. y's are

then produced and percent deviations of y's are computed for each datum

point (Ayi = r.(to) experim. - yÍPO)ca1c.). The average percenr deví-

ations of yl and y, are then calculated respectively" These average

percent deviations in y, and y, are used ín Lhe second round of fitting

Ëo test the thermodynamic consistency of the experimental data. If the

data are thermodynamícally consistent, both y1 and \2 are utilízed in

the second round of fitting. If the data are thermodynamically incon-

sisËent, the less reliable seË of y is discarded in the second round of

fiËting" In any case¡ Ëhe percent deviation of y for each component and

for each individual point is used to screen out bad datum points (see the

fol1owíng section on Ëhermodynamic consi-stency test) 
"

Thus, for each round of fitting, the follorrring informatíon is

obtained as shown in Table XXV: the parameter o,12, the number of

experimental poÍnts used for y, and y, the calculated and experimental

activi-ty coefficients for each point, and the average percent deviatíon

'n y1 and yr. The standard state fugacities, liquid-phase partial molal

volumes, the Poynting corrections and vapor-phase fugacity coeffícients



Correctlon to

TemperaLure

rrvó"2 12 -2

TABLE XXV

THBRMODYNAMTC ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM BENZENE (1) - ACETOh]E (2)

0.093 0.181 0.0786
0.209 0. 368 0. 1802
0.332 0.s00 0.2925
0.438 0 .607 0. 3933
0.657 0.783 0,6144
0.76L 0.847 0.72s9
0.872 0.92L 0.8500

Geometric-mean Tc12 = 0.01, 2rtZ-/ (T.t + T"2) = -0.0096,2ut2/(r"l * r"2),= -0.0165

= 100oc, ReferenceFugaclty (1) = 1.685 atm., Reference Fugacíty (z) = 3.492 atm.

o.'Z, j-nteraction constant of molecules (1) and (2)

P, atm. VL' cc/*ol" V!, cc/mote

Calc.
*z tn ./(Po) r' v{no)

2.085 99 .34
2.277 98.38
2.475 97.63
2.648 97 .L9
3.001 96.85
3. 169 96 .94
3.346 97 .r9

0.093 0.0555 0.0009
0. 209 0.0168 0.0046
0. 332 0.0306 0.0120
o. 438 O. 0268 O .0217
0.657 0.A447 0,0529
0.761 0.1078 0.0739
0.872 0.1224 0.1013

Average deviatíon j.n

Average deviation in
No. of Y1 data

96.49
94.47
92.52
9I.14
88. 90
88. 12
87.47

Poynting
Correctíon

for Y1

J-r

a rr y{Po)

1.0068
t. 0073
1. 0079
1. 0084
1. 0095
1. 0101
1. 0107

o ,0547 0. 1087 0.0990 0.0096 1. 0009 0.0562 1. 10410.0123 0.0909 0.0784 0.0125 1.0046 0.0L24 1.08160.0186 0,0L29 0.0584 -0.04ss 1.0121 0.0190 1.0601
0 . 00s1 -0 . 0069 0 .0429 -0 . 0498 L.02rg 0. 0052 1. 0439

-0.0082 -0.0413 0.0173 -0.0586 r.0544 -0.0086 1.01750.0338 -0.0591 0.0088 -0.0678 L.0767 0.0371 1.00880.0211 -0.0612 0 .0026 -0.0638 7.1067 0.0236 1. 0026

Poynting
Correct.lon

for \2

1. 0066
1. 00 70
1.0075
L.0079
1. 00BB
7.0092
1.0096

Calc.

rn Y(Po) 1n yrPo)

IIP TO Tp, = 0.93

t{uoÌ =.0.02316 Average devíation in vjno) = 0,04404
1; yÍPo) = 0.02197 Average deviallon in ri vleo¡ = 0.04397

= 7.0 No. of \2 data = 7.0

= 0.00054 mole/cc.

Yl(Po) Y2(Po) o1 Q2

1.0571
1. 0170
1. 0311
L,O27L
L.04s7
1. 1r3B
1. 1302

# calc
n r' vjPO) 

-;?;o)

1. 1148
L.0952
r. 0130
0. 9931
0. 9596
o .9 427
0.9407

0.9527
0.9490
0.9454
0.9425
0.9371
0.9346
0.9322

# calc.

^ 
YÍPo) yáPo)

0. 96sB
0. 9608
0.9s63
0.9525
0.94s2
0.9420
0. 9386

H

^ ^.(Po)a t2

0.0107
0. 0136

-0.0472
-0. 0508
-0.0579
-0.0661
-0.0620

ts
co

!-



Temperature =

*z Y2 az

0.093 0.176 0.0786
0.209 0.348 0.1802
0.332 0.493 0.2925
0. 438 0 . 600 0. 3933
0.657 0.762 0"6744
0.76L 0.833 0.7259
0.872 0.919 0.8500

TABLE XXV (Contf d.)

125oC, Reference fugacily (1) = 3.062 atm, rLer'eïence fugacity (2) = 6.025

-T -T .::i::lï:" .::i::lî:" Y, (PO) v,(Po)P,atm. Vf ,cclmol" v;,cclmole for y1 f;;-;;"'^ Ytr'-z

ar' interaction constant of molecules (1) and (2) = 0.00056 mole/cc.

Calc.
x2 tn ,Íto) t' vfro¡

3.657 103.33
4.045 L02.27
4.459 70r.47
4.8r7 101.05
5.554 100.94
s .905 101. 23
6.279 L}r.79

0.093 -0.0022 0.0009
0 .209 -0. 0067 0. 0047
0.332 -0.0000 0.0L24
0. 438 0. 0064 0.0224
0.657 0.1098 0.0546
0.761 0.I7I9 0.0762
0.872 0.1284 0.1044

Average deviaÈion ír, vfPo) =

I02.45 1.0116
100.03 I.0727
97.84 1.0139
96 .23 1.0150
93.69 1"0173
92.83 1.018s
92 "I7 r.0198

r
n rr yfPo)

Average deviation in ln tÍto'

No. of Yl data = 7.0

-0.0031 0.0759
-0.0114 0.0395
-0.0724 0.0130
-0.0160 0.0019
0.0552 -0.0374
0.0957 -0.041r_
0.0240 -0.0252

Calc.

ln YjPo) ln YáPo)

1. 0115 0 .9978 1.0789
1.0125 0.9933 1.0403
1. 0r34 r.0000 r. 0131
r. 0143 1. 0064 1. 0019
1. 0161 1. 1160 0 . 9633
1.0169 I.LB76 0.9597
r.0179 1.1370 0.975L

0.03407 Average

= 0.03112 Average

I Calc.

a rn vjPo) YÍPo)

0.1021 -0.0261
0. 0808 -0.0414
0.0602 -0.0472
0.0443 -0.0423
0,0i79 -0.0552
0.0090 -0.0501
0.0027 -0.0279

,oo)
deviation in Y)''z

,.r)0)
devíation ln Yì-

¿

atm.

01

0.9304
0.9240
0.9L76
0 .91.24
0.9022
0 .897 7

0. 8936

No. of \2 data = 7.0

1
e2

# calc.
^ ^. 

(PO) 
". 

(PO)
^ tl 12

1. 0009
7.0047
r.0L24
L.0226
1.0561
L.0792
1. 1101

0.04234

0.04l-47

0.9501
0.9422
0.9344
0.9279
0.9ls5
0.9098
0.9037

-0. 0031
-0.0114
-0.012s
-0.0162
0. 0599
0. r084
0.0269

a

n viro)

1. 10 75
r.0842
I.0620
1. 04s 3
0. 0180
1. 0091
L.0027

-0. c286
-0. 0439
-0. 01+90

-0.0433
-4.0547
-0.0493
-0 .027 6

F
co
l.J



Teniperature =

*z Y2. þz

0.093 0.170 0.0786 6.284
0.209 0. 320 0. 1802 6.944
0.332 0.4s8 0.2925 7.649
0.438 0,572 0. 3933 8.255
0.6s7 0.7s4 0.6144 9.s07
0,76L 0.836 .0.7259 10.10
0.872 0.918 0.8500 r0.74

olz, interaction constant of

l5OoC, Reference Fugacíty (1)

P,atrr. Vl,cc/mol. q,celmole

Calc. +

xz tn ,(Po) r' vfro) a r' yfPo)

0.093 0.0014 0.0008
o,?_09 0.0264 0.0041
0.332 0.0528 0. 0t-09
0. 438 0.0555 0.0r98
0.657 0.1164 0.a482
o.v6L o.L239 0.0673
o.872 0.1070 0.0923

Average deviatíon in YÍPo)_=r

Average devíat,Íon in ri tfto)
No. of Y, data = 7.0

107 .98 109. 82
106.76 L06.9s
105 . 89 104. 35
105 . 48 ]-02.46
105.65 99.52
106.24 98.sB
L07 .25 97.91

molecules (1) and (2)

3ABLE_JIy. (Corrtrd)

= 5.062 atm., Reference Fugacity (2) = 9,472 atm.
Poyntirrg

Correctíorr
for Y¡-

L.0L97 1.0201
LO2J.6 I.0216
1-.0236 1.0233
I"0254 L.0247
r.0294 L.0276
1.0314 L.029I
1. 0337 1.0307

= 0.00049 mole/cc.

0.0006
0.0223
0.0418
0.0358
0.0682
0.0566
0.0L47

0.03660

= 0.03429

Poyn-e ing
Correction

for \2

Calc.

rn rjno) ln YrPo)

0.0985
0,0077

-0.0138
-0.0042
-0. 0156
-0.0095
-0.0027

- (Po) ^. (Po)11 t2

1.0014 1. 1035
r.0268 L,0077
L0s42 0.9863
r,057L 0.99s8
L,1235 0.9846
1. 1319 0. 9905
1.1130 0.9973

0.0902 c.0083 1.0008 0.0006 r.0944
0.07L4 -0.0637 I.0042 0.0226 L.0740
0.0532 -0.0670 1.0110 0,0432 1.0s46
0. 0391 -0. 0433 1 . 0200 0 .0372 1. 0399
0.0r58 -0.0314 L.0494 0.0741 1.0159
0.0080 -0.0175 L.0697 0.0623 1.0080
0.0024 -0.0051 r.0967 0.0162 L.0024

Average deviarion in v[eo) = 0.03455

Average deviation ín ln ttto) = 0.03376

No. of \, daEa = 7.0

+ calc
n rn rjPO) 

-;i;ó)

ó1 ö2

0.8989 0.9283
0. B894 0.9L72
0. BB00 0.9060
0.8727 0.8965
0. B5Bs 0. B783
0. 852s 0. 8700
0.8466 0.8614

# calc.
^ ^, 

(Po) 
". 

(FO)
^ '1 t2

H

^ 
Y,PO)

0.0091
-0. 0663
-0. 0684
-0. 0441
-0. 0314
-0. 0r7s
-0. 0051

F-,
oo(,



Temperature =

*2 Y2 az

0.093 0.154 0.0786
o.209 0. 300 0. 1802
0.332 0.442 0.2925
0.438 0.5s6 0.3933
0.6s7 0.750 0.6144
0.76L 0.834 0.7259
o.872 0.9r.6 0. 8500

TAßLE XXV (Contfd)

175oC, Reference Fugaclty (1) = 7.745 atm., Referen-ce fugacÍty (2) = 13.80 atm.

crr' lnteraction constant of

P,atm. Vl,cclmole

10. 18 113. 41 119. 10 . r.0319
1r.2L I1L.97 115.6s I.0347
L2.3L 110.99 172.54 1 .0379
L3.26 ' l_10.58 110.28 r.0407
L5.22 111.15 106. 86 I.047L
16 . 15 7L2.T6 10s . 84 1.050s
L7.r5 113.85 L05.22 1.0545

Ca1c.

x2 In yÍPo) r' v{ro)

0.093 0.0218 0.0006 0.02L2
o.2tJ9 0. 0482 0. 0034 0 .0447
o.332 0.0665 0.0090 0.0s75
0.438 0.0705 0.0L62 0.0543
o.6s7 0. 0990 0.0396 0.0s94
0.76L 0.0972 0.0552 0.0420
0.872 0 .0867 0 .0757 0.0109

Average devlat,ion in vr(eo) = 0.04353

Average devlation rn fn Y(Po) = 0.04145

No. of Y, data = 7.0
I

Poynt-íng PoynËíng

v!, cclmo1" t';::"Ti'" t';:;"i;"" vr(ro) v, (eo)

mol-ecules (1) and (2) = 0.00040 mole/cc.

J-t

A ln Y(PO)

Calc.

ln y(Po) rn y(Po)

0.0644
-0. 0010
-0.0023

0. 0075
0.0056
0. 0085
0.0092

1.0335
l_.0359
1. 0384
1.0406
r.0452
L.0476
1.0503

L.0221 1..0665
L.0493 0.9990
1. 06BB 0.9977
1.0730 1.0075
r.1040 1.0056
L.L02L 1.0085
1.0905 1.0092

0.0740 -0. 0096 1. 0006 0 .0214 1. 0768
0.0586 -0.0596 1.0034 0.0459 1.0603
0.0436 -0.04s9 1.0090 0.0598 L.0446
0.0321 -0.0246 1.0163 0.0s67 L.0326
0.0130 -0.0073 1.0403 0.0637 1.0130
0.0065 0.0020 1.0568 0.04s4 1.0066
0.0020 0.0072 L.o787 0.0119 1.0020

Average deviaËion in vjro) = 0.02289

Average deviation in 1i Y(Po) = 0.02232
2

No. of "(, data = 7.0

I Calc

n r" vjPO) 
";i;ó)

ó1 Q2

0. 8603 0.9027
0.8477 0. BBTB
0. B3i)3 0.8724
0.8255 0.8597
0.8071 0.8350
0.7993 0.8239
0.7916 0.8l-24

# calc.
a vfuo) ttto)

H

I vieo)

-0.0103
-0. 0613
-0. 0469
-0. 025r
-0. 0074

0. 0020
0.0073

F
æ,t.



Temperature =

*z Y2 Ôz

0.093 0. 140
0.209 0.279
0.332 0.42s
0./+38 0.535
0.657 0.743
0.767.0.835
0.872 0.917

200oC, Reference fugacÍ-ty (1) =

0 . 07 86 t.5 .49
0.1802 17.06
0.2925 18.75
0. 3933 20.i9
lt .6L44 2.3.L9
0.7259 24.6r
0" 8500 26.L2

oLZ, interactíon constant of molecules (1) and (2) = 0.00019 mole/cc.

P, atm. -TVi, cc/mole

-::---l
119. 88
118. 15
LL(,.99
116.sB
r]-7.74

:119 . 43
.r22.29

Calc" +

xz ln y(Po) l'rfro) a rt yfPo)

0. 093
0.209
0. 332
0. 438
0.657
0.76L
0.872

Average

Average

No. of

TABLE XXV (Contrd)

_T
VÏ . cc /mole¿'
:------------

L3L.29
L27.TL
r23.37
r20.69
116. 81
115. B2
rL5.46

0.0284
0. 0609
0.0726
0.086s
0.0844
0. 043s
0.0200

deviation
deviation

Y- data =I

II.I2 atm., Reference fugacity (2) = 72.09 atm.
Poynting Poynting

Correction Correction ., (PO) ^, (P0)
for Y1 f.or* \2 11 t2 91

0.0003 0.0281 0 .0249
0.0016 0.0s93 -0.0244
0.0041 0.0685 -0.0001
0.0075 0.0790 0.0040
0. 0182 0 .0662 0. 0170
0.02s4 0.0180 0.0234
0.0349 -0. 01.49 0.016s

in vÍPo) = 0.04963

ir, r* ,Íto) = 0.04772

7.0

1. 0490
r.. 05 33
1. 0581
7.0625
r.0728
1. 07 86
1.0858

J't' a rn r{Po) = ln Yí (experímental) - ln Y. (calculated) (i = 1,2)

tfto' = t, (experlmenLal) - Y, (calculated) (i = L,2)H

Calc.

ln Y(Po) ln YjPo)

::--:--"-------- -

1.0538
1. 05 7s
1 . 0614
1. 0648
L.0723
L.4762
1.0808

1. 02BB
1. 0628
1.0753
1. 0903
1.0880
L.0444
L.0202

0. 0341 -0. 0092 1. 0003 0. 0285 7.0347
0 . 02 70 -0 . 05 13 1. 0016 0 .06L2 r.027 3

0.0201 -0.0202 r.0041 0.07L2 1.0203
0.0148 -0 .0108 1. 0075 0.0828 L.0]-49
0. c060 0.0110 1.0184 0 .0697 1 . 0060
0.0030 0.0204 L.0257 0.0187 1.0030
0 . 0009 0. 0156 1.0355 -0 . 0153 l. 0009

Average de.viation in vjeo) = 0.01995

Average deviation in rl trto' = 0.01978

Ì,io. oÍ. \, data = 7.0

+ ca1c.

n r,, vjPo) r{ro>

-----:._r.0252
0 .97 59
0.9999
1.0040
t. 0171
7.0237
1. 0166

0. 8176
0. 8008
0 .7 844
0.77L3
0.7474
0.7377
a.7274

62

._--------
0. 8757
0. 8563
0. 835 7

0. B1B9
0. 7860
0.77Lr
0. 7558

# calc.

^ 
y{Po) ^((Po)

#

^ 
YtPo)

-0.0094
-0. 0514
-0.'0204
-0. 0109

0. 0111
0 .0207
0.0157

H
@
('¡l
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for each point are also obtained

It will be observed from Table XXV that the fírst round of

least-squares fítting gave o...2 = 0.00054 mole/cc at lOOoC. The

specified minimum mole fraction for x and y vras 0.005, and sínce all

the mole-fractions are larger than this value, all seven datum points

'n y1 and y, are utilized in the first fitting" The percentage

devíation ín ln (Po)
y1 t- -' , which ís also approximately the percentage

deviaËion 'n yl(P0), is about 2.1 percent and thac rn y, ¡-s 4.3

percent. The data are thermodynamically consistent since the differ-

ence in the average deviation of yl and \, is less than 32 (this is

the criterion chosen, see the following section).

II(a). (II) Thermodynamíc ConsísLency Test and Screening of Data

It is absolutely necessary to Ëest the consístency of phase

equílíbríum data ín terms of the rules of thermodynamics oi in terms

of the less rigorous yet well-establíshed interproperty relations. The

internal consistency of vapor-liquid equilibríum data are usually tested

by the method proposed b1z Tao(2L4). The awkward daia plotting procedure

is replaced by a regression analysís " This also sets the error bound

more precísely than any graphical procedure. The Redlich-Kister con-

sistency criteria (2L5) have been extensively used in the literature.

Therefore, it is necessary to make sure that the vapor-liquíd equilí-

brium data satisfy the Gibbs-Duhem equation (see equation 44), which

is the basis for most consistency tests. The high-pressure vapor-

liquíd equilibria present many diffícu1ties, and many assumptions have

to be made to simplify the requirements, for example, an equation of
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state is used to calculate vapor-phase fugacity coefficients ín the

absence of volumetric data for vapor mixtures. Adler et al " (276)

have proposed a method of testing the consistency when one of the

components is above íts criti-cal temperature" They used Lewis?

fugacity rule to calculate vapor-phase fugacitíes and since this

introduces a large error Prausnitz et al. (115) have extended Redlich-

Kister (275) and Heringtonrs methods (2r7) ro tesr the isothermal

high-pressure data.

The average deviatíons of y, and \2 are computed respectively

at the end of the first round of fitting. If the experímental data are

thermodynamically consistent, the average deviations of y1 and ^(2 are

nearly equal in magnitude and generally small. rf the data are in-

consistent, the average deviation of y for one component is generally

much larger than that for the other; thís happens because the less

accurate set of daËa, say yl, scatters much more than the y, data, and

the least-squares fitting, finding it impossible to fit the y, data any

better, automatically fits better to the more accurate daLa for yr. If

the average deviations of y1 and "t2 dara differ by more tinan 3"/", the

noise bound allowed in the computer program, the data may be considered

as inconsistent. In such cases, the less relíab1e data are díscarded,

and the more relíab1e data are refítted after removing these individual

points which have a percentage deviatÍon larger than four times the

average devíation of the more reliable data. rn Table xxV, the second

round of fittíng ruould have removed any point ín the y1 or \2 data,

if such a point had a deviation greater than 4 x 0.021 (ín Table XXV,

o.02I is the smaller of the tÌ,ro average deviations in h y) " Since
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Ëhe consistency test ís satisfied and none of the y, and y, datum

points has this deviation, all the poínts are retained in the second

Tound of fittíng and same results are obtained. This second round of

fitting is not included in Tab'le XXV sínce for every isotherm the same

results were obtaíned as ín the first round of least squares fittíng.

Second round of fitting has been included only when some datum points

have been screened (see Table XXVI).

IT(a). (III) Analysis of Ëhe Binary System where TR2 ,0"93"

IsoËherms for r,¡hích the reduced ËemperaËure of the 1íghter

component exceeds 0"930 i"e" in the acetone (2) - benzene (1) system

isoËherms above 218.55oC, can be anaLyzed with the Ëwo-parameter dilated

van Laar model using the unsymmeËric convention for normaTízation (see

page 56, Chapter I). The standard-state fugacity for component 2

(acetone) is Henry's constant of 2 ín L, 
".,r,Íto) 

(see equation 43).' ¿lr)
This must be determined before the fitring can be carried out. Henry's

constant is found r¿ith a program which contaíns a main program HENRYS

and subroutj-nes VOLPAR, PIIIMIX and CUBEQN" The program calculates

- (P)
fr"'/x, for each point. Henry?s constant is determined by plotting

lP) ,Ln f ,''' /x2 versus x, and extrapolatíng to *2 = 0, as shown in Figure 23.

Correctíon of Henryts constant to zero pressure is performed in Ëhe

fitting program. Fígure 23 illustrates how Henryrs constants are

obtained from experimental daËa for several ísotherms. In performing

Ëhe extrapolation it is ímportant to note that a plot of Henryrs constant

versus temperature is a smooth curve. Therefore, all the isotherms for

the bínary sysEem benzene-acetone have been plotted on the same fígure"

The HENRYS program gives the following output: *2, yZ, t, VI, Vr, 01



Temperature = 225.OoC, Reference Fugacíty (1) = 15.164 atm., Saturation Pressure (1) = 20.92L atm,

Liquid. Parrial Molal Volume (f) at ínfinite dílution = 130.28 cc/mole, Vr- = 153.38 cc/mole

TAÞE_-ro

THERMODYNAMTC ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM BENZENE (1) - ACETONE (2) ABOVE T.. = 0.93
K2

IL,

ToC 
iatm'

225.0 27 .393
225.0 30.500
225.0 27 .098
225.0 27 .548
225.0 27 .622
225.0 27 .852
225.0 27 .926

(Total P -
Sat.Press.
of l)atm.

Henryrs constant at

1.873
4.T86
6.658
8.785
9.L18

L5 .265
L7 .49L

"2

0. 0930
0.2090
0. 3320
0 . 4380
0.6s70
0. 7610
0 . 8720

r2

0. 1320
0. 3100
0. 4100
0.5250
0.7280
0.8235
0.9180

the saturation pressure of solvent determíned graphically

P , atm.

Molal volume
of saturated
liquici rnix.

cc/mo1e

22.794
25.r07
27.579
29.706
34.099
36. 186
38.4L2

c2Z(L), self-interaction const,ant of molecuLes 2 ín the envíronment of molecules 1 = -0.00038 mole/cc.

nZ(f), dilation constant of solute 2 in solvent 1 = -0.41834.

*2

0.0930
0.2090
0. 3320
0.4380
0.6570
0. 7610
0.8720

I29.90
L29.53
I29.35
r29.42
130.58
131. 9l-
134. 33

az

0.0786
0.18C2
0.2925
0.3933
0.6L44
0.7259
0. 8s00

Poynting Poynting
Correction Correction

for Y1 for \2

01

0.76792
a .7 4728
0,72489
0. 70805
0 .67 s99
0 .6627 5

0.64891

þ2

L.07 40
1. 0803
1.0875
L.09 42
1.1107
L.L207
1. 1343

0.84672
0. 81901
0.79s63
o "7t 368
o .13104
O.7II2B
0. 69059

--LV1'

cc/mole

L27 .96
L25.76
L24.3L
123. 85
125 . 83
L28,7I
134. 11

vt,
cc/mole

r. 0865
r.0924
r-. 09 B7

1. 1043
T.II7 4
L.!249
L.L346

(P0)
Y1

L48.76
r43. B0
L39 .49
136. 56
133 .06
732.9L
r34. 36

Corrected
Tp of liq
mixture

from above data = 25.517 atm.

(P0)
\2

1. 0286
0.9997
r.0707
1.0715
1.0853
L.0427
0.9283

0 .89 42
0. 9046
0. 91s9
0.9258
0. 9468
0. 95 70
0 .967 B

1. 0687
1. 1836
1. 0455
l.0s7s
r. 0478
L.0496
r.0434 ts

co\o



(P0)
*2Ìnr

0.093 0.orl,
0.249 -0.0009
0.332 0.0684
0.438 0.0690
o.657 0.0819
o.76L 0,04L2
o .872 0 .07 44

Calc. +

rr, ^rÍeo) 
^ 

ln yÍPo)

-0.0006 0.0288
-0.0031 0.0022
-0 . 00 76 "o .07 59
-0.0L24 0.0814
-0.0197 0. 1016
-0.0L77 0.0s89
-0.0067 -0.0677

Average devíation

Average deviatíon
no. of Y- data =1

Second Round of Fitting
oZZ(t) =-0.A0022 mole/cc.

Ca1c.

x2 ln yfPo) rn vfPo)

.rÀgl!-ru (cont'd)

in.r(Po) = o.o6o4l

Ín l-n tÍto) = 0.05949

7.O

Calc.

lnY jPo) ln Y (Po)

0.0665 0.07240.168s 0.0263
o .0444 0.038s
0.0559 0 .0462
0.0467 0.0529
0.0484 0.0s22
o.0425 0.0499

Average

Average

no. of

0.093 0.0282
0 .209 -0.0009
0.332 0.0684
0. 438 0.0690
0.6s7 0.0819
0.76L O.O4r2
0.872 -0.0744

+

^ 
ln YáPo)

0.0s41
a.L422
0. 0060
0.0097

-0.0062
-0.0038
-0.0074

Average deviatíon rn vr(ro) = 0.05683

Average devlation rn ri tÍto) = 0.05587

I,lo. of Y1 data - 7. 0. No. of. ^( 2 data = 6. 0.

.-0.0004

-0.0018
-0. 0047
-0. 0080
-0. 0166
-0.0203
-0.0228

+

a rr vfPo)

Calc. #
1/ (P0) ., (P0)
'.'l- u '1

uss% lozw
0.9969 0.0t22
0.9925 0.0783
0.9877 0.0838
0. 9805 0. 1048
0.9825 0.0596
0.9933 -0" 0650

trto) = 0.03541

0.0285 0.0665
0.0009 0.168s
0.0730 0 .0444
0.077L 0.0ss9
0.098s 0.0467
0.0616 0.0484

-0.0515 0.0425

devíation

devíation

\, data -

ln Y 
(Po)

nz(r) = -0.20765

Calc. + Calc.

rn vlPo) ¡ t' v(Po) -(Po)¿ 2 11

Calc. H
., (Po) ., (Po)
'z u'2

1.0ir5 0.0563
L.0267 0.1569
r.0392 0.0062
L.0473 0.0102
L.0544 -0.0066
r. 05 36 -0 . 0040
1.0511 -0. 0078

l-n

in 1n 'trto) = 0.03277

7.0

0.0072 0.0593
0.01.55 0.153r
0.0231 0.0213
0.0285 0.0274
0. 035 7 0. 0110
0. 0373 0.0111
0.0379 0.0046
Average deviation
Averagd . deviation

QQXz = -0.1,4546537, QQXY = 1.06316471, QQXX = 3.19300270

0.9996
0. 9982
0.99s4
0.9920
0. 9835
0.9799
0 .977 4

IPO)
t1

ii viro)

# calc.
^ ^.(Po) ".(Po)^ ti tz

0.0289 ]-0072
0.0009 1.0156
0.0754 r,0234
0.0795 I.0289
0. 1018 L.0364
0.0622 r.0380

-0.049r 1.0386
0.02332

= 0.O2244

l_n

l_n

H

^ 
YiPo)

0.0615
0.1680
0.022r
0.0285
0. 0114
0.0116
0.0048

F
\o
O,,



TABLE XXVI (Contfd)

Temperature = 25OoC, Reference fuagacity (1) = 19.796 atm., Saturatíon pressure (1) = 29.470 atm.

c (Total P -t 2 sat.press.
Toc -atm' of l)atm. *2

Liquid parËia1 molal volume (1)

2s0.0 30. 81 3.052 0.0930
250.0 32.25 5.880 0.2090
250. 0 33.27 B. 990 0 . 3320
250.0 33.68 L1-,73 0.4380
2sa.0 32.6L 16.sl 0.6570

Henryrs constant at the, saturation

at infinite clílutíon =

l'{o1a1 rrolume
of saturated
liquid mix.

P ratm. cc/mole

: 0.0930 0.0786 1.1111
, 0 . 2090 0. 1802 1. 1184

0,3320 0,2925 L.l-270
:0.4380 0.3933 L.L346
0 . 65 70 0 .6L44 L. Lr1_2

He-nryts constant at zeïo pressure = 27.10 atm.
oZZ.(t), self-interact,ion consËant, of molecules 2 in
nZ(f), dflatlon consËant of sol-ute 2 1n solvent 1 =

v2

0 . 1070 32 .5?_ L4?_ " 84
0.2400 35.35 L44.09
0 . 3760 38.46 l-46 .4r
0.48s0 41.20 149.86
0.6710 45.98 L73.92

pressure of solvent determined garphical,ly from above data = 30.756 atm.

xô 0.,¿¿

142,27 cc/mole, vj

+r

PoynËing Poynting
Correction' Correctíon

for Y1 Lor: \2

0.71103 0.82339
0.68694 0.79446
o .66228 0. 76381
0.64L56 0.73820
0.60808 0.69440

= 184.34 cc/mole.

-L :L Correcteclul' 'z' TB of líq.
cc/mole cc/mole mixlureþ2

139 " 09 L79 .48 0. 9391
l-35.92 175.01 0.9500
133.40 r72.s7 0.9619
l31. sB L73,3L 0.9724
98.43 2L3.33 0.9946

L.L457 L.0350
1.1550 I .0537
L.1672 1.0665
1.1810 L,0784
7.2567 L.2L92

(P0)
Y1

the envÍronment of molecules 1 = -0.00084 mole/cc.

-2,66938,

(P0)
\2

0.9923
1.0303
1.0517
L.0522
0 .957 4

F
\o
F



x2
_--::-:-...--.-...'.-__----'

0.093 0.0344 -0.0013 0.0357 -0.0077 0.0264 -0.0341
0.209 0.052-3 -0 .0052 0.0575 0 .0299 0.0494 -0.0195
0.332 0.0644 -0.0058 p.0703 0.0505 0.0525 -0.0020
0. 438 0.07ss 0.0080 0 .0675 0.0509 0. 03r 4 0. 019s
0.657 0.Ls82 0.16s6 0.0326 -0.043s -0.0873 0.0438

Average dev;iation in V{fO) = 0.05540 Average devialíon in
Average clevÍacion :-r, fi ^¡ÍOo) = 0.05270 Aver:age devíation in
No. of Y, clata = 5.0. No. of Y. data = 5.0. QQXZ = 0.06979483. QQXYlz

Calc.
rn ,(Po) r' vfeo)

+

a r' yiPo)

Molal volume
of saturated, (Total P -

'2 - Sat.Press líquid rnix.
roc fi^t'n' ;;'i;;Iä:' xz Y z. P,arm. áclmole Ô1

TemperaËure = 260oC, Reference fugaeity (1) = 2I.794 atm., Saturation Pressure (1) = 33.683 atm.

Liquid partíal molal volume (1) at infÍnite dilution = 149.01 cc/moLe, ir* = 206.01 cc/mole.

TABLE XXVI (Contrd)

ln Y 
(Po)

260.0 34.05 3.1.38 0.0930 0.1050 36.82 150.57 0.68940 0.81900 L45.24 202.s3 0.9s71
260"0 3s.08 6.207 0.2090 0.2330 39.89 r53.67 0.66375 0.78886 141.00 20L.6s 0.9682
250.0 35.14 9.518 0.3320 0.3560 43.20 159.80 0.63710 0.75869 135.53 208.63 0.980/r
260 .0 34.43 L2.24 0. 4380 o .4465 45 .92 171. Bs 0 . 61s14 o .7 3559 LLg .7 B 238.64 0 .99L2.

Calc.

1Ë

Henryrs constant at the saturation pl:essure of the solvenÈ determÍned graphically frorn above data = 31.845 atm.

4 carc
n rn vjPol 

"rittl

..---- _--
0.9987 0.0363 L.0267 -0.0344
0.9948 0.0s89 1.0506 -0.0203
0.9942 0,0724 1.0539 -0.0021
1. 0080 0 .0704 1. 0319 0 . 0204
1.1801,0.0391 0.9164 0.04i0
Y 

(Po) 
= 0.02364

ií vjPo) = o.o237e

= 0.I9L90246. QQxx = L.2L50I255

# ca1c.

^ 
YÍPo) vjeo¡

#

a vieo)

lrl. vL Corrected

^ 
'1' 12' T¡ of liq.Y2 cc/mole cc/mole mixture

F
\o
Ì9



?ZZG), self-J-nter:action constant of molecules 2 ín the envíronment of molecules 1= -0.0017 mole/cc.

nZ(f)r.dilation constanË of solute 2 ln solvent L = -4.47296

Henryts cónstant at zero pressure = 27,L74 atn.

*2 Y2

õ'lo-930 õ;rõm'
0.2090 0.2330
0.3320 0.3560
0.4380 0.446s

*z

TABLE_XXVI. (Contrd)

Poynting Poyntíng
ö? Correction Correction
- f.or Y1 for \2

0.õ786 -T.13õ-õ-- T,TE-se-
0.1802 L.L372 L.20L9
0.2925 r.L432 1 ,2288
0.3933 1.1340 L,2847

Calc.

tr, ,Íto' r., rfPo)

0.093 0.0169
0. 209 0.03s2
o .33?- O .0629
0.438 0.1133

Average devl-ation

Avera,ge deviatlon

No. of Y " dat¿ =I

-0.0025 0 .0194 0.0550
-0.0081 0.0432 0. 0715

0. 0056 0 .as7 4 0.0512
0 .07 34 0 .0449 -0. 0137

invÍPo) = o.o43o4r -_^.
in ln t;."u' = O,o4L22

4.0

+

a rt yr(Po)

QQXZ = -0.01552030. QQXY = 0.03994685. QQXX

Ca1c. # Calc.

ln Y(Po) ln YrPo) n rn vjPo) Y(Po)

(Po) (Po)y_ Y.
IL

r. om- i. o5E5
1 . 035 8 L.07 42
1.0650 r.0525
r.r2s6 0.9863

0.052/+ 0.0026
0.0871 -0.0r56
0.0550 -0. 0039

-0 .a497 C.0360

Average deviation
Average deviatíon

No. of Y^ data =
¿

= 0.57I2239L,

0 .997 s
0,9920
1. 0056
L.076L
IPO)in Y.'

i., ri r,tto)

4.0

ll calc.

^ 
YÍPo) ttno)

0. 0195
0.0438
0.0s94
0.0494

= 0.01461

= 0.01449

1.0538
1. 09 r0
r. 0566
0. 9s15

H

^ 
YáPo)

0. 0027
-0.0168
-0.0041

0.0348

H
\o
U)



TABLE XXVL (Conr'd)

Temperature = 270oC, Reference fugacity (1) = 23,865 atm., Saturation Presstrre (1) = 37.92I atm.

Líquícl partial mola1 volume (1) at ínfinite clílution = 158.31 cc/mole, vi = 243.40 cc/mole.

- (roralP- i?t:1.T:1:ä;
2 - Sat.Press liquicl míx.

Toc ;;atm' "i ijrir.- x2 vz p,arm. áclmo1e Ör

270.0 35.16 3.378 0.0930 0.0960 41.30 162.L0 0.66823 0.82476 1s3.30 247.88 0.9750
270.0 36.60 5.20r 0.1510 0.1580 43,r2 165.65 0.6520L 0.81121 L49.55 256.2.3 0.9807
270.0 37.L9 6,7s9 0.2090 0.2190 44.68 171.00 0.63923 0.79426 143.68 274.38 0.9865

Henryrs ConstanË at Ëhe saturation pressure of solvent determined graphically from above data = 33.615 atm.

;; ,"h ;#
p.lsr0 0.i.580 0.1289
0.2090 0 .2l90 0. 1802

constant at zero pressure = 27.325 atn.
,self-interaction consLant of molecules

dilation constant of solute 2 in solvent

lIenry I s

ozz(L),

nz(t)'

Poynting Poynting
Correctíon Correction

for Y, for \ 2

þ2

-r r Correctedt¡" t¡"' 1' ' 2' T¡1 of 1iq.
cc/mo1e cc/moJ-e mixture

L.r527 L.2583
1.1s57 r.2gr4
1.1550 L,3L67

2in
1--

the enviromnentiof molecules I = -0.0011 mole/cc.

-10. 10114.

., (P0)
,1

" 
tt*

1.0110
1.0231.

v (Po)
'2

trm
1. 045 3
1. 0336

H
+-



xz

Ca1c. +

,r, rfto' r' r{ro) I r' yfPo)

0.093 -0.00c1 -.*0.0014
0. 1510 0.0109 -o .0024
0.2090 0.0228 -0.0002

Average devlation ro. vfeo) =

Average deviali.on 1n Ln tÍto)

No. of Y, data = 3"0

QQxz = -0.01980372

0.0c13 0 .0224
0.0133 0.0443
4.0229 0. 033r_

0.01262

= 0.01251

TABLE XXVI (Contrd)

a rn vfPO) = ln Yt (experimental-) - l-n Y, (calculated)

tÍto) = Y, (experimental) - Y, (calcul-ated) (i = 1,2)

Calc.

1r, y(Po) 1n yÍPo)

#

QQXY = 0.00206222.

0.0315 -0.0091
0.0388 0.0056
o "0294 0. 0037

Average devíation in

A.verage devj.ation in

I Ca1c.
., (P0) -. (Po)

A rn ,2 yl

No. of '( , data = 3. 0

QQXX = 0.13172585

0.9986 0.0013
0.9976 0 " 0133
0.9998 0.0232

táto) = o.oo631

ln Y, = 0.00611

# calc.
n vfeo) rirol

(i = L,2)

1.0320
1. 0395
1.0298

H

a viro)

-0. 0093
0.0058
0. 0038

ts\o
L^



FIGURE 23.

ê

Plot of Henry's Cons."". 
"rtj"l] 

,"t Acetone (2) in Benzene (1)

aL 2250 o z5oo , 2600, and 27ooc.

- (P)
t)

çf" *^ 1b./sq. Ín. abs. is plotted against xZ to

.r"1,*1" Henryrs consta"., tjiil , by extrapolation to
*2 = 0. It may be observed that the absolute 

?Tessure
has not been converted to atmospheres, since 

";11]
must be in p.s.i.a. for the FITTING program.)
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arLd þ2, the saturation pressure of component 1, liquid partÍal mo1al

volumes of both components at infinite dilution, reference fugacity

of component I at zero pressure, mo1a1 volumes of the saturated liquÍd

mixLure for each concentration and the corrected reduced temperatures

of the liquid mixture for each concentration. These can then be used

in the FrrrrNG program to evaluate the self-interaction constant , dzz(r)

and the dÍlation constant nz(r) in the dilated van Laar model. This

fitting program has, like the syMFrr progïam, a provisíon for testing

thermodynamic consistency of experímental data and for screening of

data.

In any two-parameter model, the two ttbesttt parameters, as

found by the computer are often not unique; considering experimental

uncertainties, there are several sets of two parameters which may

equally well represent Ëhe experimental data. prausnitz et a1. (116)

have observed that ozz(t) is more important and less uncertaín than

,z(t) in the dilated van Laar rnodel. The magnirude of the dilarion

const.ant shows a consistent and meaningful varíation ruith respect to

the temperature and the properties of the constitutent components. As

seen from Table XXVI, the dilation constants are larger for the isotherms

approaching the critical temperature of benzene (the heavy component)

i.e. they are larger at temperatures where the líght component acetone

is supercritical. This behavior of dilation constants is ín agreement

t^rith their physical signÍficance in the dilated van Laar model -- i.e.,

the liquid phase is dilated most when the subcritical heavy component

itself is near íts critical temperature, or when the light component is

far above its critical Ëemperature. Under these condítíons Ëhe liquid
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mo1a1 volume increases sharply with díssolved gas, The mo1a1 volume

of the saturated liquid mixture at a temperature of 225oC and composition

0.093 mole fraction acetone is I29"9 cc/mole, which increases xo 162.L

cc/mole at a temperature of 270oc, i"e. 35o above the critícal tempera-

Èure of acetone and about 19o below the crítical temperature of benzene.

Chueh et al. (116) have generalizeð ln (¡/¡:t¡% io turr" o¡ 1/</T into a

single reduced plot ivhere n'* is a constant characteristÍc of the light

component and T'k ís a constant characterístíc of the binary system. At

a low temperatut" n2(t) is small and because of lack of uniqueness,

nZ(f) as determined from a least-squares fít rnay be a negative number.

However, Chueh et a1" (116) argue that a negative nZ(f) is not permitted

by the solutíon model, and therefore a small posítive n and a correspond-

ing adjustment in s will probably fit the experimental data equally well,

within the experimental uncertaínty. In any case, thís was not found

possible to do with my data. First of all negative values of ¡ were

not smal1 in my case, and also the values of (nn)% for acetone could

not be obtaÍned. Chueh et al. have listed (no)% values for various

lighter gases in their publication (Figure 5, Reference 116) and I

presume lhese values are selected on the basis of some available experi-

mental data of the líghter components r¿hen dissolved in various solvents.

The value for methane has been set equal to one for convenience and

value for the quantum gases as zero. On this basis alone I have not

been able to obtain any (nn)% value for acetone which r could use to

get a positive value of nZ(f) for the binary system benzene-acetone.

Chueh et al. (116) then give the following relation to obtain the

oZZ(t) value, once nZ(f) is forced to become positíve from the



gerleTal-ized curve

o zz (t)
I

v-cl n, 
1r¡ QQxY

799

(110)

leas t-

the

r^¡here QQXZ, QQXX and QQXY are intermediate quantities in

squares program which are produced in the computer output

FITTING program. InteresËÍngly enough, the r¡alues for oZZ(t) are

also negative, as obtained from my experinental data. The dilated

van Laar model of Chueh and Prausnitz is based on the assumption that

the nonideality of liquid míxtures is due to the interaction of solute

molecules wiËh each other in the environment of the solvent molecules

and not because of interacti-ons between the solute and solvent molecules

(see page 56, this Ëhesis). It is not quite clear whether such a model

can be applied to benzene-acetone mixtures with advantage, especíally

in view of the fact that satísfactory results have not been obtained

above the critÍcal temperature of the lighter component (acetone).

Acetone is definitely polar and the corresponding states theory of

Scott (L02), which is probably Ëhe most useful general theory for

mixtures of simple non-polar 1íquÍds cannot be applied either. Scott

has expressed the free energy of a liquid as a universal function of

the reduced temperature and reduced pressure. The reducing parameters

used by him are the characteristic intermolecular eneïgy and molecular

size. The free energy of a liquid mixture is then given by the same

universal function using reducing parameters which are functÍons of

composítion. Thus, the excess free energy relative to an ideal gas

at the same temperature and pressure, and the activity coefficients of

the liquid mixture are easily found, Scott has proposed three different

the

of

OOXZ
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r,rays by which the characteristic molecular parameters vary with the

composition: (1) the liquid míxture consists of uniform ce1ls all

of the same size (the "single liquid solution"), (2) the 1íquíd

mixture consists of two kínds of cells, one for molecules of component

1 and one for molecules of component 2 (the "two tiquid solutionl'),

and (3) the liquid mixture has interactions of three kinds, the

1-1, I-2, and 2-2 interactions (the "three 1íquid solution"). Tt

ís known that there is a close agreement of experimental results

obtained at or near boiling points of míxtures with those predicted

by scottts "tr,,ro liquíd solution" theory. The "three 1íquid solutionu'

theory does not apply to liquid mixtures very ive11 and is valid for

dilute gas míxtures on1y. Therefore, the activity coefficients of a

liquid mixture at high pressures where one component is above its

critical temperature should probably be best described by a theory

which ruouid be between "two liquíd solution" and "three liquÍd

soluti-on$ relationships. I presume the "two liquid solution" relation

will give too high excess free energy and the "three liquíd solutionrl

will give Ëoo low value at conditions above the critical temperaËure

of one of the components. Since at present there is no solutíon

theory r¿hich will predict the correct activity coefficients under

conditions considered here I hope this research ruill at least con-

tribute to the experimental evidence needed to test possible future

theories.
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SU}ß{ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis deals with the following physical and thermo-

dynamic properties of the pure liquids acetone, benzene, chloroform

and carbon tetrachloride and of mixtures of the bínary system acetone-

benzene in the whole concentration range and over the temPerature range

of 100oC to the respective critical points:- viz., orthobaric volumes, vapor

pressure, critical constants, vapor-liquid equilibríum compositíons"

The orthobaric volumes were obtained by means of a sealed tube

techni-que and the critical phenomena were observed over a range of

total volume whích didnot necessarily prove that the nose of the curve

of orthobaric densíties versus temperature \üas horizontal. The vapor

pressure r'.ras measured by a closed air-manometer and the pressure \^Ias

calculated from the equilibrium volume of compressed air, using van

der trr]aalst equation. Other equatÍons of state díd not give markedly

better results and variations r¿ere within the experimental error.

The critical temperatures of the pure compounds as well as those of

mixtures were determined by the disappearance-of-Lhe meniscus method.

CriLical densities of the pure compounds were obtained by the applica-

tion of the lar,¡ of rectilinear diameter, and the crítícal pressures by

extrapolation of the 1og P versus 1/T line to the critical temperature.

In an effort to calculate the non-ideal behavior in each of the

two phases in the vapor-liquid equilibria, an equation of state

suggesLed by Redlich and Kwong was used for vapor-phase ploperties ' and

a modified van Laar equation for liquid-phase propertíes. The equation

of Redlich and Kwong has been found to provide a simple method for

calculation of fugacity coeffícients" The dimensionless constants
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f), and QO have been re-evaluated from the saturated volumetric properties

of each pure component as suggested by Chueh and Prausnítz" Redlich-

Kwong equation, as modífied by Chueh and Prausnitz, also has a binary

interaction constant rohích signíficantly increases its accuracy for

mixtures. Followíng the solution model of these authors, I attempted

to account for the effect of composition on liquid-phase properties by

a modified van Laar equation" There was little success above the

critical temperature of acetone: but, the one-parameter mode1, when

both components are below a reduced temperature of 0,93, was fairly

successful. For showing the effect of pressure on líquid-phase

properties, the partial molal liquid volumes were calculated using a

liquíd-phase equation of state coupled with an extension to mixtures

of the corresponding-states correlation of Lyckman et al. The pressure

correction (Poynting correction) to the activity coefficient in the

liquid phase was then calculated from the partial mola1 volumes. The

calculations are sensitive to the characteristic energy betr^¡een tr¿o

dissimilar molecules. These energíes are knor^rn f or a number of binary

systems from either the second virial cross coeffícients or the binary

saturated liquid volumes. Since these are not known for aceËone-

benzene system, and generally for any mixture contaíning a polar

compound, it cannot be definitely concluded as to rvhat happens at

high temperatures and pressures to such mixtures. hlork is in progress

in this laboratory to determíne the saturated liquid volumes of certain

binary systems containing polar components. Recently in a critical

review of the phase behavior of mixtures Kay (218) has reiterated the

ímportance of the ínteraction energies. i¡Ihile discussinq the shape of
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the critical locus curve of a míxture he says e "The shape of the

critical focus curve is ultimately the result of the sum total of the

potential energies of interaction between the molecules. However, we

do not have sufficient knowledge of how molecules interact to evaluate

these potentials, and hence we choose sLze, shape, and chemícal nature

of the molecules as practical parameters to distinguish between the

different types of phase behavior exhibited by mixtures ín the vapor

and liquíd states".
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APPENDIX

The programs used ín vapor-liquid equilibríum are given ín

"Appendíx D*' of the monograph by Prausnítz and Chueh (116). The title

of the programs that I have used are given in Chapter V of this thesis

-- they are the same as wrítten by Chueh and Praustítz.

The information for input data used in these programs \^ras

obËaíned as follows:

1) Pure component data -

T P V for acetone and benzene were taken from the resultsc'c'c
obtaíned in thís work. Acentric factors for these compounds were

calculated from the vapor pressure data of the pure components using

the equation given on page 46 (o for benzene = 0 "2II and o for acetone

0.309). The dimensionless consÈanËs in the Redlich-Kwong equation

of state were evaluated for each pure component by fitting equation (25)

Ëo the volumetric data of the saturated vapor and saturated liquid.

They are slightly dj-fferent from the universal values.

Acetone

Benzene

Liquíd Phase

Qa a6

0.3900 0 .07 4s

0.4100 0.0787

Vapor Phase

Qa o6

0.4600 0.0940

0.4450 0.0904

The uníversal values are Q, = 0"4278 and QO = 0.0867. The coefficients

for Ëhe reduced reference 1íquíd fugacíty of the t\,ro components at

zero pressure whj-ch fitted the following equation

. (P0)
1n 

# =c0*cllrR+c2/r.2 +crlro3+c4/r.4 (111)
c
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\.,/ere evaluated from the genera1-ized table of Lyckrnan et al . (IL7) .

In this table Lyckman et al. have tabulated the values of

( r (PO\ (o) ( r(PO)\ (r)r - nure ' und \r", -H ) to, differ\log ---/ and \t"C -T-/ for differenr values of TO.
\ - "" / \" '"/
These values were fj-tted to equation (rLr¡ -for each componenE by a

polynomial regression analysis and the following coefficients obtained

Acetone Benzene

c0 - -1.98432 0"69309

c1 = 10.L3478 2"68s02

cz = -11 "89554 -4"62806

ct = 3.64036 0"70543

c4 = -0.45048 0.0

2) Yapor-phase and critical binary constants

The second virial coefficients of pure benzene and pure acetone

are available in the literature up to 3350 and 1500 respectÍvely (2Lg).

The cross coefficíents have not been determj-ned for thís system beyond

90oC (139) and no experimental informatíon is available about the

saturated liquid volumes of this binary system. Therefore, the binary

consËanË k, which represents the deviation from the geometric mean

tot ,"r, (see equation 36) was estimated (kn 0.01) from interpolaríon.

The critical binary constant 2rrr/ (T"t + T"2) rvas obtained from

the experimental data of the critical temperatures of the binary mix-

ture shown ín Table XIII. Since the experimental volumetric data in

the critical region r,,/ere not avaílable for the binary mixture, the

correlating parameter for critical volumes 2utZ/ (r"1 * v"r) was
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estimated from the generaLized chart (p.41, ref. 116) gÍven in the

monograph. Parameters r12 and v' are required only if T/T"" is

close to or Iarger than 0.93.
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